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Introduction 
 

I am pleased to present the Libya Case Report that is issued monthly by the Libyan 

Organization Of Policies & Strategies (LOOPS) as its recognition of the 

importance of information in our present era in the field of public policy making 

and the implementation of existing policies and as its emphasizing on the need to 

organize the information related to the Libyan case in terms of archiving, 

organizing, analyzing, and then evaluating. The monthly report provides an 

extensive review for the following dossiers: the internal political situation related 

to power and political decision-making process, the foreign situation related to the 

ring countries and regional and international organizations, monitoring the security 

situation in terms of the performance of security institutions and armed groups, the 

developments of the military situation and terrorism issue, in addition to following-

up with the issue of smuggling, border crossings and immigration. The report will 

also document the media situation, monitor violations and evaluate the extent of 

compliance with journalism ethics and standards, as well as tackling the religious 

situation by following-up the positions of religious institutions and groups in 

Libya. The report will as well provide an extensive summary of the economic 

situation and living conditions of Libyan citizens, and it will address the cultural 

and social situation in the country, examine the local administration's performance 

in light of the decline of central authority's effectiveness, in addition to following-

up the scientific and cultural situation in the country. 

The report applies methodological tools in analyzing data and developments in 

order to formulate accurate predictions of the process of events in Libya through a 

comprehensive documentation of events and daily news based on reliable and 

diverse news sources that are cross-checked to ensure its accuracy. The reporting 

team depends on this diversity to provide an intensive monthly presentation of 

events. 

The report also relies on a wide and enormous database of events, statements, 

positions and developments in Libya and data that is regionally and internationally 

related to the Libyan affairs, gathered on a daily basis, and it will be presented later 
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on in an extended annual report of the situation in Libya through the dossiers 

mentioned above. 
 

The Libya Case Report aims at increasing effectiveness and ability of the tools of 

the Libyans decision makers in order to implement sound and effective policies in 

dealing with the Libyan crisis, and in helping the decision makers to scientifically 

and accurately evaluate the Libyan situation. The report also provides a 

comprehensive and accurate view to the non-Libyans who are interested in the 

Libyan affairs both at the level of individuals or institutions. 

Finally, issuing the Libya case report on monthly basis contributes to dissipating 

the fogginess of the Libyan scene, and untangling the complexity of events 

resulting from the escalating pace due to the speedy emergence of new hotspots of 

tension that are accompanying each new development of the Libyan crisis given 

the internal factors and external interventions.   

 

Prof. Dr. Awad Ibraik Ibrahim 

Chairman of the Libyan Organization Of  

Policies & Strategies (LOOPS) 
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To obtain the full version of the Libya Case Monthly Report, you can 

pay for the periodic and regular acquisition of the report. This 

opportunity allows you to participate in efforts to support the research 

activities of the Libyan Organization Of Policies & Strategies. 

Individuals and organizations interested in the publications are invited to 

discuss procedural details by communicating through the organization's 

e-mail: 

Info@loopsresearch.com 
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Executive Summary 

It could be said that February 2017 in Libya is the month of the beginning of “shuffling 

of cards”. In fact, since the outbreak of operations "Dignity" and "Libya Dawn", the 

stalled political process has not known a broad downturn until the General Commander 

of the parliament-affiliated army, Marshal "Khalifa Haftar" rejected the request of the 

Egyptian ally to meet with the Presidential Council Chairman, "Fayez Sarraj". Both 

officials showed up, while "Haftar" was accompanied by the Chairman of the House of 

Representatives “Agila Saleh”. Cairo sought to bring together the three officials as an 

attempt to crown its diplomatic efforts. For months, the Egyptian diplomacy worked to 

communicate with most of the political and regional spectrum which is politically and 

militarily conflicting.  

Marshal Haftar's rejection sparked astonishment to the point that we heard critical 

views from the heart of "Barga" (Cyrenaica) and in the corridors of the House of 

Representatives of what they described as intransigence. Supporters warned that the 

intransigence of "Haftar" will slide the country into a civil war which we could predict 

how it will begin; however, it is not easy to predict how it will end. 

Amid the shuffling of cards, we note the atrophy of power structures emanating from 

the Political Agreement represented in the Presidential Council, which is undergoing a 

chronic internal dispute, and the Government of National Accord (GNA), which has not 

yet been granted the confidence of MPs. GNA was unable to liquidate funds from the 

Central Bank of Libya as planned during the meetings of London, Rome, and Tunis 

about the 2017 budget. Another entity emanated from the Political Agreement is the 

High Council of State which is still convening outside of its first headquarter. 

The atrophy of the Political Agreement was faced in February by a broader presence of 

Khalifa Ghwell's Government of National Salvation which continued to control a 

number of Ministry headquarters. On the occasion of the sixth anniversary of the 17th 

of February Revolution, the National Salvation Government celebrated in the VIP Hall 

at "Tripoli International Airport” and announced, from "Tripoli," the establishment of a 

national guard which is supported by the Mufti "Sadiq Al- Ghariani" and a number of 

armed formations amongst which is the "Benghazi" Defense Brigades.  
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The Political Agreement, as a whole, did not undergo any practical change besides the 

proposals adopted by the neighboring countries, African Union, Arab League, and the 

UN mission in Libya. These proposals gained the support of major powers officials 

from Russia, the United States, and Europe, who are concerned with the Libyan affairs. 

Their support was focused on the need to amend the form and line-up of the 

Presidential Council and find a suitable position for "Haftar" in the political process 

without outweighing other opponents. 

The situation of the four legislative authorities represented in the House of 

Representatives, Council of State, General National Congress, and the Constitutional 

Drafting Assembly is a reflection of the political collision. In fact, the House of 

Representatives did not succeed in even reforming its Political Dialogue Committee, 

which made the talks about granting confidence to the National Accord Government a 

long-distant hope. The Council of State did not manage to exercise broader legislative 

prerogatives despite its declaration on this regard released at the end of 2016. The 

General National Congress (GNC), with its few members, continues to support the 

Ghwell's government. Meanwhile, it is expanding its alliance with Fatwa Council (Dar 

al-Ifta). The Committee of Sixty members did not reach a consensus to take the 

Committee out of the bottleneck it entered due to boycotting deputies from the west, 

cultural components, and the sessions held in Sultanate of Oman. 

Confrontations and war have also impacted the performance of the three National 

Accord, Salvation, and Interim governments, despite of the attempts of Salvation and 

Interim governments to establish an understanding that could weaken or overthrow the 

National Accord government, according to what was understood from the statement 

given by the Prime Minister of the Salvation government "Khalifa Ghwell" in February. 

This resulted in the continued inability of the three governments to improve the overall 

services offered to society. In fact, basic services such as electricity, water, health care, 

and education are still facing serious difficulties. Such conditions are affecting the 

livelihood of people, not only in the suburbs and outskirts, but also in the urban areas, 

including "Tripoli" where the headquarters of two governments are located. Besides, 

the stifling liquidity crisis and the inability of State to control the exchange rate of 

Libyan Dinar against the Dollar have directly impacted the prices of basic commodities.  

In February, the suffering of the municipal councils continued. They are plagued by 

problems related to the scarcity of resources, low liquidity transferred from the various 
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governments, and other several crises. Amidst the lack of capacities, some councils are 

facing the problem of smuggling and the increasing flow of illegal immigration every 

day. Some councils reached the point of contacting some western capitals such as 

Rome seeking ways to reduce the immigration waves. Yet, the municipal councils are 

making their utmost to serve the population within their administrative scopes. They 

sometimes manage to cooperate with Libyan and foreign relief organizations and they 

strive to maintain the continuity of the education process, as well as providing the 

necessary health services. 

Families from "Sirte" continued their way back to their areas in coordination with the 

municipal council of "Sirte" and officials in the "Al-Bonyan Al-Marsous" Forces who 

are carrying on their efforts in securing the city, demining, and collecting bodies.  

This is how February drew two separate scenes in Libya. The first one combined 

dispute and fighting due to conflict over power, or at times for regionalism or 

ideologically-related reasons. The second scene, which may not be noticed by many, 

compiled the continuous efforts of municipal councils, several local associations, and 

local dignitary councils which have led to the continuation of life and healing the social 

rifts. 
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The Internal Political Case 
 

February came to end while the internal political situation is increasingly 

dismantled and gaps are widening between the State institutions existing prior to 

the Political Agreement and those emanating from it. All this has been deepened 

by the intensity of political collision and division which were clearly manifested 

through the extended presence of the National Salvation Government in "Tripoli". 

In addition, Libya's neighboring countries failed in persuading parties to the 

conflict in Libya to sit at the dialogue table. 

The House of Representatives (HoR) did not succeed in forming a committee that 

represents it in dialogue sessions due to disagreements among MPs on the 

mechanism of formation; whether selecting the representatives of MPs through 

constituencies or from the three regions. In addition, HoR has reservations about 

the fact that Presidential Council (PC) is signing treaties with European countries 

believing that PC is not authorized to sign them. On the other hand, the High 

Council of State continued proving its existence as an original actor in the political 

dialogue process and in any amendment that may arise to "Skhirat" Political 

Agreement.  

February recorded the absence of Presidential Council in State institutions 

management; while the Government of National Salvation headed by "Khalifa 

Ghwell" controls a number of Ministries headquarters.  Over five months ago, the 

salvation government seized the presidential palaces in "Nasr Forest" area and took 

them as headquarters from which it operated after it expelled the Presidential 

Council emanating from "Skhirat" Agreement. The National Salvation government 
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announced the formation of a National Guard Force, which is entrusted with the 

functions of securing the capital and fighting organized crime. Its announcement 

was widely condemned internationally including by the UN. 

The Presidential Council was active in trying to address the issue of contracts 

Libya signed with foreign companies in an effort to persuade them to return back 

to Libya and resume their work in accordance with the contracts. The Presidential 

Council also sought the reopening of foreign embassies in the capital "Tripoli".  

Amid the widening of the political and military conflict, the efforts made to 

establish a national reconciliation were reduced despite the initiative of Libya's 

neighbours Tunisia, Egypt, and Algeria and their strive to solve the Libyan crisis.   

Expectations 

The political stalemate and military conflict are likely to continue in front of the 

acute political conflict and the failure of international parties to achieve face-to-

face meetings between parties to the conflict in Libya to pave the way towards 

bringing together all the parties. All this amid the continuing intervention of 

several foreign actors, which further hinder the consensus of Libyan parties and 

widen the scope of war in Libya. 

The non-recognition by the HoR and several other powers in "Tripoli" of the 

institutions emanating from the "Skhirat" Agreement and institutions supporting it 

is making the political scene and current situation on the ground very difficult, in 

addition to the continuous state of chaos. 
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Legislative Bodies  

The House of Representatives (HoR) 

During February 2017, the HoR did not succeed in forming a committee from its 

members to serve as its representatives in the Libyan Dialogue process. It held its 

sessions over two days after suspending the first session despite the quorum of 114 

members was fulfilled according to the HoR spokesperson "Abdullah Blihik" who 

confirmed that the failure to form a committee is due to disagreements among the 

MPs about the selection mechanism. 

 "Blihik" asserted that there is a division among MPs about forming the committee. 

Views are divided between those asking for forming a committee based on the 

constituencies and others demanding it to be based on districts through selecting 

five members from each district with a fixed quota of women. 

Disagreement between MPs about forming the dialogue committee was shown 

through several of their statements. In fact, MP "Sultana Al-Mismari" stated that 

HoR agreed to select the Dialogue Committee members through the constituencies 

along with fixing a quota of women. She emphasized that the formed committee 

will abide by the fundamentals the HoR set, notably having a unified vision to 

negotiate amendments to Presidential Council. According to these fundamentals, 

the Presidential Council must consist of three members and a chairman, all have 

the same prerogatives, in addition to negotiating the article No. 8 and amending it.  

On the other side, in a statement given to "Bawabat Al-Wasat", the MP "Essa Al-

Aribi" denied the fact that HoR reached a specific mechanism on how to select the 

Dialogue Committee members. He pointed out that there is more than one proposal 
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in this regard as some suggest the selection of a committee based on districts while 

others propose a selection that is based on constituencies. "Al-Aribi" alluded that 

MPs rejected the proposal of selecting members based on constituencies.  He 

explained that selection is most likely to be based on districts because it is the most 

balanced mechanism and it’s the consensus-based democracy. 

The month of February was also marked by recurrent visits of MPs to Egypt as part 

of Libya's neighbouring countries efforts in solving the political blockage plaguing 

Libya. The National Egyptian Committee on Libya welcomed in Cairo a 

delegation of MPs, representing the southern region of Libya, headed by Mr."Hmid 

Huma" the second deputy of HoR. The meeting aimed at discussing the practical 

outcome that resulted from the leading meeting hosted in Cairo to find a way out of 

the political crisis in Libya. 

During their meeting in Cairo, deputies of the south of Libya stressed on their 

efforts to implement the mechanisms agreed upon to find a way out of the current 

crisis and to expedite the formation of a committee that represents the members of 

HoR and address the main concerns under the framework of the Political 

Agreement. 

"Huma" stated that HoR is examining several proposals about the Political 

Agreement submitted by the Committee of Forty which convened in Cairo. He 

confirmed that MPs representing the southern region of Libya requested the 

representation of the south in the Political Dialogue Committee to be equal to the 

western and eastern regions and equal in numbers of each district. 
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A delegation from the UN mission to Libya discussed with members of HoR" in 

Tobruk" the reasons for not forming a dialogue committee and the mechanism of 

selection.  

HoR Chairman "Agila Saleh" had diplomatic activities amongst which was his 

meeting with the UN envoy to Libya "Martin Kobler" in Alexandria. Both sides 

had discussions, which were described as constructive, about the upcoming steps, 

according to "Kobler". In the same context, "Saleh" met with the Egyptian 

Committee on Libya in Cairo to seek ways out of the Libyan crisis and reach a 

consensus that puts an end to the crisis. He emphasized on the HoR fundamentals 

which are based on respecting the constitutional declaration, the importance to 

amend the Political Agreement so that the Presidential Council would consist of 

three members representing the three districts. 

The spokesperson of HoR “Abdullah Blihik" denied that HoR Chairman "Agila 

Saleh" and the General Commander of the parliament-affiliated army Marshal 

"Khalifa Haftar" met with the Presidential Council Chairman of the Government of 

National Accord "Fayez Sarraj".  

In a televised statement, HoR member "Younis Fanoush" justified that "Sarraj" and 

"Haftar" did not meet because the latter is upholding to his opinion.  

"Blihik" stated that the Chairman of HoR "Agila Saleh" met with the Italian 

Ambassador to Libya "Giuseppe Peroni" and discussed the Political Agreement 

and legal infractions committed by the Presidential Council and the need to lift the 

arms embargo on the HoR-affiliated army.   
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During the meeting, the Italian Ambassador expressed the willing of his country to 

treat the armed forces wounded in the Italian hospitals and supply hospitals in 

eastern Libya with medicines and medical equipment.  

HoR considered the Memorandum of understanding signed by the Presidential 

Council with the Italian government on illegal immigration as invalid. It stated that 

this Memorandum does neither bind HoR neither the State of Libya and does not 

entail any obligation on Libya in the present or future. The Presidential Council 

released a statement in which it asserts that according to the constitutional 

declaration, "Fayez Sarraj" does not have any legal status that allows him to sign 

such agreements. The statement also says that the issue of immigration is one of 

the most critical issues related to the decision of Libyan people through the 

representatives they elected through ballot boxes.  

On her part, the HoR member "Aisha Al-Tabalki" said in a televised statement that 

the Italian Ambassador to Libya "Giuseppe Peroni" informed them that the 

Memorandum which the Presidential Council signed in regard to immigration is an 

extension to a previous treaty with the Libyan State. 

On another aspect, HoR Chairman "Agila Saleh" expressed his regret towards what 

was mentioned in the report of the German embassy in Niger documenting human 

rights violations (torture and executions) against illegal immigrants in detention 

centers in Libya. "Saleh" explained that these violations are carried out outside of 

the State's authority and in areas under the militias’ control. He called upon Europe 

and the world to support the parliament-affiliated army to restore security across 

the Libyan territories and to eliminate such violations. On the contrary of Saleh's 

statements, HoR member "Salah Fhima" asked the international community to 
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deliberate and not to provide support to parties which brought down the 

institutions. 

The High Council of State 

In February, the High Council of State held several meetings in Libya and outside 

seeking ways to solve the Libyan crisis. In this sense, the Chairman of the High 

Council of State "Abdul Rahman Al-Sweihli" visited Tunisia at the head of a 

delegation from the Council. During the visit, he met with the Tunisian Minister of 

Foreign Affairs "Khemaies Jhinaoui ", the Tunisian Parliament President 

"Mohamed Nasser" and the President "Beji Caid Essebsi ".  

"Sweihli" discussed with officials in Tunisia the initiative of Libya's neighbouring 

countries that aims at widening the scope of consensus in Libya along with the 

declaration Ministers of Tunisia, Egypt, and Algeria signed in regards to 

supporting the Political Agreement, non-interference in Libyan internal affairs, 

respecting Libyan sovereignty, and the unity of its territories. "Sweihli" welcomed 

the initiative.  

"Sweihli" stressed that the dialogue will not stop and the High Council of  State is 

seeking to turn it into to a practical solution to get us out of the current situation. 

He added that Libya has only one choice which is peace that is built on dialogue 

and national reconciliation. 

On the margin of its visit to Tunisia, "Sweihli" met with the U.S. Ambassador to 

Libya "Peter Bodde". During the meeting, "Sweihli" stated that the High Council is 

open to all parties in order to reach a compromise formula to implement the 

Political Agreement with the participation of all Libyans in building the State. 
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"Sweihli" called the U.S. Administration to stop the intervention of some regional 

countries in Libyan affairs as they are supporting certain parties and contribute to 

lingering the conflict and hampering the implementation of the Political 

Agreement. 

A delegation from the High Council of State headed by Second Deputy President 

"Mohammed Mazib" visited Cairo in a seven-day trip during which they met with 

the Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs "Samah Shokri" and member of the 

National Egyptian Committee on Libya. The delegation stressed that the High 

Council is keen not to allow amendment of the Political Agreement unless through 

HoR and High Council of State in accordance with the outcome of "Skhirat" 

agreement. In the same context, they expressed their willing to form a delegation 

from the High Council of Dialogue. Meanwhile, the delegation called HoR to 

expedite the formation of a committee for dialogue to save Libya. 

On February 20, the motorcades of both High Council of State Chairman "Abdul 

Rahman Al Sweihli" and Presidential Council Chairman "Fayez Sarraj" were hit by 

gunfire causing the injury of two guards. In a statement about the incident, the 

media office of the High Council of State accused the Government of "Ghwell" of 

being behind the incident saying that the High Council's investigations were able to 

reveal the identities of attackers who are subordinated to armed groups controlling 

the Rixos Hotel. 

In its statement, the High Council of State threatened to prosecute Ghwell's 

government indicating that Ghwell's government encourages criminal operations in 

which the capital "Tripoli" has been drowning in for some time.  
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On the aspect of internal meetings, the Chairman of High Council of State "Abdul 

Rahman Al Sweihli" discussed with the Chairman of Presidential Council "Fayez 

Sarraj" the security situation. During the meeting, both officials addressed the 

special arrangements to secure "Tripoli", security measures to ensure the safety and 

security of citizens, as well as the latest development in the political scene as they 

examined a set of proposals seeking ways out of the current crisis. 

The Chairman of the State Council also met with the UN mission to Libya Envoy 

"Martin Kobler". The meeting tackled ways to advance the political process and 

the possibilities of widening the national consensus scope within the Political 

Agreement being the sole legitimate framework to solve the Libyan crisis. During 

the meeting, "Sweihli" expressed his categorical rejection of the use of force and 

violence.  

During his meeting with the French Ambassador to Libya "Brigitte Curmi", 

"Sweihli" discussed the Political Agreement, its outcome and institutions 

emanating from it. The Ambassador considered any entity that is outside of the 

Political Agreement as a parallel body that is not internationally recognized. 

The High Council of State Chairman criticized the announcement of establishing a 

National Guard Force by the Salvation Government. He considered this 

announcement as a step towards hindering security and political stability of the 

country and undermining peace and consensus efforts through coordinating with a 

minority from the eastern region, which he described as politically extremist and 

opponent to the Political Agreement. He emphasized that this decision will doom 

to failure.   
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During February, a legal swearing-in ceremony was organized for the High 

Council of State members from the constituencies which elected members refused 

to join the Council of State. Members are: "Jamal Mohamed Bou Sahmin" who 

replaced the previous General National Congress "Nouri Bou Sahmin", Abdel 

Salem Ghwila" replaced "Mohamed Al-Walid" and "Wahid Mohamed Barshan" 

replaced "Ismail Essa Al-Ayeb". 

Expectations 

The prevailing disagreement among HoR members over the mechanism of forming 

the dialogue committee is expected to continue. Therefore, it is not likely that the 

HoR will reach an agreement over forming a committee anytime soon. All seems 

to be ways to gain time in the ongoing conflict between the HoR and political 

bodies emanating from the Political Agreement.  

The MPs' growing rejection of "Skhirat" Agreement's outcome has been obvious 

through the HoR rejection of Presidential Council's actions in signing agreements, 

which thr PC is not legally authorized to sign according to the HoR. 

Libya's neighbouring countries' efforts are not expected to reach a definitive 

solution to the crisis in Libya after failing in concluding a meeting between the 

conflicting parties.  

The visits conducted by the High Council of State to Egypt and Tunisia show its 

commitment to play a role in the political dialogue through the participation in 

amending the Political Agreement equally with the HoR which the latter considers 

it in violation of the Agreement's articles. 
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The Executive Bodies  

Presidential Council of the Government of National Accord 

The Presidential Council announced that it reached a ceasefire agreement in the 

capital "Tripoli" in the area of "Abu Salim", where clashes erupted between armed 

groups one of which is pro Presidential Council and the other is pro Ghwell's 

government. 

The NATO Secretary General stated that he received an official request from the 

Presidential Council of the National Accord Government to assist in developing 

the armed forces. 

In mid-February, the Chairman of the Presidential Council "Fayez Sarraj" visited 

Turkey accompanied with the Minister of Foreign Affairs "Mohamed Siala". 

During the visit, they met with the Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and 

Prime Minister "Ben Ali Yildrim". The two sides discussed the current political 

situation in Libya and ways to combat terrorism. The Minister of Foreign Affairs 

in the Government of National Accord "Mohamed Siala" stated that both sides 

discussed previous agreements between the two countries such as facilitating the 

granting of visas and the resumption of Turkish airlines flights to Libya.   

During the visit, a joint commission was created consisting of Ministries of 

Economy of both countries. The commission aims to review the files of the 

Turkish companies which left Libya due to security conditions and to negotiate 

with them in order to gradually resume their projects in Libya. 

In terms of efforts made to solve the political crisis, Sarraj's visit to Cairo did not 

achieve the longed-for meeting with the General Commander of the parliament -
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affiliated army. This urged "Sarraj" later on to criticize the rejection of "Haftar" 

meeting him, describing the action as an insult to the Libyan people. 

The Government of National Salvation 

During the month of February 2017, the Government of National Salvation headed 

by "Khalifa Ghwell" made further progress on the ground in the capital "Tripoli" 

after it controlled several ministries’ headquarters during the last two months. In 

addition, it is still controlling the presidential palaces where it is operating. 

In mid-February, the Government of National Salvation announced, through its 

Prime Minister "Khalifa Ghwell," the reopening of Tripoli International Airport. 

The latter was seriously damaged as a result of clashes that took place in 2014. 

During the opening of a part of Tripoli International Airport (VIP Hall), "Ghwell" 

stated that the airport project was concluded in a timely manner despite, in his 

words, the existence of a parallel authority. He assured that repairs operation 

continue and flights will soon be resumed. 

In a televised interview, "Ghwell" announced the formation of a national guard 

force stressing that this decision was issued by the General National Congress 

pursuant law No. 2 of February 2015. He added that the national guard body 

consists of the 17th of February rebels who fought ISIS in "Sirte" from across 

Libya. The rebels’ mission is to protect the country from all strife inside and 

outside of "Tripoli". 

From his side, the National Guard Force organized a military parade that included 

a convoy of armed cars roamed around the capital "Tripoli" following the official 

announcement of its formation. The National Guard Force Commander "Mahmoud 
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Zgal", who was assigned by the Government of National Salvation, stated that 

most armed groups in "Tripoli", "Zawiya", "Misrata", "Zliten", and "Mesalata" 

announced joining the Guard. He added that the National Guard aims to secure 

"Tripoli", protect diplomatic headquarters as well as land, sea, and air ports, and 

vital and strategic installations. "Zgal" pointed out that National Guard Forces will 

track down ISIS militants in Libyan cities and eliminate them, alluding that the 

National Guard is a national institution that is away from the political, partisan, 

tribal tugging, and will fight all criminal practices.  

In February "Ghwell" launched an attack against "Skhirat" Agreement's outcome 

saying that the international community made a mistake by adopting the "Skhirat" 

government and supporting individuals who have no legitimacy. He added that the 

Presidential Council was not granted the confidence of HoR for being an 

illegitimate body and that people with ideological tendencies created crises in 

Libya. "Ghwell" stated that the Presidential Council contributed to dividing Libya 

and the western region. "Ghwell" noted that he met with the Chairman of the HoR 

"Agila Saleh" and the Chairman of his government "Abdallah Al-Thinni" and they 

are now working on forming committees between the General National Congress 

and the HoR to merge both governments (National Salvation and Interim 

governments) in order to provide services to citizens. 

In a statement to the London-based "Al-Hayat", "Ghwell" talked about the return 

of his government to the political and security scene in Libya one year after 

leaving power. He justifies the return by the deterioration of services provision and 

the failure of National Accord Government in achieving stability. He stated that the 

"Skhirat" Agreement crowd have no programs for Libya and were only beggars for 
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power, who robbed State institutions and stole money. He emphasized that his 

government is working on putting an end to squandering public funds in 

accordance with a plan that was prepared six months ago. 

"Ghwell" denied his government's violation of Security Council's resolution No. 

2279 stipulating the punishment of those who hinder the implementation of 

"Skhirat" Agreement. "Ghwell" said that they did not hamper the implementation 

of the agreement and did not prevent the Presidential Council from entering the 

country, but rather they granted the PC an opportunity for almost a year but they 

did not offer anything except for complicating things and escalating the crisis. On 

his communication with the eastern region of Libya represented in the government 

of "Al-Thinni", "Ghwell" asserted that the purpose was not to finish off "Skhirat 

Agreement" but rather to form a real government of national accord. He stated that 

consultations in this regard are ongoing for about a month, while all the political 

components in Libya are aware of it.  

The Interim Government 

The month of February was marked by the resignation of the Interim Government's 

spokesman "Abdelhakim Maatoug" following his disagreement with the 

government's Prime Minister "Abdullah Al-Thinni" who marginalized "Maatoug" 

and commented on his performance. "Maatoug" gave controversial statements 

about the Interim Government being a parallel government which has authority 

only on four Libyan embassies. 
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Security directorates in the south and east of Libya received a number of armed 

mechanisms from the Prime Minister of Interim Government, as he is entrusted 

with the Ministry of Interior's functions. 

"The Interim Government condemned, in a statement released at the end of the 

month, the ongoing clashes in the area of "Abu Salim" in "Tripoli" and called for 

the need to take a firm stand towards that. In this same context, the Arab League, 

African Union, and the Organization of Islamic Cooperation called for taking 

action to prevent a humanitarian catastrophe which victims are civilians. They 

demanded from the dignitaries, elders and wise as well as the national forces to 

coordinate their efforts to stop this war and its serious repercussions on domestic 

security and peace. 

From his part, the Prime Minister of the Interim Government "Abdullah Al-Thinni" 

announced that his government rejects the resettlement of illegal immigrants. It 

denounced all the efforts in this regard because resettlement threatens the national 

security and the demographic composition of the population of Libya. "Al-Thinni" 

stressed that Libya is a transit State, while the targeted are African countries, thus, 

Europe has to solve its problem with Africa and not at the expense of Libya. 

On another aspect, "Al-Thinni" discussed with officers and members of the Drug 

Control Agency ways to reinforce efforts made to face the spread of drugs. He 

praised the efforts made by anti-drugs officers in "Ajdabya" in seizing big 

quantities of drugs in the city. 

The Interim Government issued a decision to raise the distinction allowance of 

workers in the rehabilitation centers nursing, elderly homes, and social care 
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complexes. "Al-Thinni" pledged to provide aids to the displaced of "Tawergha" 

who are suffering difficult living conditions. 

February recorded the visit of a high-level parliamentary delegation from the 

Republic of Mali to the Interim Government. During the visit, both sides discussed 

fighting terrorism and illegal immigration, especially migrants from Mali who are 

in Libya, as well as the importance of cooperation between the two countries to 

achieve security and stability. 

Expectations 

Political and military collision is expected to intensify in "Tripoli" due to the 

expanded influence of the Salvation Government headed by "Ghwell" which has 

returned to the scene. Meanwhile, the Government of National Accord registered a 

clear decline in security control. Furthermore, the announcement of establishing a 

National Guard Force affiliated with the Salvation government might further 

increase the tension. The Presidential Council's request to NATO asking for 

support for building the Libyan army might complicate the disagreement not only 

in "Tripoli" but even between rivals in Libya. 

"Ghwell's moves on the ground in "Tripoli" might grant the opportunity to his 

government to become de facto force. It might persuade the international 

community to accept him as a party in the Libyan dialogue. 

Haftar's rejection of meeting "Sarraj" will have repercussions on the political 

process and maybe even on the ground in Libya. This rejection urged some 

supporters of "Haftar" and "Saleh" to publicly address and criticize them. HoR 

member "Abu Bakr Baira" expressed his fear of the outbreak of civil war as a 
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result of Haftar's Intransigence. The situation might urge countries supporting the 

parliament-affiliated General Commander to seek ways to soften Haftar's position 

towards the political process so that to accept the proposal of Egypt, and several 

other neighboring and European countries as well as the UN mission.  

National Reconciliation 

During February, the national reconciliation did not achieve any significant 

progress on a national level. In fact, several meetings failed to solve the political 

blockage, except for the initiative launched by Libya's neighbours: Tunisia, Egypt, 

and Algeria and the intensive meetings conducted by Egypt in the past period. The 

Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs announced that meetings included leaders 

from Libyan national institutions and representatives of the various Libyan society 

segments and regions to advance the political process towards a solution.  

The movement "Yes to a National Reconciliation" discussed with the Chairman of 

the High Council of State in "Tripoli" the importance of reaching a constitution 

that responds to the aspirations of Libyan people and to the movement's vision. 

The latter perceives the national reconciliation as a foundation to save Libya 

through establishing a national authority for a comprehensive reconciliation and 

calling to adopt a new discourse that paves the way towards a successful national 

reconciliation. 

The UN mission envoy to Libya stated during this month that it is important to find 

ways to achieve a national reconciliation in Libya. 
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Expectations 

The national reconciliation efforts whether from inside or outside are not expected 

to heal the widening rifts between parties to the political collision and fighting as 

long as the latter are not taking it seriously enough. In addition, there are some 

disagreements within some authorities related to the reconciliation. Some of these 

authorities are taking sides with some parties to the conflict while other fell under 

the regional influence. 

Political Parties 

Justice and Development Party 

In February 2017, Justice and Development Party emerged with new changes in its 

policy towards parties to the conflict in Libya. In the meantime, the party continues 

to uphold to "Skhirat" Agreement and its outcome.  

Changes were manifested through the party's demands to the UN mission envoy 

"Martin Kobler" to urgently intervene to save civilians in "Ganfouda". The 

president of Justice and Development party "Mohamed Sowan" stated that 

negotiations about releasing the trapped families did not reach any result. He called 

for taking urgent actions to save these families before it is too late, demanding 

from the UN to put "Gandfouda" on top of its priorities. 

With regards to the Political Agreement signed in the Moroccan city of "Skhirat" 

in 2015, "Sowan" asserted that raising any initiative parallel to the Political 

Agreement would baffle the scene in Libya. 
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"Sowan" visited Algeria seeking ways to stir the stagnant water of the Political 

Agreement with the Minister of Maghreb Affairs, African Union, and Arab League 

"Abdelqader Messahel". In Tunisia, during his meeting with the leader of "Al-

Nahdha" (Renaissance) Party "Rached Gannouchi", "Sowan" emphasized the need 

to uphold to "Skhirat" Agreement as a basis for the political process along with 

introducing limited changes to provide a broader consensus, maintain the political 

process, and unify the military institution to comply with the political authority of 

the city. 

The National Forces Alliance Party 

The National Forces Alliance criticized, in February, the outcome of the Political 

Agreement represented in the Presidential Council and the High Council of State.  

The alliance stated, that recent events in "Abu Salim" area in "Tripoli" and the 

recurrent clashes proved the fragility of entities claiming legitimacy and confirmed 

the wrong dialogue methodology founded, in the Morrocan city of "Skhirat", on 

sharing power in a country in which a State has not yet been established. 

In a second statement, the National Forces Alliance Party expressed its concern 

over the memorandum of understanding concluded between the Presidential 

Council and Italy in regards to illegal immigration. The alliance party conveyed 

their reservations about the fact that transitional political bodies are authorized to 

sign any legal documents which entail political, economic, and financial 

obligations on Libyan governments in the future. The party appealed to civil 

society organizations and political parties to pay attention to these repercussions on 

the political decision autonomy Libya in the future. 
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The head of the National Forces Alliance party "Mahmoud Jibril" said in a press 

statement that the Libyan issue was internationalized and that European countries 

play a broker role with the new U.S. administration stressing on the need for 

negotiation to return to its Libyan framework. “Jibril” addressed Libyans calling 

them to engage in an internal dialogue calling municipality councils to open their 

doors to Libyans so that they do not resort to the outside. He emphasized on the 

importance of dialogue with the leaders of armed formation and political entities.   

In February, "Jibril" met with the Tunisian president "Beji Ciad Essibsi" to learn 

about the Tunisian initiative and efforts of neighboring countries and to consult 

about creating the conditions for a Libyan-Libyan dialogue. 

Expectations 

Given the recent party's statement, its official meetings and statements of several of 

its members, it is unlikely that it will change its tradition position toward the 

Political Agreement in terms of its persistence to introduce modifications to the 

agreement. It will continue supporting the outcome of the agreement considering it 

the sole framework to solve the political collision and fighting in Libya.  

Perhaps, the position of the party in its latest statement addressed to "Kobler", in 

regards to civilians trapped in "Ganfouda", might lead to complicating its position 

within the regions and institutions under the influence of the General Commander 

of the parliament-affiliated army.  

National forces Alliance party will carry on in pursuing a conservative policy 

towards the Political Agreement and decisions issued by the institutions emanating 

from it. Besides, it will continue supporting the military operations led by the 

parliament-affiliated army under the name of fighting terrorism. 
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The Foreign Political Situation 
 

The Ring Countries 

Egypt  

In early February, the Egyptian Committee on Libya headed by the Egyptian Chief 

of Staff of Armed Forces, Lieutenant General "Mahmoud Hegazy," announced that 

it had addressed a number of issues related to the implementation of the Libyan 

Political Agreement signed in "Skhirat". The Egyptian Committee held a series of 

meetings throughout the past period with Libyan delegations. Following the 

meetings held in Cairo, the Committee stated that it found common ground after 

listening to the ideas of the delegations. Cairo summed up its vision to solving the 

crisis in Libya in four proposals. The first one is forming a joint committee that 

consists of members of the House of Representatives (HoR) and High Council of 

State with a maximum of 15 members from each side. The committee would 

examine and address issues subjected to amendments in the "Skhirat" Agreement 

and refer them to the Libyan HoR for adoption. The second proposal suggests that 

the HoR make the required amendments to the Constitutional Declaration to 

incorporate the Constitutional Agreement. The third Egyptian proposal stipulated 

the work on conducting parliamentary and presidential elections in Libya no later 

than February 2018. As a fourth proposal, the “Egyptian Committee concerned 

with Libyan Affairs” suggested that all those in key positions in Libya shall 

continue performing their functions until the end of the transitional period and the 

new elected president and parliament practically take over power. 
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During February, Cairo failed after several attempts to organize a meeting that 

brings together the Chairman of the Presidential Council, "Fayez Sarraj," and the 

General Commander of the parliament-affiliated army, "Khalifa Haftar".   

Egypt's presidential spokesperson "Alaa Youssef" announced that the meeting of 

the Egyptian President "Abdel Fattah El-Sisi" and the King of Jordan, "Abdullah 

II" in Cairo addressed the developments in Libya. He added, that the Egyptian side 

presented its efforts in uniting the Libyan ranks.  

Egyptian Foreign Affairs Minister "Sameh Shoukry" met the British Foreign 

Affairs Minister "Boris Johnson" in February. Both sides discussed the 

developments of the Libyan crisis. The spokesperson of Egyptian Foreign Affairs 

said that the meeting tackled Egypt's efforts in seeking a convergence of positions, 

in addition to the role of Libya's neighboring countries in solving the Libyan crisis. 

In Washington, a meeting brought together "Sameh Shoukry" with the U.S. 

Secretary of State "Rex Tillerson" to discuss the developments in Libya. During 

the meeting, the Egyptian side stressed the importance of the "Skhirat" Agreement 

as a basis for solving the Libyan crisis, in addition to the initiative of neighboring 

countries in the implementation of this path.  

February was also marked by the first-ever visit of a Libyan delegation, consisting 

of members of the General National Congress (GNC), to the Egyptian capital. The 

delegation, which was headed by the GNC member "Suad Sultan", met with the 

Chief of Staff of Egyptian Armed Forces Lieutenant "Mahmoud Hegazy", the 

chairman of the Egyptian Committee concerned with Libyan Affairs. The visit 

addressed the outcomes of meetings held in Cairo during last January between 

Libyan parties. The Egyptian Committee conveyed to the members of delegation 
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the welcoming of the “High Council of State” to the completion of its membership 

after the joining of GNC boycotting members (Bloc of 94). According to the 

statement of the Egyptian Defense Ministry, Bloc of 94 has not yet joined the High 

Council of State. The Egyptian Chief of Staff Lieutenant General "Mahmoud 

Hegazy" received the UN Envoy to Libya "Martin Kobler". Their meeting lasted 

for two hours, without revealing what was discussed. In February a highly ranked 

delegation from the High Council of State headed by the Second Deputy 

"Mohamed Mazib" visited Cairo in response to an invitation from the Egyptian 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs to discuss Libya's neighboring countries initiative to 

resolve the Libyan crisis.  

During February, Egypt carried out its efforts within the framework of the African 

Union to affirm the African support to the efforts of Libya's neighbouring countries 

to reach a political solution to the Libyan crisis. The Egyptian Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs confirmed these efforts following the meeting that brought together in 

Cairo the Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs "Sameh Shoukry" with his 

Congolese counterpart "Jean-Claude Gakosso" whose country presides the African 

Union's High-Level Committee on Libya. Both sides discussed the developments 

in Libya. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Egypt held a meeting with the Ambassadors of 

African States accredited in Cairo to address the situation in Libya and the role of 

the African High-level Committee on Libya. According to the Egyptian Foreign 

Ministry spokesman, Egypt confirms its continued engagement with all Libyan 

parties to support the Libyan Political Agreement signed in "Skhirat". Egyptian 

Foreign Minister "Sameh Shukry" stressed the importance of coordinating Libya's 
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neighbouring countries efforts in combating terrorism, drying up the sources of its 

funding, and curbing illegal immigration.  

During February, Egypt continued its strict procedure about the entry of Libyans to 

its territories, while it maintained its agreement with the Libyan side consisting of 

allowing only Libyans registered on lists - each list containing 100 names a day - 

to cross the border of "Msaed". Lists are prepared in advance through the 

municipalities of "Tobruk," "Msaed," and Libyan intelligence to be at a later stage 

used by the Egyptian side before allowing the passage of Libyan citizens whose 

names are included on these lists. Citizens coming from the western region of 

Libya enter Egypt through airports. Some Libyans have been dismayed by the 

heightened security measures exerted on them at Egyptian airports.  

Expectations 

It is not expected that Cairo will succeed, in the near term, to pass the proposal 

presented by the Committee concerned with Libyan affairs headed by the Egyptian 

chief of staff, "Mahmoud Hegazy". However, it will continue supporting the Joint 

tripartite Initiative with Tunisia and Algeria. Cairo will intensify its 

communications with Moscow during the month of March to follow up with 

developments on the Libyan scene. In addition, it will foster its cooperation with 

the European Union on the Libyan dossier, terrorism, and the fight against illegal 

immigration in North Africa. As for the possible decline of Egyptian support for 

the HoR and armed forces affiliated to it, it will depend on European and U.S. 

positions towards these actors, especially after the rejection of "Saleh" and 

"Haftar" of regional and international initiatives and efforts aiming to find a 

comprehensive political solution to the crisis in Libya. Cairo will not stop 
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receiving Libyan delegations and work to bring about a consensus among the 

institutions that emanated from the Libyan Political Agreement. In March, Egypt 

will continue its communications with the African side to enhance its performance 

in contributing to a comprehensive political solution in Libya. 

Tunisia 

The Tunisian president, "Beji Caid Essibsi", received in the capital Tunis the 

President of the National Forces Alliance, "Mahmoud Jibril" and discussed 

developments on the situation in Libya and tacked the details of the initiative led 

by Tunisia to find a political solution that ends the crisis in Libya. The president of 

Tunisia received "Ennahdha" (Renaissance) Party leader "Rached Gannouchi" who 

reiterated his support to the Tunisian presidential initiative. Tunisian Foreign 

Minister "Khemaies Jhinaoui," said that the Tunisian president's initiative "rejects 

the military solution in Libya, as it will lead to a disastrous civil war on Libya and 

its neighbours." 

Russian Foreign Minister "Sergey Lavrov" discussed, with his Tunisian 

counterpart "Khemaies Jhinaoui," a number of international and regional dossiers, 

including developments on the Libyan scene. The two ministers stressed the 

importance of following up on the implementation of the "Skhirat" agreement 

through dialogue and negotiation between the Libyan parties. Tunisian president 

"Beji Caid Essibsi" warned in February of the illegal immigration dangers, which 

they will remain in place as long as conditions in Libya are not improved. The 

statement of "Essibsi" came after a meeting with the Italian president "Sergio 

Mattarella" in the Italian capital. The Tunisian president asked for Italy's support to 

the Tunisian- Algerian- Egyptian initiative to resolve the conflict in Libya and 
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warned of dividing Libya. "Jhinaoui" said the Tunisian president had discussed 

with the Italian side mechanisms to support the Tunisian joint initiative with 

Algeria and Egypt.  

In February, the Tunisian capital hosted a meeting of foreign ministers of Tunisia, 

Egypt, and Algeria to find a compromise between the parties to the Libyan crisis. 

They agreed to continue their efforts to achieve comprehensive reconciliation in 

Libya without excluding any party in a Libyan-Libyan dialogue supported by the 

three States and sponsored by the United Nations. The foreign Ministers of the 

three countries rejected any military solution to the Libyan crisis as well as 

external intervention in Libya's affairs. In the same context, they stressed on 

working together to ensure the unity of Libyan institutions stipulated in the Libyan 

Political Agreement signed in "Skhirat". The final communique of the ministerial 

meeting emphasized on the continued efforts of the three countries in coordinating 

among each other and communicating with all political actors in Libya. The three 

Ministers announced the referring of the meeting results to the Tunisian, Egyptian 

and Algerian presidents, in addition to providing a comprehensive briefing to the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, the Secretary-General of the League of 

Arab States, and Chairman of the African Union Commission. The briefing should 

be considered an official document to be adopted by the three organizations, under 

the title of Tunisia's Ministerial Declaration to Support a Comprehensive Political 

Settlement in Libya.  

About the visit of the Secretary-General of Tunisia's Project Movement during 

February to the Libyan city of "Al-Marj" and his meeting with the General 

Commander of the parliament-affiliated army Marshal "Khalifa Haftar", the 
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Tunisian presidency denied that the visit had been coordinated with the presidency 

or the Tunisian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The presidential statement said that it 

had learned through a telephone conversation about the presence of a Tunisian 

party delegation in Libya to support the Tunisian President's initiative about the 

political settlement in Libya. It is noteworthy to mention that there are sharp 

disagreements between "Marzouk", a former official in "Nidaa Tounes” party and 

the President of the Tunisian Republic, "Beji Caid Essibsi".  

Unrest in Tunisian areas bordering Libya continued during the month of February, 

where some people from the city of "Ben Girdan" closed the border port of "Ras 

Jdir" demanding once again from borders authorities on the Libyan side to lift the 

customs fees on goods entering from Libya to Tunisia through "Ras Jdir" border 

crossing. The chief of "Ras Jdir" border checkpoint on the Libyan side 

"Mohammed Jarrafa" said that "travelers from the Tunisian side are transporting all 

sorts of goods and fuel without objection from the Libyan side". "Jarrafa" said that 

protesters are demanding the registration of the agreement they have with a 

number of municipalities in the western region, with official authorities in Libya. 

The agreement rejected by the Libyan authorities during the month of January 

allow Tunisians to cross the borders of "Ras Jdir" carrying all sorts of food 

commodities — including subsidized goods — and fuel without the Libyan side's 

objection. 

Expectations 

Tunisia will continue its efforts aiming at uniting the efforts of Cairo and Algeria, 

to implement the three-nation initiative to find a comprehensive political solution 

in Libya that ensures the accelerated implementation of "Skhirat" Agreement. 
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Tunisia's Ministerial Declaration on Libya made a clear progress in the efforts of 

the tripartite initiative in gaining regional and international support. But the most 

striking challenge will be the ability of the three States to implement the initiative's 

mechanisms, especially that implementation tools are not clear, mainly because of 

the expected rejection of some parties to the conflict in Libya of this initiative.  

The Tunisian government will not be able, in the near term, to contain repeated 

disturbances led by the people and traders in the Tunisian border areas adjacent to 

Libya.  

Algeria 

Following a meeting with the Algerian Minister of Maghreb Affairs, African 

Union and Arab States League "Abdelkader Messahel", the Russian Foreign 

Minister "Sergey Lavrov" said that his country stresses the importance of 

supporting efforts that aim at overcoming obstacles facing the implementation of 

the "Skhirat" agreement through a comprehensive dialogue between Libyan rivals 

to address the challenges facing Libya, foremost fighting against terrorism, and 

building of institutions. The Russian Minister praised the supporting role of 

Algeria in finding a solution to the Libyan crisis. From his part, the U.S. Deputy 

Assistant Secretary for Egypt and Maghreb Affairs "John Desrocher" expressed the 

United States' support for the Algerian mediation efforts in the Libyan crisis. The 

Chairwoman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the French National Assembly 

"Elisabeth Guigou" said that her country was grateful for the Algerian efforts in 

restoring peace in Mali and settling the crisis in Libya. "Messahel" announced his 

intention to conduct a shuttle tour to several Libyan areas in response to an 

invitation he received from Libyan delegations had visited Algeria, according to 
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the Algerian news agency.  "Messahel" visited "Doha" and met with the Qatari 

Foreign Minister "Mohamed Ben Abdul Rahman". During the meeting, both 

ministers discussed the situation in Libya. Algerian Foreign Minister "Ramadan 

Al-Amamrah" received the Foreign Minister of Congo "Jean-Claude Gakosso" and 

discussed the meeting's outcome of the African Union High-Level Committee on 

Libya. The Congolese Minister briefed his Algerian counterpart about the latest 

developments in the committee's efforts aiming at contributing to a political 

solution to the Libyan crisis. 

During February, Algeria continued to receive Libyan delegations as part of 

Algeria's mediation efforts to resolve the Libyan crisis. In fact, the Minister of 

Maghreb Affairs, African Union, and the Arab States League "Abdelkader 

Masahel" received members of the Libyan Committee of Dialogue, in addition to 

his meeting with a delegation from the Operation Room of "Al-Bonyan Al-

Marsous". The latter met a number of officials in the Algerian government. Algeria 

also received a delegation that included a representative of the Municipal Council 

of "Zintan" and HoR members. The delegation was headed by the former Minister 

of Defense "Osama al-Juwaili". 

During the month of February, Algeria sent a new batch of humanitarian aid to the 

Municipality of "Ghat" and Libyan areas bordering Algeria. This batch was 

preceded by others offered by the Algerian government, during past months, to the 

Libyan areas that are experiencing an acute shortage in medical and food supplies 

as a result of the political division plaguing in Libya.  
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Expectations 

Algeria will continue its efforts towards the Libyan issue through hosting a 

meeting that is dedicated to seeking ways out of the crisis in Libya. Algeria is 

trying to make this meeting a crown of its initiative launched in 2014, which has 

continued to ensure its success with all Libyan, regional, African and international 

parties. In this regard, "Masahel" has repeatedly announced that the meeting will 

be held at the end of March 2017. The Tunisian and Egyptian presidents are 

expected to attend the meeting. 

Sudan 

Sudanese President "Omar Al-Bashir" denied his country's support for any rival 

factions in Libya after the fall of the administration of "Muammar Gaddafi". "Al-

Bashir" considered that any vacuum in Libya would affect the region as a whole. 

For this reason, his country supports the resolution of the Libyan issue. "Al-Bashir" 

said that his country recognizes the Government of National Accord as a legitimate 

government in Libya. The Sudanese president stressed that the establishment of 

stability would deprive terrorist organizations of a foothold in Libya, according to 

his statements to the Emirati newspaper "Al-Ittihad". "Al-Bashir" attributed the 

emergence of terrorist organizations in Libya to the start of conflicts between 

Libya Dawn and Dignity forces. He added that when the crisis began in Libya its 

main focus was the unification of Libyan components. He noted that his country 

had closed its border with Libya because there had been cross-border infiltration 

and people who had joined terrorist movements and organizations, according to the 

Sudanese president's statement to the "Al-Ittihad" newspaper.  
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In February, the Sudanese government met with a delegation of experts from the 

UN Security Council who are concerned with monitoring the implementation of 

the Council's resolution 1973. The resolution stipulates arms embargo on Libya. 

During the meeting, the Sudanese government renewed its demands to remove the 

Sudanese opposition movements "Darfourian" from Libya and southern Sudan. 

The Sudanese Foreign Ministry spokesman "Karib Allah Khader" said that the 

group of experts should put pressure on these groups to join the political process in 

Sudan.  

Expectations  

The Sudanese government is still denying the constant accusations of supporting 

one of the parties to the Libyan conflict. It is seeking to secure its borders and 

putting restrictions on the Sudanese armed opposition groups based in southern 

Libya, as they have been implicated in the armed conflict in Libya, according to 

UN reports. Sudan is expected to support the initiative of neighbouring countries to 

bring peace to Libya. It will intensify its presence on its borders with Libya and 

attempt to control the smuggling of arms and movements of armed groups between 

the two countries. In addition, "Khartoum" will increase its communications with 

neighboring countries to contribute to any settlement host by these States.  

League of Arab States  

The Arab Parliament held a regular session during February. In its conclusion, it 

called for the formation of a government of national accord in Libya that represents 

all political forces and gains confidence from the HoR. The final communique of 

Parliament noted the need to preserve Libya's unity and political independence, 
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while it refused the interference in Libya's internal affairs. The Arab Parliament 

affirmed its support for the initiatives of Libya's neighbours and called for 

coordination between the efforts of UN mission to Libya, African Union, and 

League of Arab States in supporting the dialogue between the Libyan Parties in 

accordance with the Political Agreement signed in "Skhirat", as a framework for 

the political solution of the Libyan crisis. The Secretary-General of the League of 

Arab States "Ahmed Abou Gheit" emphasized the league's commitment to working 

towards a comprehensive settlement to solve the crisis in Libya. "Abou Gheit" 

renewed this commitment after his meeting in Cairo with the two Vice-Presidents 

of the Presidential Council "Ali Al-Gotrani" and "Omar Al-Aswad". 

From his part, the Arab States League envoy "Salah Edin Al-Jamali" held a 

meeting with the Chairman of the Presidential Council "Abdelrahman Sweihli". 

The meeting discussed the role of the league in supporting the Political Agreement 

and institutions emanating from it. "Al-Jamali" discussed, in the capital "Tripoli," 

the latest developments in the Libyan crisis with Presidential Council Chairman, 

"Fayez Sarraj".  

Against the backdrop of the outbreak of violent clashes in "Abu Salim" 

neighbourhood in central "Tripoli", the Secretary-General of the League of Arab 

States, "Ahmed Abou Gheit" appealed to the parties to the clashes to cease fire and 

refrain from taking any action that would escalate tensions in the capital, according 

to a statement issued by "Abou Gheit". The Secretary-General of the League 

commended the role of Presidential Council in ending clashes and consolidating 

the ceasefire agreement between the parties to the clashes. 
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Expectations  

The League of Arab States will continue its activities aimed at achieving a 

comprehensive political settlement in Libya after its absence from participating in 

the settlement efforts of the crisis in Libya. It will continue its communications 

with all parties to the conflict in Libya and it will intensify those with the African 

Union and the United Nations Support Mission in Libya to support the troika's 

initiative launched by Libya's neighbours and aiming to resolve the crisis. 

It is also expected that the League will receive greater political support from the 

European Union and the United States to encourage its work on resolving the 

Libyan crisis. However, it is unlikely that the League will begin in the near future 

to work on unifying Arab ranks towards the Libyan issue through a resolution 

binding on Arab League to stop the interventions of some Arab States through 

militarily and politically supporting some parties to the conflict. The League of 

Arab States will support the initiative of Libya's neighbouring States along with its 

continued support for the African - Arab - UN troika.  

The African Union  

During the month of February, the African Union continued its efforts aiming at 

finding a political solution to the Libyan crisis. In this context, the Congolese 

Foreign Minister "Jean-Claude Gakosso" discussed with the Algerian foreign 

Minister "Ramadan Lamamra" the outcome of the high-level meeting of the 

African Commission on Libya, which held its last activity in January and received 

support from the African Union summit in "Addis Ababa" in the same month. The 

Congolese foreign minister, whose country presides the African Commission, met 
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with the Egyptian Foreign Affairs Minister, "Sameh Shukry". The two sides 

reviewed the developments in Libya and welcomed the decision of the African 

Summit to include Libya's neighbouring States as members of the African 

Commission on Libya. "Cairo" consolidated the African participation in the efforts 

to resolve the Libyan crisis through a meeting of the Egyptian minister of foreign 

affairs with the ambassadors of African countries accredited to Egypt. From its 

part, Algeria maintained its communication with actors within the African Union 

to support the African participation in the resolution of the Libyan conflict and to 

support the Libyan political agreement signed in "Skhirat.  

Expectations 

The high-level African Committee on Libya is expected to continue its efforts 

aiming at supporting a comprehensive political solution to the Libyan crisis. It is 

likely also that it will continue its support for Libya's neighbouring countries both 

in terms of implementing the tripartite initiative and coordinating between African 

Union states on issues of terrorism, smuggling, and illegal immigration. The 

African Committee is also expected to receive more attention from the European 

Union, particularly with regard to the above-mentioned issues. The African 

Commission had already announced its intention to visit Libya during the month of 

February, which did not happen. It is likely that its delay and not announcing the 

reasons for it is due to the security situation in Libya, as well as the lack of a 

radical development in the country's political division. Perhaps the delayed visit to 

the capital may negatively affect the effectiveness of African Commission as an 

active player in the Libyan conflict's resolution, especially along with the arrival of 

European officials in Tripoli.  
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The European Union 

The Maltese capital "Valletta" hosted a European summit in February. At the end 

of the summit, European leaders issued a document called "The Declaration of 

Malta", which adopted fundamentals of the European joint action to confront the 

phenomenon of illegal migration. European leaders stressed on supporting Italy to 

implement the memorandum of understanding signed by the Italian authorities 

with the Presidential Council in late January  in order to counter the escalating 

numbers of illegal immigrants coming from Libya.  

The Secretary-General of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) "Jens 

Stoltenberg" announced that the NATO is ready to help Libya build the military 

institution and its intelligence apparatuses in the case Libya presents a formal 

request to NATO. "Stoltenberg" emphasized that these institutions have to be 

under a Libyan civilian authority. The NATO Secretary-General's position came 

during a meeting with Chairman of the Presidential Council "Fayez Sarraj" at 

NATO headquarter in “Brussels”. The EU official stated that NATO has similar 

successful experiences in other countries, such as "Bosnia" and "Afghanistan". 

"Sarraj" said that he "does not rule out the possibility of cooperation with NATO” 

adding that "this cooperation could incorporate capacities building of the military 

institution and improving the performance of its structures to combat terrorism, 

illegal immigration, and smuggling," according to "Sarraj". 

UN envoy to Libya "Martin Kobler" invited the European Union to reopen its 

mission office in the capital "Tripoli". "Federica Mogherini" commented on his 

invitation saying that the Union is open to the idea of reopening its diplomatic 

mission in "Tripoli" but its return depends on the availability of appropriate 
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conditions, particularly in terms of security, according to the European official's 

statement. "Mogherini" also announced in February the decision of the European 

Union to formally join the efforts of African Union, League of Arab States, and 

United Nations in the search for a solution to the Libyan crisis. It should be noted 

that this announcement affirms the European's support announced during the 

month of January for the efforts of the African Union, Arab League under the 

leadership of Libya's neighbours to find an appropriate political mechanism to give 

effect to "Skhirat" Agreement.  

The High Representative of the European Union Foreign Affairs Policy "Federica 

Mogherini" stated that the attack that targeted the motorcade of Chairmen of the 

Presidential Council and High Council of State proves the fragility of the security 

situation in "Tripoli". She added that the attack was a clear attempt to disrupt the 

political process. Commenting on the clashes in the "Abu Salim" area in the capital 

"Tripoli", "Mogherini" called on all parties in Libya to protect civilians.  

In February, a European meeting of foreign affairs ministers of the Union Member 

States was held, during which attendees discussed several international issues, 

including the Libyan dossier. European ministers unanimously renewed their 

political support for the Government of National Accord as well as their 

cooperation with the League of Arab States and the African Union. Despite the 

collective position in favour of the Presidential Council, the Representative of the 

European Union Foreign Affair "Frederica Mogherini" stated that the failure of the 

Government of National Accord makes the EU think of forming a new body 

substituting the current Presidential Council. After the meeting of European 

foreign affairs ministers, "Mogherini" announced that EU is ready to change its 
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stance towards recognizing the party that rules Libya. It should be noted that 

December of last year and January of this year were both marked by shifts in 

international positions towards the rejection of amendments to the Libyan Political 

Agreement, as well as amendments to the Presidential Council or proposing an 

alternative cabinet.  

In February, President of the European Parliament "Antonio Tajani" called the 

European Union to set up camps to receive refugees and immigrants in Libya and 

to conclude a convention with the Libyan side on this regard to allow the 

implementation of this demand. From its side, Germany reiterated its rejection to 

the implementation of this request due to the lack of a strong and effective 

institution in Libya able to manage these camps amid the deteriorated security 

situation in Libya. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Government of National 

Accord "Mohamed Siala," said in a press statement, in his statement, "the 

European Union refuses to assume its responsibilities and cast them on our 

shoulders."  

Expectations  

European leaders have succeeded in issuing the "Declaration of Malta" document 

which regulates the European cooperation mechanisms to encounter illegal 

immigration. Despite that, the European position remains divided towards the 

establishment of camps for the cantonment of refugees in North Africa, 

particularly in Libya. In fact, Germany is opposing the implementation of this 

proposal because of the current situations in Libya. However, it is expected that 

Italy will continue facing the waves of immigrants coming from Libya especially 

that it received the support of EU to implement the memorandum of understanding 
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it signed with the Presidential Council of the Government of National Accord last 

month.  The European Union is not expected to succeed in its training programs 

targeting Libyan coast Guards, especially in view of the continued stationing and 

influence of smuggling groups on the Libyan coast. As a result, any Libyan crews 

trained by the European Union would not be able to operate effectively off the 

Libyan coast, as long as they cannot control the beaches from which the boats of 

illegal immigrants depart.  

The European Union's position towards the current composition of the Presidential 

Council and the amendment of certain articles in the Libyan Political Agreement 

are likely to be more open to the demands of opponents. However, it is not 

expected that the European Union will again contact the General National 

Congress and its Chairman "Nouri Bou Sahmin" who has been absent from the 

political scene. It is also unlikely that EU will make official communications with 

the Prime Minister of the National Salvation Government, "Khalifa Ghwell", to 

engage them in a political settlement that ensures the participation of all parties to 

the conflict in Libya and does not exclude actors.  The position of the European 

Union towards the House of Representatives (HoR), is expected to become more 

entrenched in case it continues to reject the proposals for political settlement and 

implementation of "Skhirat" Agreement. The European position could also be 

confused if the United States express its intention of radically changing its position 

towards its vision for resolving the Libyan crisis. 

Italy  

Earlier in February, the Italian foreign affairs minister announced his government's 

allocation of 200 million Euros to fight illegal immigration in the Mediterranean 
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Sea and Africa. The amount is allocated to "Africa Fund", which will finance 

activities that ensure the cessation of migrants by monitoring borders between 

African countries, including Libya. The Italian Government's allocation of this 

amount is part of its ongoing efforts to build fruitful cooperation with Libya and 

other African countries to encounter the waves of migration. The HoR denounced 

the signing of the Chairmen of Presidential Council "Fayez Sarraj" a memorandum 

of understanding with the Italian Prime Minister "Paolo Gentiloni" in regards to 

"cooperation in the areas of development, combating illegal immigration, human 

trafficking, smuggling and strengthening borders security between Italy and Libya. 

"  

As part of the Italian efforts in encountering illegal immigration, Italian Foreign 

Minister "Angelino Alfano" said that the European Union wishes to reach an 

agreement with Libya to manage the immigration. He added that the agreement 

should include the establishment of refugee camps in Libya.  The statement of 

"Alfano" was issued a week before the meeting of the foreign affairs minister of 

the Union member states. The Italian minister said that signing an agreement 

similar to the agreement concluded by the EU with Turkey requires political 

stability in Libya. Alfano's statement came during a joint press conference with the 

German Foreign Affairs Minister "Sigmar Gabriel" whose country has 

reservations, along with other European countries and organizations, about the 

Italian proposal. It attributes its reservations to the worsening of security condition 

in Libya. 

In conjunction with the visit of the Italian Prime Minister "Paolo Gentiloni" to 

London, British press sources revealed that Britain and Italy are going towards a 
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rapprochement with the Libyan army commander, appointed by the HoR,  to deal 

with the migration crisis. British sources explained that "London" and "Rome" are 

aware of the magnitude of the change in power balance on the ground in Libya, 

especially in the East".  

In harmony with the European Union's website, the Italian foreign affairs ministry 

welcomed the initiative of the neighbouring countries to Libya and the role of the 

African Union and League of Arab States in resolving the Libyan crisis by 

coordinating and supporting the UN mediation efforts in Libya.  

The Italian embassy in Libya rejected the accusations of MP "Ibrahim Al-Zghid" to 

Italy that it had dropped a helicopter affiliated with Dignity Operation Forces. 

"Benghazi" Defense Brigade stated that it actually dropped it near-by "Al-Jufra" 

Base. The embassy expressed surprise at the accusations of "Al-Zghid" and 

described it as farcical and irresponsible. The Italian Ambassador to Libya 

"Giuseppe Perrone" visited "Tobruk" and met with the Chairman of HoR "Agila 

Saleh". "Perrone" also visited the city of "Misrata" and met during his visit to the 

municipal council of the city the MP representing "Misrata" "Mohamed Alraed". 

The Italian Ambassador discussed with the Chairman of the High Council of 

Stated "Abdel Rahman Sweihli" the efforts made to expand the scope of 

participation in the Libyan Political Agreement.  

In February, the Italian prime minister, "Paulo Gintiloni" presented a special report 

on security in his country. He considered that "positions that are described as 

responsible and which are adopted by the current Libyan authorities and "Sarraj" 

are very important matters. These authorities are conveying a message which they 

respect", according to the text of the Gintiloni's report. The report noted that "This 
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does not erase the fragility of the Libyan situation, but tells us that there is a 

ground to be worked on," the report said.  

From his part, the director general of the media office in the Italian intelligence 

"Alessandro Pansa" presented a report on the intelligence work during the year of 

2016 in front of the intelligence committee in the Italian parliament. The report 

summarized the security threats coming from Libya and related to the issue of 

illegal immigration, terrorism, and energy security in Italy. The report also 

presented the performance of Italian authorities when dealing with the situation in 

Libya. "Pansa" denied any evidence of the infiltration of jihadist groups from 

Libya through the waves of illegal immigrants coming from Libya. He did not rule 

out the existence of direct risks to the security of Italy as a result of the influx of 

illegal immigrants entering his country. The security report indicated that the 

energy supply coming from Libya, despite the turbulent conditions in Libya, was 

not affected, and it provided about 7% of the gas and 4% of the oil imported Italy 

during 2016. 

Expectations  

Italy will continue its efforts to counter illegal waves of migration coming from 

Libya. It will also develop its communication with "Tobruk", in addition to its 

work to maintain European support for its efforts in Libya. "Rome" is expected to 

strengthen its cooperation with the United States to gain the new U.S. 

administration support for its steps aiming at ending the Libyan crisis and facing 

the challenges posed by the chaos in Libya on the security situation in Italy, as well 

as the protection and securing energy supplies coming from Libya. Italy will also 

increase its cooperation with Algeria, Tunisia and support the trilateral initiative of 
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Libya's neighbouring states. However, it remains difficult to predict the nature of 

coordination between Italy and "Cairo" in the absence of resolving the murder case 

of the Italian doctoral student "Logio Regeni". Italy will also seek to secure its 

economic interests, contribute to relief efforts, and finance projects in Libya.  

Germany  

On the margin of Munich Security Conference in Germany, German Chancellor 

"Angela Merkel" met with Chairman of the Presidential Council of Government of 

National Accord "Fayez Sarraj".The meeting sought ways of cooperation between 

the two countries in the fields of counter-terrorism and illegal migration, as well as 

providing support in the fields of energy, health, education. "Merkel" expressed her 

country's readiness to train the presidential guards and the desire of Germany to 

implement the bilateral agreements signed between Libya and Germany.  

In February, Germany reiterated its refusal to set up camps that are funded by EU 

to regroups immigrants in Libya. The German Minister of Foreign Affairs "Sigmar 

Gabriel" ruled out the implementation of this proposal amidst the political and 

security chaos in Libya. The German foreign affairs minister described the 

proposal of the Austrian minister of foreign affairs to set up camps to regroup 

immigrants in North Africa as "unrealistic".  

The German ambassador to Libya "Christian Buck" met with the first Vice-

Chairman of the High Council of State. The two sides discussed developments in 

the political situation in Libya, the importance of implementing the "Skhirat" 

Agreement and reaching consensus on the proposed amendments. 
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German embassy in Libya announced that it had sent solar panels for power 

generation to the children's Hospital in "Benghazi". The German assistance came 

in the framework of Germany's commitment to support Libya and the Stability 

Fund established by the UN mission to Libya in cooperation with the Presidential 

Council to respond to humanitarian needs in Libya.  

Expectations 

Germany will strengthen its coordination with Rome to address the waves of 

illegal immigration, especially those coming from Libya. It is also expected that it 

will continue rejecting European proposals calling for gathering migrants in Libya 

and setting up camps funded by the EU, as long as conditions are not stabilized in 

Libya. On another aspect, it is unlikely that German authorities will provide 

assistance to the Presidential Council in terms of training and rehabilitation of 

security services and military institution in Libya. It is expected that "Berlin" will 

support any proposed amendment to the articles of the Libyan Political Agreement 

as long as it is in accordance with a consensual framework between parties to the 

Libyan crisis. Germany will also continue to support efforts aiming at rescuing 

refugees and immigrants in the Mediterranean Sea, as well as to expand its 

outreach to Libyan actors working on this area.  

France  

The French Foreign affairs Committee in the Parliament asked the French 

government to continue supporting a political settlement in Libya between the 

Commander of the parliament-affiliated army "Khalifa Haftar" and Chairman of 

the Presidential Council "Fayez Sarraj". A French parliamentary report 
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recommended that France's European partners, Germany and Italy, should join the 

initiative of Libya's neighbours aiming to achieve a solution to the Libyan crisis. 

The report stressed on documenting the consultations France is conducting with 

Algeria, Egypt and Tunisia. The German-French report stated "victory over 

terrorism requires the unity of all Libyan forces under a civilian authority led by 

"Fayez Saraj". The report stated also that "there is an urgent need to create a 

structure for the national security that gives "Haftar" a position in the military 

institution that is acceptable by all sides."  

President of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the French National Assembly 

"Elisabeth Guigou", expressed France's gratitude for the efforts made by Algerian 

Government to contribute to the settlement of the Libyan crisis and the restoration 

of peace in Mali. She stated that the situation in the two countries is of concern to 

France and Algeria. Guigo's statements came following a meeting with the 

Minister of the League of the Arab States and the African Union, "Abdel Kader 

Mesahel. The high-level French parliamentarian discussed with the Tunisian 

Foreign Minister "Khemaies Jhinaoui" the Tunisian initiative aimed at finding a 

political solution to the Libyan crisis.  

Following a meeting with Chairman of the High Council of State, "Abdel Rahman 

Sweihli", the French Ambassador to Libya, "Brigitte Curmi", renewed France's 

support for the Libyan Political Agreement signed in "Skhirat" and institutions 

emanated from it. "Curmi" pointed out that her country recognized the High 

Council of State since its establishment "as a legitimate body which performs its 

functions in cooperation with the House of Representatives and Presidential 
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Council". She stated that "any other bodies outside the framework of the political 

agreement are considered parallel and not internationally recognized." 

Expectations 

France will continue to provide political and intelligence support to the armed 

forces affiliated with HoR, in parallel with its support for the Libyan Political 

Agreement signed in "Skhirat". Paris will continue to coordinate with Libya's 

neighbouring countries and sub-Saharan countries to meet the challenges posed by 

jihadist groups in the region. Furthermore, the Libyan crisis has provided France 

an opportunity to strengthen its influence on the African continent. Therefore, the 

French presence as an actor in the Libyan scene will ensure a privileged position 

for it within the European Union as well as in developing its relationship with 

Washington. France will intensify its consultations with Algeria particularly on 

security and intelligence aspects.  

Great Britain 

British Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs "Boris Johnson" 

stated that the "Skhirat" Agreement cannot be dissolved and must be built upon. In 

the same context, he stressed on the need to unite the east and west of Libya based 

on the Political Agreement. The British minister pointed out to his country's work 

to counter illegal immigration in Libya. During his visit to "Cairo", "Johnson" 

discussed with his Egyptian counterpart "Sameh Shoukry" the conditions in Libya. 

The Egyptian Foreign Ministry spokesman said that the two ministers had 

discussed Egypt's efforts and Libya's neighbouring countries in bridging positions 

towards the Libyan crisis. Britain's Ambassador to Libya "Peter Millett" stated that 
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the trilateral summit of Libya's neighbouring countries "will be a very useful step 

in terms of security, stability, and prosperity of Libya", according to Millet's tweet 

on twitter. The British ambassador renewed his country's support for the political 

process in Libya and for building and unifying a national army and police force 

that have a monopoly on the use of force and exercise their work under the 

command of a political leadership," said the Ambassador in another post on 

Twitter. "Peter Millett' also announced his support for the Presidential Council's 

statement about "National Guard" considering the latter as "illegitimate and 

threatening to escalate violence and unrest in Tripoli."  

Expectations  

It is expected that Britain will support any change in the leadership of the UN 

mission in Libya. It will also foster its cooperation with "Rome" and "Berlin" in 

their efforts aiming at facing illegal immigration in addition to its support to the 

initiative of Libya's neighbouring countries. It is not unlikely that Britain will start 

adopting a policy that may contradict in some of its details with the European 

position towards developments in the situation in Libya. The British ambassador to 

Libya has repeatedly stressed that London's exit from the European Union will not 

affect its role in the Libyan case. However, London's interests might contradict 

with the European vision at certain levels, in particular on issues related to 

terrorism, the role of Commander of the parliament-affiliated army, and the issue 

of immigration. Britain will also work during the month of March on supporting 

the Presidential Council of the Government of National Accord and securing the 

economic interests of Britain in Libya.  
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Turkey 

The Turkish President "Recep Tayyip Erdogan" received in "Ankara" the 

Chairman of Presidential Council of the Government of National Accord "Fayez 

Sarraj". "Sarraj" welcomed the reopening of the Turkish embassy in "Tripoli" and 

Ankara's announcement of the imminent resumption of Turkish Airlines flights to 

Libya, as well as easing restrictions on Libyans to obtain the Turkish visa. "Sarraj" 

considered the actions taken by Turkey as a reflection of the depth of relations 

between the two people. At the end of his visit to Turkey, the Chairman of the 

Presidential Council visited the Turkish airforce military production plant in the 

Turkish capital.  

As part of his activities, the Turkish Ambassador to Libya "Ahmet Dogan" met 

with the governor of the Central Bank of Libya. The meeting addressed ways to 

activate previous agreements signed between the two countries and the return of 

Turkish companies to operate in Libya. During February, news circulated by media 

that the Libyan Central Bank deposited a $1 billion at the central Bank of Turkey, 

which was denied by the central bank in Tripoli. The Turkish ambassador also 

visited the General Authority of Islamic Affairs and Endowments (Awqaf) in the 

Libyan capital. The Authority announced that it agreed with the Turkish Embassy 

to restore and construct the old mosques, which belonged to the Ottoman era in 

Libya. In February also, a Turkish crew of 23 engineers and technicians affiliated 

with the Turkish company which implemented the project of "Ubari" gas power 

plant arrived in Libya. Their mission will include preparation for operating the 

plant. A delegation from the Turkish-Governmental Humanitarian Relief 

Foundation visited "Saadi Muammar Gaddafi" in his prison in "Tripoli" to check 
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on his health condition. The organization did not reveal more details about the 

visit.  

Expectations 

Turkish officials announced their commitments in late January to ease visa-entry 

procedures for Libyans and they set mid-February for the procedure to be in force, 

in addition to the resumption of Turkish flights to Libyan airports. However, the 

Turkish government is not expected to implement these measures during the month 

of March, especially amid the security tension in the capital "Tripoli".   Despite 

security conditions, Libyan authorities will seek to secure the return of some 

Turkish companies to Libya to resume projects that have already begun to 

implement in various areas of Libya. "Ankara" will also support any regional and 

international measures related to the implementation of the Libyan Political 

Agreement signed in "Skhirat".  

The United Nations  

The UN Secretary-General "Antonio Guterres" described the former Palestinian 

Prime Minister "Salam Fayyad" as the appropriate man for the position of UN 

envoy to Libya. "Guterres" considered his inability to appoint "Fayyad" as a "loss 

to the Libyan peace process and Libyan people". It should be noted that the United 

States objected the appointment of "Fayyad" as a replacement for "Martin Kobler", 

after Israel had objected this step. The UN Secretary-General, "Antonio Guterres", 

called on the Libyan neighbours to help Libyans to get together and to give them a 

chance for peace.  
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Following his meeting with the Chairman of Presidential Council "Fayez Sarraj", 

the UN Secretary-General "Guterres" asserted that the Libyan dossier is among his 

priorities. The UN official said that "the fate of Libya must be chosen by Libyans 

alone, with a unified will and without outside interference."  

Early February, the United Nations Support Mission in Libya announced that it 

documented 28 civilian casualties, including 16 deaths and 12 cases of injuries 

during the month of January as a result of hostile acts Libya. The head of UN 

mission "Martin Kobler" called for the release of civilians trapped in "Ganfouda" 

to be allowed to leave safely. He also demanded "to facilitate the rapid entry of 

humanitarian assistance" and "to prevent attacks of any kind on civilians or the use 

of civilians as human shields." 

In statements given to media, the UN envoy said that the influence of ISIS in Libya 

had been drastically reduced. He noted that the formation of a presidential guard 

affiliated with the Presidential Council is a good step as long as it is under the 

command of a unified army. "Kobler" stated the completing the political process in 

Libya depends on solving the problem of armed groups and the proliferation of 

arms in the country. During the month of February, "Martin Kobler" renewed the 

readiness of UN mission that is sponsoring the political agreement to make limited 

amendments to the agreement in order for the HoR to grant confidence on the 

Government of National Accord.  "Kobler" pointed out that there is a consensus in 

Libya and international community about making a modification in the 

composition of Presidential Council of Government of National Accord.  

Similar to European and U.S. positions supporting the initiative of Libya's 

neighbouring States to find a political settlement in Libya, the UN envoy described 
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the initiative as "excellent" saying in his words that "the Skhirat Agreement was 

not exemplary in a number of issues, thus it has to be adjusted to better fits the 

aspiration of the various Libyan political parties." 

Expectations 

Despite the pledge of the new Secretary-General of the United Nations "Antonio 

Guterres" to have the Libyan dossier on top of his priorities, he was unable to 

appoint his new candidate "Salam Fayyad" to serve as his personal Representative 

and head of the United Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL). This is 

raising questions about his ability to independently move in dealings with the 

developments of the Libyan issue, especially along with the decline of confidence 

among several parties to the Libyan crisis on the role of the UN mission which 

sponsored the Political Agreement signed in "Skhirat". During the month of 

March, the UN mission is expected to carry on its support for the efforts of Libya's 

neighbours to find a comprehensive political solution based on "Skhirat" Political 

Agreement. It will also abide by the commitments of its envoy "Martin Kobler" to 

review the articles of the Libyan Political Agreement and the current composition 

of the Presidential Council.  The inability of the UN mission to evacuate civilians 

trapped in the area of "Ganfouda" will negatively affect the image of a peace 

sponsor and a guarantor of the protection of civilians in conflict areas in Libya, 

which the UN is trying to consolidate. Consequently, the confidence of public 

opinion on the performance of the UN Mission will further diminish, especially 

that it is unable to provide funds that are supposed to be allocated to finance 

humanitarian response programs announced during the month of January. The 

position of the UN Mission on the issue of migration will evolve over the coming 
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period, particularly along with its objection to the plans of some European 

countries to resettle migrants in camps to be set up for this purpose in Libya.  

The United States  

Early February, the United States Embassy in Libya announced the resumption of 

visas to Libyan citizens, after lifting the temporary ban on the entry of nationals of 

the seven States covered by the US president's executive decision "Donald 

Trump". The U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Arab Maghreb States 

and Egypt "John Desrocher" said that his country supports the mediation efforts of 

Algeria in the Libyan crisis in order to reach a political solution. This support came 

after the US official met with Algerian officials. According to a White House 

statement, the U.S. President "Donald Trump" made a phone call to the Tunisian 

President "Beji Caid Essibsi". The conversation tackled the relations between the 

two countries, in addition to discussing Tunisia's efforts in fighting terrorism and 

the economic situations of Tunisia.  

In response to the announcement of the formation of a "National Guard" in the 

capital "Tripoli", the U.S. State Department spokesman "Mark Toner" said that his 

country was greatly concerned about the movement of several vehicles belonging 

to the so-called National Guard in the Libyan capital, according to the statement 

issued by the spokesman. He warned that the deployment of these vehicles could 

destabilize the already fragile security situation in "Tripoli", according to the 

statement. 

"Toner" stated that Libya must work on building a unified national military force 

that operates under a civil leadership able to provide security to all Libyans and 
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combat the terrorist groups, according to the statement. From his part, "Timothy 

McAteer", AFRICOM Deputy Director for strategy, plans, and programs 

commented on the parade of "national guard" in the capital saying that his 

leadership will take the necessary actions to ensure the security of "Tripoli" in 

coordination with the presidential Council of the Government of National Accord. 

During his visit to "Algeria" "McAteer" said that his leadership is monitoring the 

military moves against the Presidential Council. He stressed that the previous 

moves of AFRICOM in Libya were at the invitation of the Government of National 

Accord.  

During the month of February, a highly-ranked U.S. military delegation visited 

"Algeria" and discussed with officials the developments in the region and the 

efforts made to fight terrorism. In a statement issued by the Algerian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, said that the U.S. side expressed its appreciation for the role 

"Algeria" is playing in settling the crisis in Libya. The statement also mentioned 

the Algerian-American efforts aiming at restoring stability and security in "Mali" 

and the coast. 

U.S. Secretary of State "Rex Tillerson" received the Egyptian Foreign Minister, 

"Sameh Shoukry". According to the statement of the Egyptian foreign affairs 

ministry, the two ministers discussed the situation in Libya and the pivotal role of 

"Skhirat" Agreement in bringing about a detente in the Libyan crisis. For his part, 

the United States Ambassador to Libya "Peter Bodde" continued holding his 

meetings in the Tunisian capital on the situation in Libya with Libyan actors and 

those concerned with the crisis in Libya. "Bodde" received the Chairman of the 

High State of Council "Abdelrahman Sweihli". The ambassador emphasized on the 
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continuous support of U.S. new administration to the Libyan Political Agreement 

signed in "Skhirat" and the institutions emanated from it. "Bodde" stressed that the 

United States is unbiased and will not take sides with any party and that it is 

exclusively supporting a consensus between Libyan as well as dialogue peace 

efforts. The U.S. Ambassador to Libya expressed his concern over the shooting on 

the motorcade of the President of High Council of State and the Presidential 

Council in "Tripoli". "Bodde" reiterated the readiness of his country to build a 

unified professional Libyan army under a civilian authority, in addition to the 

participation of the United Stated in reducing the proliferation of arms and armed 

formations opponent to the State in Libya, according to the media statement 

released following the meeting of "Sweihli" with the U.S. Ambassador.    

In late February, the commander of U.S. forces in Africa (AFRICOM) "Thomas 

Waldhauser" said in a statement to the website of Voice of America that the 

"United States does not mind the participation of Russia in finding a solution to the 

Libyan crisis. He pointed out to the importance of cooperation between "Khalifa 

Haftar" and "Fayez Sarraj" saying that their meeting together would contribute to 

resolving their disagreements. "Waldhauser" added that Russia and Egypt are 

seeking to bring all parties together emphasizing the importance of "dealing with 

the commander of the Libyan army appointed by the HoR" and that all "Political 

solutions must start from the east of Libya as "Haftar" controls most of the major 

oil fields", according to the "Waldhauser's" statement.  

Expectations 

It is unlikely that the United States will lift the restrictions on Libyans wishing to 

obtain entry visas to its territories, especially in light of the absence of an official 
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Libyan position rejecting the placement of Libya in the list of countries whose 

nationals were targeted by the executive decision of the U.S. President which 

restricts the entry of nationals of Muslim nations to the US. The United States 

continues its support to the Presidential Council and Institutions stemming from 

the Libyan Political Agreement. The U.S. administration will show more openness 

to the possibility of changing the current composition of the Presidential Council. 

However, the US is not expected during the month of March to make any radical 

change in its policy towards the Libyan issue. In fact, the U.S. administration has 

not yet declared its position and arranged its ranks, especially that the U.S. 

president has not yet completed the government's cabinet. Moreover, it is not 

possible to predict the U.S. stance on the Russian intervention in the Libyan 

conflict, especially since the U.S. administration in Washington has not yet 

resolved its stance on whether Russia is an ally or an enemy.  These divisions are 

manifested in the contradictory statements given by U.S. officials about the 

Russian support to the Libyan army Commander appointed by the HoR, "Khalifa 

Haftar". Some U.S. political and military officials welcomed the participation of 

Russia in finding a political solution to the Libyan crisis.  Despite that, it is 

unlikely that the United States will allow Russia to obtain absolute influence in 

Libya, while its role or the role of its European allies decline. The United States 

will also abide by its pledges to the Presidential Council that it is prepared to carry 

out any limited military intervention against targets the Presidential Council asks 

for attacking. In addition, Washington will not retreat from its position supporting 

the Libyan military and security establishments under the leadership of a civilian 

authority in Libya.  
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Russia  

February was marked by the continued Russian communications with the relevant 

parties concerned with the Libyan crisis. Russian officials made several 

communications with the authorities in Egypt and Algeria. The Foreign Affairs 

Minister "Sergey Lavrov" discussed with his Tunisian counterpart "Khemaies 

Jhinaoui" a number of regional dossiers, among which the Libyan issue. The two 

sides agreed on the importance of following up with the implementation of 

"Skhirat" agreement and encouraging the Libyan parties to find a solution to the 

crisis through dialogue and negotiation.  The Russian Deputy Foreign Minister 

"Mikhail Bogdanov" discussed the situation in Libya with the UN envoy to Libya 

"Martin Kobler". "Bogdanov" had a telephone conversation with Vice-Chairman of 

the Presidential Council "Ahmed Maiteeq."  

During the month Russia announced its readiness to receive the Chairman of 

Presidential Council "Fayez Sarraj". According to the Russian Foreign Ministry 

spokesperson "Maria Zakharova", Russia asked parties to the conflict in Libya to 

stop the use of force and instead adopt negotiation to reach a settlement.  

"Zakharova" stated that ISIS and "Al-Qaeda" maintain a presence in some areas in 

Libya and that local extremist groups related to both movements are still carrying 

on their activities.  Russia considered its invitation to the Chairman of Presidential 

Council "Fayez Sarraj" as an important step to break the deadlock between the 

Government of National Accord and "Khalifa Haftar", according to the statements 

of the Russian envoy to the Middle East "Mikail Bogdanov". 

In an interview on the Egyptian TV channel DMC, "Bogdanov" said that the 

meeting of Russia with Commander of the parliament-affiliated army "Khalifa 
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Haftar" comes within the framework of his country's reception of all political 

parties in east, west and south of Libya as well as tribal leaders. He stressed that 

Russia's support for the arrangement of a Libyan national dialogue with the 

participation of all the components of society will not be based on a double policy 

and exertion of pressure on its parties. The Russian official denied his country's 

military intervention in Libya saying that Russia respects UN treaties and States 

sovereignty. He added that his country would intervene militarily in Libya only by 

a decision of the UN Security Council, or at the request of a legitimate 

government.  

Libya participated in the fourth session of the Arab-Russian Cooperation forum 

held in the capital of the United Arab Emirates "Abu Dhabi". The participating 

Libyan delegation was headed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the National 

Accord Government "Mohamed Siala". The Forum's final communiqué affirmed 

the rejection of foreign intervention in Libya and the support of Forum's Parties to 

the Libyan territorial unit and to the outcome of the Libyan Political Agreement 

signed in "Skhirat".  

On the sidelines of the forum, Russian Foreign Minister "Sergey Lavrov" 

announced Russia's support for the initiative presented by the United Arab 

Emirates to hold a trilateral meeting that combines the pivotal frameworks of the 

Libyan equation as put by the UAE initiative. "Lavrov" said that "Khalifa Haftar" 

and "Fayez Sarraj" as well as "Agila Saleh" are central figures in the Libyan scene 

in Libya.  

The National Oil Corporation (NOC) signed an agreement with Russia's state-

owned company "Rosneft". The two sides claimed that this agreement comes 
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within the framework of cooperation that lays the groundwork for investment in 

the Libyan oil sector. The agreement stipulated the establishment of a joint Libyan-

Russian Working Committee to evaluate opportunities in a range of oil sectors, 

including exploration and production areas. The two sides also signed an 

agreement that would enable the Russian "Rosneft" company to buy Libyan crude 

oil.  

Expectations  

During the months of December and January, Russia succeeded in establishing its 

presence as active players in the Libyan conflict scene. It consolidated this role 

through the intensive communication of its officials with the parties to the conflict 

in Libya as well as communicating and negotiating with regional and international 

influential actors in the situation in Libya. Russia will maintain its supporting role 

for HoR and "Khalifa Haftar", despite that "Moscow" declared its recognition to 

the authority of Presidential Council of the National Accord Government. 

However, it seems that its support to it is in parallel to the support it provides to the 

HoR and its armed forces. It is expected that the Libyan scene will turn into a place 

of conflict between Europeans and Russian, especially that the U.S. vision towards 

the Russian intervention in Libya is unclear. Moscow's ability to persuade the 

commander of HoR - affiliated army forces to enter the settlement process 

supported by neighboring countries will enhance the influence of Russia in North 

Africa as a key player which can establish peace with the same capacity as 

supporting armed conflicts. Russia will continue during the month of March to 

support and coordinate the Egyptian role in Libya, as well as to intensify contacts 

with the Algerian and Tunisian sides.  
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The Security Situation  

The month of February was not any different than its previous months as security 

tensions continued including armed clashes, kidnapping, robberies, smuggling of 

illegal immigrants and even various attacks were carried out on public and private 

institutions and facilities. Armed clashes in the areas of "Janzour", "Zliten" and 

"Abu Salim" represented a hallmark in the forms of conflict in the western region.  

Only two days into the month of February, violent clashes broke out in the area of 

"Janzour", in western "Tripoli", between “Forsan Janzour” battalion and armed 

groups from the areas of "Wershfana". They used heavy weapons including tanks 

in clashes that lasted for over two days. The city of "Zliten" has known military 

clashes between the city's security room and "Misrata's" military battalions after 

the latter attacked the security room causing one death and several wounded. The 

fighting came to end when both cities signed an agreement to halt the fighting.  

In the same context, battles took place in "Abu Salim" in "Tripoli" between "Al-

Burki" battalion, which is loyal to the Government of National Salvation headed 

by "Khalifa Gwhell", and "Ghniwa" battalion, which is affiliated with the Central 

Security and loyal to the Government of National Accord (GNA). These fightings 

resulted in 7 deaths and several injured. Clashes started as a result of exchanging 

accusations between both parties on conducting kidnapping operations. Some 

armed groups concluded the month of February by closing the coastal road in the 

area of "Al-Alous" in the western Mountain which obliged citizens to use the 

mountain routes instead of the main road.  
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On another aspect, "Benghazi" Defense Brigade Forces shot down a military air 

force helicopter affiliated with the House of Representatives causing the death of 

three individuals who were on board. The operation comes as part of a military 

movement carried by the Brigade in the central region during which clashes took 

place with forces affiliated with the parliament near "Al-Mabrouk" oil field and 

other areas, according to the statements of the brigade's "Boshra" News Agency. 

These moves were preceded by air strikes carried by the parliament-affiliated army 

on "Al-Jufra" base and the city of "Houn". The operation caused deaths and 

wounded individuals.  

As for "Benghazi", the siege imposed by the parliament-affiliated army forces 

continued on the “Chinese buildings” area, where the fighters of the Shura Council 

of Benghazi Rebels are holed up. The siege was accompanied with intermittent 

clashes and continuous air strikes causing several deaths on both sides. Recently, 

the Media arm of the Benghazi Shura Council, "Saraya" Media Center, announced 

the death of one besieged family and "Omar Ashkal Gaddafi", one of the leaders in 

the former administration who was captured on March 19, 2011. "Ashkal" refused 

to leave "Ganfouda" with the released detainees unless all the besieged families 

were released first.  

In "Derna" the military situation has not changed much compared to the month of 

January as the parliament-affiliated army forces continue besieging the city. From 

time to time, skirmishes and fighting erupt with Shura Council of "Mujahideen of 

Derna” and its environs. The parliament-affiliated Chief of Staff "Abdel-Razaak al-

Nadhouri" stated that their forces will liberate "Derna" as soon as the battle with 
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"Benghazi" comes to end. He called upon "Abu Salim" battalion to surrender their 

weapons.  

Illegal immigrants are still flocking to Libya going towards European countries, 

amid a government inability to control the illegal smuggling operations and a 

European fidget towards the current situation. Armed groups continue to exploit 

immigrants through carrying illegal smuggling operations in order to earn a living.  

In the west of the country and precisely in the city of "Ghdames" a number of 

military formations announced their subordination to the general command of the 

parliament-affiliated army under the leadership of Marshal "Haftar". They urged 

the military across the country to join the general command and assume their role 

in the army.  

In a major development that raised many welcoming and rejecting reactions, 

Colonel "Mahmoud Al-Zakl" announced the establishment of a National Guard 

Force. He stated that it will be a national institution away from political feuds. 

Different military groups in the west and south of the country declared joining the 

National Guard and blessing it, while the Presidential Council, represented by its 

spokesperson "Ashraf Tulty" rejected this announcement and considered it a 

political maneuver and that the entity announced has no power on the ground. 

"Tulty" asserted that the Presidential Guard is the legitimate entity allowed and 

entrusted with the protection of the State public institutions and personalities. On 

its side, the U.S. State Department and the UN envoy to Libya "Martin Kobler" 

expressed their concerns about creating a national guard and called for not 

establishing parallel bodies which would hamper the Political Agreement.  
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Expectations  

The current security situation in the west, east, and south is expected to remain 

sagging and weak. Military clashes are expected to break out at any moment due to 

the acute disagreement in the perception of State and military and security 

institutions. Given the recent clashes in the capital "Tripoli" between forces 

affiliated with the Presidential Council and others against it, the scene does not 

portend the possibility of deepening the realignment and forming clear influence 

areas for each party. Having said that, the scene may not lead to the eruption of a 

long war between both sides, but it is very likely that short clashes and fights 

would erupt from time to time.  

It is also likely that the kidnapping and killing cases happening among parties to 

the conflict will increase amid the growing state of tension which will negatively 

impact the overall security situation for citizens, public and private institutions.  

The Military Situation  

Fierce fighting continued in the area of "Ganfouda", in western "Benghazi", 

between the parliament-affiliated army forces and the Shura Council of "Benghazi" 

Rebels. Clashes were limited to a narrow space in the Chinese buildings where the 

Shura Council of "Benghazi" Rebels is defending their last strongholds in the west 

of the city. Army forces use warplanes to drain fighters trapped by the Shura 

Council through a continuous bombardment targeting their locations. 

Bombardment is also permeated by intermittent clashes from time to time causing 

deaths and wounded on both sides. Calm is often prevailing other areas of the 

country such as (downtown) and "Al-Sabri" which did not undergo many clashes.  
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On February 28th, the Media arm of the Benghazi Shura Council, "Saraya" Media 

Center announced the death of a leader in the previous administration, "Omar 

Ashkal Gaddafi", following an air strike that claimed his life and the lives of some 

foreign workers trapped in "Ganfouda". "Ashkal" refused to leave "Ganfouda" 

unless accompanied by the besieged families, following a brokered agreement to 

release those detained by the Shura Council in exchange for releasing families and 

ensuring their safety.  On another aspect, the motorcade of "Al-Saiqa" forces leader 

"Mahmoud Werfali" was bombed causing the death of two of his companions, and 

he was wounded.  

In "Derna", in eastern "Benghazi", army forces have been besieging the city for 

several months and firmly monitoring the entrances and exits of the city. Although 

no major battles took place last month and the army forces did not break into the 

city in a major operation, the skirmishes are still ongoing between both sides. 

During an attempt to control the southern entrance to the city in "Dahar al-Ahmar" 

area in southern "Derna", one armed was killed and two wounded from the Shura 

Council of "Mujahideen Derna" and its suburbs.  

In the central region, the "Benghazi" Defense Brigade Forces progressed towards 

Oil Crescent areas and managed to shoot down a military helicopter close by "Al-

Mabrouk" oil field. Three pilots on board were killed. The Media arm of the 

"Benghazi" Shura Council, "Saraya" Media Center, announced that other clashes 

broke out with forces affiliated to "Haftar" close by "Al-Noufliya" and other areas 

it did not disclose.  
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In another development, armed clashes erupted at the beginning of the month 

between "Forsan Janzour battalion" and military battalions from the areas of 

"Wershfana". Clashes lasted for three days, during which heavy weapons were 

used and caused the suspension of schools. Clashes occurred when "Forsan 

Janzour battalion" captured a person from "Wershfana" accused of stealing a car 

according to the commander of the battalion patrols.  Clashes came to end 

following an agreement concluded between a delegation of the dignitaries and 

elders of "Tarhuna" and the High Council of Reconciliation with the dignitaries 

and notables of the municipality of "Janzour" and the notable of "Wershfana" to 

solve the conflict. The Red Crescent oversaw the exchange of bodies between both 

sides. Some residential buildings in "Janzour" and the area of "Sayyad" were 

damaged as a result of clashes, in addition to casualties among civilians.  

Armed groups from the city of "Misrata" attacked the joint security room in 

"Zliten". One member of the security room was killed and others were injured. The 

security room stated that it managed to arrest the attackers and will hand them over 

to justice. As a result of the clashes, the coastal road was closed. Moreover, two 

people from "Zliten", working in the iron and steel factory, located in “Misrata”, 

were kidnapped to be released later on after both cities signed an agreement to end 

the fighting. "Zawiyat al-Mahjoub" Martyrs Battalion Brigade denied its 

connection with clashes in "Zliten" and stated that those who took part in the 

attacks on the security room do not represent the Brigade.  

The municipalities of "Zliten" and "Misrata" signed an agreement with the 

presence of notables and elders along with the military councils and security rooms 

of both cities. During the meeting, attendees rejected the illegal and illegitimate 
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actions. The agreement stipulated the need to refer the attack case on the 

headquarters of the joint security room in "Zliten" to the office of the Attorney 

General in order to arrest those involved in the attacks on the joint security room in 

"Zliten" and "Misrata" and hand them to legal justice.   

In a remarkable shift, the area of "Abu Salim" in "Tripoli" underwent armed 

clashes between the Central Security Forces "Abu Salim" under the command of 

"Ghniwa Al-Kikli" and the General Investigation Apparatus - "Abu Salim" branch 

known as "Salah Al-Burki" Battalion. Clashes followed accusations exchanged 

between the two sides of kidnapping cases of individuals affiliated with them. Six 

people were killed amongst whom were civilians, during the two-day clashes. The 

newly-formed National Guard asked for ending clashes. In this same context, the 

Prime Minister of the National Salvation Government, "Khalifa Ghwell" asked to 

put an end to clashes between both sides. After the cessation of clashes, life 

returned back to normal, and main roads were one again opened to citizens.  

Expectations  

It is not likely that the situations will change in the fronts of, specifically, "Derna" 

and "Benghazi". Amid the persistence of parties to conflict on both sides to reject 

the other side and carry on the fight, military operations in the areas of 

confrontations in both cities will continue. The eruption of other confrontations in 

other fronts remain possible in the west and south of the country, but in a form of 

short-term battles and skirmishes such as the ones that occurred in "Abu Salim", 

"Zliten" and "Janzour". It is likely that "Benghazi" Defense Brigades will continue 

their progress towards the Oil Crescent areas to reach "Benghazi" despite its 
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failures in past attempts. In fact, information indicates that they are preparing for a 

new campaign and that the recent moves are part of a military plan.  

Migration, Smuggling, Borders and Ports   

As the case since the beginning of the political and military crisis in Libya, the 

issue of illegal immigration is of important interest to European countries as well 

as Libya's neighbouring countries. Given the special interest "Italy" gave to this 

issue, it managed to sign an agreement with the Presidential Council in 

Government of National Accord to control borders and combat illegal immigration 

and smuggling operations in general. The memorandum is an activation to a 

previous treaty of friendship, partnership, and cooperation concluded in 2008, and 

stipulates supporting the Government of National Accord in controlling and 

monitoring the borders, especially the southern ones. It also stipulates Italy's 

support to the development programs in the Libyan areas damaged by migration.  

The Presidential Council underlined that the procedures to be taken will not affect 

the Libyan social fabric or threaten the country's demography.  

The treaty signed between the two countries sparked controversy and speculations 

among observers and State's personalities. Many believe that the memorandum 

paves the way to resettle illegal immigrants in Libya, as stated by "Hanan 

Shallouf", a boycotting House of Representatives member.  The Presidential 

Council and the Italian government activated the Joint Operations Room which is 

represented by Colonel "Tarek Chanbour" from the Libyan side and the Italian 

Ambassador "Giuseppe Perrone" to exchange information about illegal 

immigrants.   
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In the context of fighting against migration, "Malta" demanded from EU countries 

to increase the funding to the UN Migration Agency in order to deport immigrants 

from Libya to their countries. The Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs, "Angelino 

Alfano" announced the European Union’s desire to reach an agreement with Libya 

on migration, similar to the agreement concluded with Turkey. Italian intelligence 

indicated, in its report on information security policy of the year 2016, that the 

route in the Mediterranean Sea, which connects North Africa and Italian coasts, 

was the main route of migration to Europe. Therefore, Libya constitutes an 

important start point for migration towards Europe. In the same context, the 

Austrian Foreign Affairs Minister, "Sebastian Kurz" called for the need to 

cooperate with Libya in addressing the crisis of immigration and seek possibilities 

of deporting immigrants to their countries of origin.  

On another side, an internal report prepared by EUBAM- Security team revealed 

the difficulty of establishing a practical cooperation between EU and Libya in the 

field of borders control and reinforcing the capacities of security and judicial 

agencies in the country. This hardship is due to the situation in Libya which is 

under the control of rival parties. Furthermore, there are no security, judicial, 

administrative or custom institutions through which EU could cooperate in the 

field of security.  

 According to a report released by the United Nations International Children's 

Emergency Fund (UNICEF), many children are crossing Libya, migrating towards 

"Italy". These children are subjected to serious violations conducted by smugglers. 

UNICEF stated that twenty-six thousand children crossed Libya last year, most of 

them are unaccompanied. Moreover, the report stated that among the 34 migrant 
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shelters, three are situated in the heart of the desert, and are poorly equipped. In 

these shelters, children are mistreated and women are sexually harassed, besides 

the existence of other illegal practices. The European report recommended dealing 

only with legitimate entities which can be held accountable and have the minimum 

standards and guidelines for public administration.      

In the framework of upgrading the migrant shelters in Libya, the International 

Organization for Migration (IOM) held a training program targeting directors and 

staff members of several shelters in Libya, to foster their capabilities in providing 

good services to immigrants. “Combating Illegal Migration” Center for the region 

extended from "Tokra" to "Al-Magroun" in the eastern region announced the 

deportation of 2800 illegal immigrants across "Msaed" border crossing with Egypt 

and the branch of “Combating Illegal Migration” in "Sabha" in 2016.   

Expectations  

European countries will continue putting pressure on Libya to reach solutions 

about the crisis of illegal immigration. Given the weakness of the Libyan State and 

power, agreements with other countries are unlikely to be in favour of Libya. Even 

if European countries could sign agreements with Libya, the institutional weakness 

the country is suffering would constitute a real obstacle to their implementation. 

Also, it will be difficult to control local smuggling gangs, those of influence in 

their regions and cities. Furthermore, it is hard to monitor the southern borders, 

which are controlled by several groups. The series of migration will exhaust 

Libyans and neighbouring countries for a long time.  
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The Security Institutions   

The situation of security institutions has not changed much compared to previous 

months as they are still vulnerable and unable to perform their functions because 

they are controlled by different regionalisms and militias. The Chairman of the 

Presidential Council in the Government of National Accord demanded the need to 

train and rehabilitate armed groups to be able to regulate the security institutions. 

He pointed out to the weak international efforts in this regard. In this sense, 

"Serraj" presented a formal request to the NATO to help build Libyan Armed 

Forces. In this same context, the U.S. Ambassador to Libya "Peter Bodde" stated 

that his country is willing to support Libya in building a professional and unified 

army that is subject to the civil authority of Libya.  

Security institutions continued to produce new batches as it has done for years, 

most recently a batch at the camp "Al-Saeqa" in "Benghazi" to protect personalities 

and secret attribution.   

The motorcade of the Presidential Council Chairman in the Government of 

National Accord "Fayez Sarraj" was shot at while on the highway in the capital 

"Tripoli". "Sarraj" was accompanied by the Chairman of the High Council of State 

and the Commander of Presidential Guards "Najmi Al-Nakoua", who was injured 

following an attack carried by two individuals from the guards, according to the 

media office of the High Council of State. "Sweihili" accused the Prime Minister in 

the National Salvation Government "Khalifa Ghwell" for being behind the attack. 

The latter denied the accusation in a statement he gave about the incident.   
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The security apparatus was not able to reveal the circumstances of several criminal 

cases of kidnapping, murder, and other crimes. It was neither able to arrest those 

involved in them, nor to track and hand them over to justice.  

Expectations  

The political situation in the country is most likely to continue to negatively 

influence the security institutions in terms of rehabilitating and supporting them in 

providing security, reducing crimes, and protecting citizens. Most importantly, the 

situation is exacerbating as all the various parties are trying to control the security 

institutions and adapt them to serve their interests. Western promises about 

supporting Libya to reform and build its security institutions will not help, as most 

of these statements do not go beyond promises and media statements, which bodes 

for the continued spread of crimes and security chaos.  

The Armed Groups  

Kidnapping for money, trafficking in alcohol and drugs have not stopped. Armed 

groups are behind many of these practices in several cities and in particular, the 

capital "Tripoli", in which kidnappings for money is carried on in several areas in 

the suburbs of the city. Often, armed groups from "Wershfana" are behind these 

cases. One robbery case in the area of "Janzour" in western "Tripoli" caused 

bloody clashes at the beginning of February between "Forsan Janzour" Battalion 

and armed groups from "Wershfana".   

In its annual report, Amnesty International stated that armed groups, associated 

with the existing governments in the country, committed serious violations to 
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international law and human rights. It added that different forces used weapons 

which lack precision leading to the killing and wounding of dozens of civilians in 

various cities. The organization accused both sides of the conflict in "Benghazi" of 

carrying out inaccurate attacks, following which innocent civilians were killed. It 

also accused the army in "Benghazi" of launching air strikes targeting trapped 

civilians. Amnesty International stated in its annual report that armed groups 

associated with all parties to the conflict kidnapped civilians and detained them 

because of their views, origins or their political or tribal affiliations. The 

organization indicated that amid the lack of law and judicial system, kidnapping 

cases for ransom increased in "Tripoli" and other cities as well.   

The European Union Border Assistance Mission in Libya (EUBAM) report talked 

about the presence of more than 1500 militia groups in Libya and that militias 

control most of the security institutions in the capital "Tripoli". Moreover, the 

report stated that the Ministry of Interior in "Tripoli" is also under the control of 

armed militias.  

Expectations  

The European Union is unable to work with Libyan security agencies because the 

latter are controlled by armed groups. This situation reflects the extent to which the 

spread of these undisciplined groups has impacted the current situation in the 

country. Since security institutions are unable to perform the duties entrusted to 

them - for reasons previously mentioned- these armed groups will always find the 

space to act outside the boundaries of law and practice criminal offences against 

citizens and State institutions.  
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The Religious Case 
 

The Official Religious Institutions 

The official religious institution in the east of Libya is still maintaining its 

supportive position towards the military operation led by "Khalifa Haftar" in the 

cities of "Benghazi" and "Derna". It stresses its position at every opportunity, most 

recently through its response to the statement of Arab Maghreb Ulema (Scholars) 

Association. The latter denounced the siege of families in "Ganfouda" by the army 

forces affiliated to the House of Representatives (HoR) and the tightening of their 

stranglehold to the extent of cutting them off from food supplies. 

The High Committee of Ifta (religious verdict) in the city of "Al-Baydha" accused 

the League of The Arab Maghreb Scholars (Ulama) of defending the groups of 

"Muslim Brotherhood", "Al-Qaeda", and ISIS besieged in "Ganfouda" and that 

civilians trapped in "Ganfouda" were given several opportunities to get out of the 

fighting zones. 

In Tripoli, Fatwa Council (Dar al-Ifta) headed by Sheikh "Sadiq Al-Ghariani" 

continues its warning of the Political Agreement signed in "Skhirat" and the 

military operation carried by "Haftar" in the east. In frequent Television 

appearances on "Al-Tanasoh" channel, Sheikh "Sadiq Al-Ghariani" reiterated his 

rejection of "Skhirat" Agreement accusing those who signed it of resorting to 

foreign countries against their opponents and thus getting caught into injustice with 

their brethren. Despite all that, "Al-Ghariani" believes that countries supporting the 
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Agreement are gradually abandoning everyone in Libya to stand behind "Khalifa 

Haftar" and provide him with political support against his opponents.  

Sheikh "Al-Ghariani" stresses that there is no real settlement in Libya. He added 

that the Conflict has been limited to the HoR, the commander of its army "Khalifa 

Haftar", and the Presidential Council. Therefore, neglecting other forces in the 

west and south of the country is a shortage in describing the scene that leads to the 

inability to reach settlement in Libya, apart from the political and military conflict 

plaguing the country.  

Sheikh "Al-Sadiq" also denounced the armed clashes in "Abu Salim" area in the 

capital "Tripoli" during the month of January and the clashes that preceded them in 

"Zliten" and earlier in the area of "Janzour" in western "Tripoli". "Al-Ghariani" 

explained that these clashes are an affliction caused by the sins and injustice to 

others committed by those who possess weapons who also do not stand by the 

oppressed as well as the deeds of politicians who are selling their homelands to 

foreigners for a worldly gain. He stated that carrying on these actions will slip the 

country into more scourge and tribulations. "Al-Ghariani" reiterated the right of 

scholars to talk about political affairs as they rely on a broad sharia knowledge in 

their Fatwas and political views. Sheikh "Al-Ghariani" further addressed his point 

of view in his article of three parts under the titles of (Life's Affairs for the Rulers, 

Afterlife's Affairs for the Scholars.)  

On the occasion of the sixth anniversary of the 17th of February revolution, the 

Council of Research and Studies affiliated to Fatwa Council (Dar al-Ifta) released a 

statement in which it called for upholding to "Benghazi" and "Derna" and 

providing continuous support to Shura Council of both cities, in addition to 
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supporting “Benghazi Defense Brigades” and the trapped families in "Ganfouda". 

The Council renewed its call to Libyans to reach a just, national solution, and to 

move away from what it described as ignorance. 

The Salafist “Madkhali” preacher "Osama Al-Otaibi" continued his tours in the 

cities of eastern Libya and Western Mountain areas at the invitation of the General 

Command of the HoR-affiliated army and the blessing of the Ministry of Awqaf of 

the Libyan interim government. During his visit which lasted for over a month and 

a half, "Al-Otaibi" focused on warning of the Muslim Brotherhood and those he 

described as terrorist groups accusing them of having sold their country and 

religion to foreigners. He also accused those groups of providing moral support to 

"Khalifa Haftar" by praising him and showing how great his work is in fighting 

terrorism and opponent groups. 

Expectations 

The outbreak of the political and military crisis in Libya have engendered a 

division in the religious opinion and support to parties backing it. Therefore, it is 

unlikely for the Islamic view of the two official institutions in "Tripoli" and "Al-

Baydha" to change. Each of these institutions insists on supporting and 

consolidating its opinion through the daily events occurring throughout the 

country. Along with the absence of any attempts to review positions, the 

emergence of a third opinion and an opposing position to what is prevailing remain 

very unlikely. 
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Religious Groups 

During an interview on Libya Alhadath TV, the "Madkhali" preacher "Osama Al-

Otaibi" stated that Earth does not rotate which sparked the ire and cynicism of 

many. These statements brought back the “Madkhalism” movement to the fore. 

The movement was criticized in the incident of confiscating books in the city of 

"Marj" last month. Civil society organizations also criticized the movement about 

its confiscation of opinions.  

The visit of the "Madkhali" preacher "Osama Al-Otaibi" to Libya raised 

disagreements among the movement symbols. In fact, preacher "Tarek Derman" 

from "Zintan" criticized "Al-Otaibi" accusing him of not understanding the 

situation in Libya and that he does not represent the Salafi movement. "Derman's 

statement urged "Al-Otaibi" to accuse him back of disobeying the guidance of the 

leading scholars. In a voice recording, "Derman" describes "Al-Otaibi" as reckless 

and frivolous who speaks in what he does not do well. He added that senior Salafi 

scholars gave a fatwa not to fight in the battles of "Tripoli" airport, while "Al-

Otaibi" made a mistake by giving a fatwa urging the people of "Zintan" to fight 

and defend the airport. "Derman" also accused "Al-Otaibi" of giving Fatwa without 

understanding the reality of "Zintan" and Libya saying that "Al-Otaibi" came to 

"Zintan" without coordinating with the Ministry of religious endowments and 

Islamic affairs (Awqaf). "Derman" also stated that "Al-Otaobi" gave lectures 

without authorization and advised him to return to his country.  

On another subject, the High Committee and the General Religious Endowments 

Authority (Al-Awqaf) in the eastern region welcomed the decision of the military 

ruler "Abdel-Razzak Al-Nadhuri" barring women from travelling without a male 
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companion (Mahram). Although "Al-Nadhuri" retracted the decision and replaced 

it with another which stipulates that travelers, under the age of 45, of both sexes 

should obtain a travel permission before leaving the country. However, 

“Madkhali” movement Sheikhs praised the first decision and considered it to be in 

accordance with Sharia and mind. The “Madkhali” movement carried out a 

warning campaign against those they described as the secular who objected the 

decision. At the end of February, the General Religious Endowments Authority 

(Al-Awqaf) focused the Friday sermon on the subject. In fact, it addressed seculars 

and their attempt to corrupt the Muslim woman. The sermon praised the Fatwa on 

women's travel with a male companion (Mahram) and the decision of the military 

ruler because he abided by the Islamic law, according to the sermon. 

On another subject, the leader of the Muslim Brotherhood in Libya "Ahmad Al-

Suqi" revealed the preparations of the movement to announce a new phase. "Al-

Suqi" stated that there are in-depth discussions among Muslim Brotherhood 

members related to reviews, corrections, and developments to bring about a 

change. "Al-Suqi" stated that a change will include the old administrative and 

organizational working patterns adding that Muslim Brotherhood will work on 

creating a new culture to enable the movement to achieve accomplishments in its 

social reality. "Al-Suqi" denied what has been circulating about the movement's 

intention to dissolve itself explaining that such a decision is the right of the 

movement's General Congress and not to its leadership and Shura Council. "Al-

Suqi" stated that the Muslim Brotherhood is working with others on reforming the 

society and assuming a role along with other various actors in the society. He also 

mentioned that one of the most striking features of the new change within the 
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movement is getting away from the political feuds that deepen the disagreements 

in the society, especially that these subjects are not of interest to the movement 

which considers its mission primarily preaching. 

Expectations 

Through its control over official institutions, the "Madkhali" movement continues 

attacking those which it describes as secular. The movement adherents launched an 

attack on those who opposed the decision of confiscating the books in the city of 

"Marj" last January accusing them of being secular and anti-Sharia. It is unlikely 

that the "Madkhali" movement will change its way of spreading its ideas and 

warnings of its opponents which will further deepen the gap between the 

movement and the various segments of society. In the eastern region, talks have 

begun about the danger of the "Madkhali' movement and the differences between 

it, ISIS, and "Al-Qaeda" and whether or not the battle with this movement is a 

matter of time? All this portends future developments which may not be in favour 

of the "Madkhali" movement, especially in the eastern region. 

Changes claimed by the Muslim Brotherhood according to the statements of its 

leader are not expected to have a significant impact on the overall situation in 

Libya towards the group which is still facing accusations of being among the 

causes of the crisis in Libya.  
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Sufi Orders 

February was marked by the several invitations Libyan Sufi Sheikhs addressed, 

through their media statements, to the League of Arab States calling it for 

intervention after what they described as the failure of UN envoy to Libya "Martin 

Kobler" to protect them and the people of Libya from the Salafi predominance, in 

particular, the "Madkhali" movement and extremist groups. Libyan Sufi Sheikhs 

stated that "Kobler" ignored to meet with them, while he met with Salafists and 

members of the Muslim Brotherhood.  

They also demanded from the General Commander of the parliament-affiliated 

army, Marshal "Khalifa Haftar" not to rely on the "Madkhali" adherents as they 

are, according to Sufi Sheikhs, more dangerous than ISIS. In the same context, Sufi 

Sheikhs warned Algeria of the spread of "Madkhali" movement. 

Expectations 

Sufi orders (tariqa) and Sufi Sheikhs, who have spiritual links with other Sufi 

orders in Egypt and Arab Maghreb are expected to continue their warnings of the 

widening of "Madkhali" movement's scope of influence in Libya especially within 

positions close to the military leaderships associated with the parliament-affiliated 

army as well as the control of "Madkhali" movement over the religious 

endowments and Ifta institution in "Al-Baydha".. 
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The Government Sectors  
 

Electricity and Energy 

The month of February was marked by a number of developments in the electricity 

sector, most notably the return of the Turkish "ENKA Teknik" company to Libya. 

After two years of suspension, the agreement was activated to pursue the work at 

the gas power plant in "Ubari which has a capacity of 660 MegaWatt. 

The agreement came following the visit of the Chairman of Presidential Council 

"Fayez Sarraj" to Turkey. During the visit "Sarraj" met with the Turkish Prime 

Minister. Both sides discussed the work of Turkish companies on electricity-

related projects in Libya and "Sarraj" announced his hope that Turkish companies 

would direct their investments towards Libya.  

On another aspect, the Libyan electricity network was reconnected from "Ras 

Jdeir" to "Msaed" to "Sabha" and the maintenance of the power transmission line 

No. 1 of "Al-Gwarsha"-"Mrawa" was completed as well as the maintenance work 

on line No. 2 of "Al-Gwarsha"-"Mrawa" of 220KV. The spokesman of the General 

Electricity Company Of Libya (GECOL) "Adel Al-Birju" said that the line was 

energized on the "Mrawa" side and that the remaining testing of the line protection 

devices is completed in "Al-Gwarsha"-"Mrawa" station. The head of media office 

in GECOL in "Benghazi" "Jibril Shaiter" confirmed connecting "Al-Gwarsha"-

"Mrawa" circuits and connecting the eastern Network to the western one. 

The gas valve of the electricity company of "Zawiya" in the area of "Bir Tirfas" 

that is feeding the power plant in "Zawiya" was opened. During the last month, 
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electricity was back to several neighborhoods in "Sirte". GECOL asserted that 

repairing operations are being undertaken in other neighborhoods prior to the 

return of residents, noting that GECOL sent equipment and cables to restore 

electricity in the rest of the neighborhoods. An Italian tanker supplied generators in 

the first unit of the Gulf steam power station in "Sirte" with around 35 thousand 

cubic meters of light fuel to increase the production capacity of the station in order 

to cover the deficit in the electricity network. 

However, clashes in a number of areas have significantly affected the electricity 

sector in Libya last month. In fact, as a result of clashes in "Janzour", electricity 

was cut and power transmission lines from the west of "Tripoli" power station to 

"Janzour" area were damaged after targeting one of the transformers that feeds 

"Sayad" and "Janzour". In February, as a result of these clashes maintenance 

operations in units 6 and 7 were suspended in “Western Tripoli" power station. 

GECOL explained that these two units were supposed to reinforce the electricity 

network by 200 megawatts starting next May, indicating that clashes led to 

postponing the entry of a foreign company that was supposed to install and run a 

turbine for power generation production up to 60 megawatts. 

On the other hand, division in government has continued to influence the 

electricity sector. Each affiliate sought to carry out its tasks without clear 

coordination with others. February was also marked by incidents of vandalism and 

theft of electricity cables. Security patrols in "Sirte" managed to capture a group of 

robbers stealing cables and electricity wires from the station of 66 nearby "Al-

Gharbiyat" dam.  
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Another group was caught stealing cables and wires of 16 electricity poles in the 

south of "Abu Hadi" in the area of "Al-Atat". An unidentified group vandalized 

high-voltage transmission towers and transport circuits in "Sabha Al Fejeij" 220 

KV located in the area of "Rgiba" in "Ubari". GECOL stated that the vandalism 

also reached high-voltage lines in the southern region besides stealing copper 

cables, screws, steel angles in the line feeding the areas of "Al Fejeij" - "Ubari" - 

"Al-Awinat" and to the area of "Ghat". 

In a statement on its official page, GECOL confirmed that more than 10 towers 

were damaged and stolen which would result in a state of complete darkness in the 

south, adding that vandalism is continuing in the areas of "Al-Abyadh" and 

"Khalif" by unknown groups. 

The Head of the media office of GECOL, "Mohammed Al-Takouri" who is 

affiliated with the Salvation government, noted that GECOL agreed with the 

German company "Biag" and the Slovenian "Hidromontaza" to complete the 

project of 5 electrical units in two generating stations in southern "Tripoli" and in 

"Al-Zahra". He stated that GECOL in Libya took 120 megawatts from Tunisia to 

strengthen the power supply. GECOL also used light fuel "Diesel" instead of 

natural gas in the station of "Zawiya" to fix the problems of the complete power 

outage and the units generating power that are out of service. The deficit reached 

2500 megawatts. The CEO of GECOL "Mohammed Akika" who is affiliated with 

the Salvation Government stated that "there is an ongoing maintenance work for 

power stations such as "Khums", "Rweiss" and “South of Tripoli". 

In the same context, the chairman of the General Authority of Electricity and 

Renewable Energies engineer "Fakhri Mismari" who is affiliated with the Interim 
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Government discussed the situation of electricity in the south and east of Libya to 

identify and address the problems and difficulties. The General Administration for 

Production in GECOL in "Tripoli" held a meeting that brought together directors 

of the stations of "Al-Sarir" and “North of Benghazi", "Zweitina", "Derna", 

"Tobruk", "Zawiya", Khums", "Misrata", "Al-Rweiss", and the west and east of 

"Tripoli" to discuss preparations for next summer.  

This comes while the Prime minister of the interim government "Abdallah Al-

Thinni" pledged to provide all the possibilities for achieving and ensuring the 

success of the power plan set up by the electricity authority over the next three 

months. He also pledged to strengthen the performance of power plants, maintain 

the airways, and work on the stalled projects especially the 400 KV power 

transmission lines. 

On another aspect, the crises of fuel and cooking gas partially continued last 

month. The chairman of fuel and gas crisis committee "Milad Hajirsi" stated that 

several cooking gas distribution centers were caught selling gas cylinders in a 

parallel market. These practices caused the worsening of the gas crisis.  

Fuel and gas crisis committee announced a new action plan to avoid the recurrence 

of such crisis and ensure that fuel and gas are smoothly supplied through 

cooperation with relevant actors. The Government of National Accord affiliated 

committee reiterated its affirmation about the availability of all types of fuel in the 

various stations including the cooking gas.  The committee put in place deterrent 

measures against gas distributors and stations which violate the regulations to put 

an end to the shortage of subsidized oils in gas stations. The committee decided to 

close down gas stations which do not commit to selling their fuel allocated for sale 
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to citizens. The Government of National Accord announced the withdrawal of 

licenses from stations which do not commit to selling fuel allocated for sale to 

citizens and the referral of their managers to the attorney general's office as a 

measure to curb the fuel smuggling. 

Meanwhile, the fuel and gas crisis committee headed by "Milad Al-Hajirsi" 

distributed cooking gas to more than 220 distribution centers in addition to 

providing fuel to all stations and assigning a morning and evening working shifts. 

"Al-Hajirsi" stated that "Brega Marketing Company" (BMC) will supply nearly 

one million gas cylinders to all cities of Libya.  

Expectations 

The Electricity sector is expected to face several difficulties during the upcoming 

month as a result of increased loads against the electrical power production, 

especially along the start of temperature increase. Despite the government's efforts 

in facing electricity and energy crises in Libya during February, it is unlikely that 

this sector's performance will improve due to the shortage in electrical production 

against the demand. In addition, the political division in the country is affecting the 

performance of government services and decisions related to this vital sector. 

Power outages are also expected to continue along with fuel shortage crises as a 

result of insecurity and political instability. 
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The Water Sector 

During the month of February, water supplies were affected in several areas in 

Libya, especially in "Sirte" where many neighbourhoods suffered from water 

outages. The General Company for Water and Sanitation stated that the reason for 

the shortage of potable water in the east of "Sirte" is the weak flow of water from 

the main system of the Great Man-Made River in the eastern region due to 

technical and electrical problems. The company noted that maintenance work for 

water and sewage lines was completed in the city along with the communication 

with the administration in regard to the system of the Man-made river to solve the 

problem of supplying water to the city as well as the reactivation of the system and 

maintenance of pumping units to fill up "Al-Qardhabiya" reservoir and return of 

water flow in the city  

In February, the Man-Made River's water reached "Gharian" after it halted for 

nearly two months after the maintenance of water lines and pumping stations 

located in "Tarhuna" and "Gharian". A member of the municipal council in 

"Gharian" Youssef Kadmour" stated that the internal network of the city will soon 

open while the process of pumping water and filling up the reservoir will continue.  

The station No. 304 on the main path of the Man-Made River was targeted by a 

number of explosives resulting in the entire damage of the main air turbine's valve. 

Moreover, clashes erupted between armed militias in the area of "Wadi Rabiaa" 

leading to the suspension of work with the "Al-Hasawna Al-Jefara” Water system 

as clashes broke out on Saturday morning in front of the system main headquarter. 
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Expectations  

Water supplies are expected to improve through the Man-Made River system 

compared to previous periods as a result of the completion of maintenance work on 

several water lines and major stations, besides supplying water to several areas last 

month. However, the situation of the whole sector is not expected to improve 

significantly as a result of the continued security chaos and clashes in various 

regions as well as the bombing of many stations which will take time to be 

repaired. The crisis is not expected to come to an end during the upcoming month, 

but it might improve with the possibility of water outages in various areas in the 

country.  

Education 

During the month of February, the education sector in Libya including the primary 

and university education was marked by several developments. The political 

division continues to cast its shadow on the education sector which is seen 

especially in some contradicting decisions. In fact, the ministry of education in 

interim government canceled some courses in the national education curriculum in 

primary schools. The center of educational curricula at the Ministry of Education, 

which is affiliated with the national accord government, announced that it will re-

evaluate the courses canceled by the interim government in terms of their validity 

and that the center did not issue any decision related to canceling some courses 

from the educational curricula. 

The first semester exams went well. The second semester started and studies were 

resumed in the liberated city of "Sirte". The education inspector in "Sirte" visited 
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several schools to learn about the progress of studies and identify the needs of 

schools as well as to follow up with the preparations of establishments in the city. 

The Government of National Accord allocated a contingency budget to be used to 

solve the problems of education sector and education offices in the various regions 

of the country. 

Apart from some financial crises and delays in disbursing salaries to teachers, the 

bad security situations in several schools continued during February. In fact, a 

number of schools were closed in "Sabha" last month in protest against the 

deteriorating security situation that made teachers a target of armed attacks. 

Furthermore, students were reported using weapons in more than one school, as 

well as attacking some teachers. 

The Deputy Minister of Education of the Government of National Accord "Adel 

Juma" held several meetings last month with education sector officials in the 

southern region to discuss the most salient problems and difficulties facing the 

education sector in the southern region. The discussion also included mechanisms 

for dealing with the problems facing teachers of certain subjects, ways to provide 

the necessary educational facilities and teaching aids in second grade. In addition, 

the meeting tackled problems related to the infrastructure of schools, shortage of 

school textbooks, and budget allocated to the sector. The Deputy Minister of 

Education of Government of National Accord visited several educational facilities 

in the municipality of “Sabha” to learn about their situation, especially after the 

armed conflicts that took place in the region. He also discussed ways to regulate 

the employment conditions of employees and the salaries increase of teachers.    

The Minister of Education of Government of National Accord "Mohamed Al-
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Azzabi" held a meeting with heads of universities, bodies, and centers to seek 

solutions to the stalled university projects. The meeting also addressed the 

problems and difficulties encountering schools so that to find effective solutions to 

overcome them. 

The Minister of Education of the interim government of Libya, Dr. "Akoub 

Abdulalh Akoub" held a meeting with members of House of Representatives 

representing the city of "Zintan" to discuss the latest developments in the 

educational sector and the launch of the Ministry's future plans. The head of the 

Interim government branch of the western region "Walid Zayed" also discussed 

with some municipality officials from the western region the major obstacles 

facing the education process and ways to overcome them. 

The Head of the Libyan Audit Bureau "Khalid Shokshok" discussed with the 

Minister of Education of National Accord Government and his deputy the school 

book and electronic exams and education and ways to promote and develop them. 

The ministry intensified its efforts to complete the stalled construction projects at 

the University of "Tripoli".  

Expectations 

The education sector's performance is likely to continue being average. In fact, 

efforts made by ministries and relevant parties in order for the education process to 

continue in schools and universities are facing several challenges. The negative 

impact of these challenges is expected to continue especially, the crisis of security 

chaos inside schools, the incomplete construction of some universities, as well as 

the lack of liquidity problem related to teachers’ salaries. These problems warn of 
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the possible continuation of several obstacles during the upcoming period 

especially in the areas of clashes. 

The Communications Sector   

Last February was marked by a series of developments in the Libyan 

communication sector, most notably the announcement of the overhauling of 

telecommunications in the city of "Sirte". The companies of Hatif Libya, Al-

Madar, Libyana, Libya for Telecommunication and Technology (LTT) announced 

the start of connecting and operating landline telephones in the framework of 

resuming the telecommunication services in “Sirte”. The company asserted in a 

statement that work was started to connect and operate landline phones of some 

commercial banks, security directorate and some government agencies which 

started working after repairing the damage of the telecommunication lines. The 

company noted that work is carried out to resume Wifi and ADSL services and 

connect landlines phones to citizen’s houses as well as the installation of new 

cables in the stations as an alternative to the ones which were damaged as a result 

of the war against ISIS in order to start the operation of mobile phones services.   

On the other hand, the disruption of telecommunication and Internet services 

continued at sporadic intervals due to the vandalism and theft of some stations. In 

fact, last month, the station of "Abu Njim" was the target of a robbery of 

equipment and tools which caused the outage of Internet services in the southern 

region. Libya Company for Telecommunications and Technology announced at the 

beginning of last month, the outage of Internet and Wi-Max services due to the 

continuing power cuts along with a cut in the fiber optic cable between the area of 

"Msaed' and "Tobruk". In the same context, “Hatif Libya Company” in "Tripoli" 
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stated that its cables, located in a warehouse in "Abu Salim" area, were damaged as 

a result of armed clashes in the region. 

In February, an agreement was signed to extend the contract for the 

implementation of a national project for wireless telecommunications. The 

agreement was concluded between the Telecommunications Company and 

Motorola when a high-level delegation visited Japan to sign the one-year extension 

of the contract and agree to develop intensive training programs for the project's 

engineers.    

Libya Telecom and Technology (LTT) Company in the eastern region announced 

the completion of an international Internet connection of 10 Gigabyte in 

cooperation with the French company, Orange. The connection is carried out 

through a fiber cable via Egypt. This line will cover the Internet services needs of 

the whole eastern region. LTT also announced on Wednesday the launch of selling 

subscriptions to the new Internet system of Wi-Max. 

Expectations  

Telecommunication services are expected to continue to fluctuate with the 

possibility of interruption of telephone and Internet services due to the ongoing 

clashes in several areas. In general, one can say that the telecommunication 

services sector in Libya might partially improve, especially with the completion of 

setting up Internet connection in the eastern region. In addition, over the past 

period, various companies made efforts to develop new capacities and improve 

performance.  
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The Health Sector 

During February 2017, the health sector knew several crises, especially the 

shortage of nurses and medical personnel, medicines, medical devices and 

solutions, in addition to the deteriorating level of services in several regions. 

The crises of the health sector continued in the following:  

- Shortage of medicines and supplies. 

- The deteriorating level of medical services along with the failure of hospitals to 

operate at full capacity especially in the medical center of "Sabha" which suffered 

from a shortage of medical personnel and the poor condition of intense care 

department. 

- Salaries of some doctors and nursing personnel were not disbursed. 

- A number of areas in the south suffered the lack of medicines in centers, 

hospitals, and warehouses. 

- During last month, "Bani Walid" hospital suffered from an acute shortage of 

doctors, specialized staff, medicines and medical supplies. 

- In addition, citizens complained of the high and exaggerated fees of medical 

exams in private clinics and hospitals as well as the lack of liquidity in banks 

operating in the city of "Bani Walid". 

In the same context, "Al-Wehda" hospital is still operating below its capacity.  
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The failure to complete hospital maintenance has resulted in the interruption of 

scheduled operations and limit them only to urgent cases as a result of severe 

shortages of certain essential medical supplies that are required for surgeries. 

Libyan governments moved in different directions to find solutions to the health 

sector's problems. The chairman of the Presidential Council of the Government of 

National Accord "Fayez Sarraj" visited the hospital of Kidneys and blood bank in 

"Tripoli" to identify the main difficulties and problems facing the hospital.   The 

member of the Presidential Council of the Government of National Accord 

"Ahmad Hamza" and the chairman of the Council of Elders and Notables of "Al-

Ghat" discussed the situation of "Al-Ghat" hospital and what it needs of equipment 

and medical supplies. 

The Deputy Minister of Health of the Government of National Accord "Issa Al-

Imyani" visited "Tripoli" Medical Center and learned about the problems facing 

the Ministry in providing medicines and supplies. In the same sense, members of 

Parliament representing the southern region and members of the Health Committee 

in Parliament met with the directors of health facilities to examine the health sector 

situation in the southern region. "Sultana Al-Mismari" a member of House of 

Representatives discussed with the administration of "Al-Marj" hospital the 

difficulties facing the hospital as a result of the crisis suffered by "Benghazi" 

during which the hospital received displaced persons in addition to those wounded 

in the ongoing confrontations in "Benghazi".    

From his part, the Prime Minister of the Interim Government, met during his tour 

in "Benghazi" with the Minister of Health to discuss the maintenance and 

establishment of 13 comprehensive operation rooms in "Benghazi" Medical Center 
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and "Al-Jala" hospital. During the meeting, both parts discussed the medicines and 

medical equipment the Interim Government agreed to import from abroad.  The 

Minister of Health of the interim government discussed the 2017 budget lines with 

the directors of departments and examined the problems and difficulties 

encountered in the work of hospitals and health centers. He noted that the required 

funds will be allocated to hospitals. In this sense, 120 million dinars were 

disbursed to develop, enhance and support hospitals and health facilities.  

As part of the Government's efforts to address the problems of health sector, the 

general hospital of "Al-Marj" received a shipment of medical supplies and 

equipment. Maintenance and cleaning of "Ibn Sina" hospital in "Sirte" were 

completed and the hospital will resume work. In fact, it received a shipment of 

equipment and medical devices from the Libyan Doctors Association in Germany. 

The national campaign of Libyan doctors and relief in "Bani Walid" and its 

environs was launched over the past month to conduct free medical examinations 

for citizens.  The municipal council in "Benghazi" handed over three power 

generators to the office of projects in Ministry of Health. From its part, the 

Ministry of Health in the interim government allocated one million Libyan Dinars 

to cover the urgent needs for medicines and medical supplies of the oncology 

center in "Sabha". 
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Expectations  

The health sector is likely to face several difficulties during the upcoming month as 

a result of:  

 Shortages of medicines and medical personnel at the level of doctors, 

assistant physicians, and nurses. 

 Problems related to the poor medical services. 

 Hospitals which are not working at full capacity. 

 The continuing armed clashes in several areas. 

Despite the proposed solutions presented to overcome the crisis of the health 

sector, it is most likely that these crises will continue though its pace might 

decrease compared to previous months. The continuity of these crises is caused by 

the main crises which negatively affect the sector, especially the medicines crisis, 

deteriorating infrastructure of hospitals, and costs of private medical services and 

medicines. 
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The Economy Case 

 

Introduction 

Libyan economy is still suffering from a liquidity shortage in Libyan banks during 

the month of February. Experts attributed the exacerbating liquidity shortage to the 

lack of trust between citizens and banks, the absence of security, slow 

documentary cycle, and the intervention of the Audit Bureau in developing the 

State policies, drop in oil exports, political division, and the control of businessmen 

over the economy. 

In an attempt to address the liquidity crisis, the Libyan Audit Bureau located in 

Tripoli presented a set of proposals, among which were: activating the Prices 

Balancing Fund, allocating a budget to reconstruct the oil sector and a budget to 

import foreign currency worth $15 billion, and imposing fees on the commodities 

supplying companies.  The Central Bank in Tripoli rejected these proposals 

describing them as theoretical. It stated that its measures contributed to reducing 

the balance of payments deficit to $7 billion in the year 2016, compared to $12 

billion in the year 2015. 

The Audit Bureau revealed violations in the disbursement of January 

salaries transferred to some departments within the Ministry of Finance in the 

Government of National Accord (GNA). The amount of salaries was estimated at 

1.534 Billion Libyan Dinars. The Bureau called for returning the surpluses to the 

public revenues account. 
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In February, the Central Bank of Libya in "Tripoli" received four shipments of 

local currency from “Italy”. The value of each shipment was estimated at 250 

million Libyan Dinars to be distributed to commercial banks. The Government of 

National Accord started issuing spending authorizations from the 2017 public 

finance to cover the needs of the regions and to resume the stalled infrastructure 

projects which exceed 22 thousand contracts worth 155 billion Libyan Dinars. 

Moreover, all the allocations to Section II in public finance, of all government 

sectors, were approved to issue cheques. 

The Central Bank specified the prices of Visa cards and MasterCards International 

and their annual commission fees of 75 Dinars to be paid at once upon issuance or 

renewal of the card and an annual fee of 24 Dinars for managing the card account. 

In "Al-Baydha", the interim government led by "Abdallah Al-Thinni" decided to 

liquidate about 21 million Dinars to the Municipality of "Benghazi" account, 

before the end of March of this year.  The Central Bank of Libya in "Al-Baydha", 

which is affiliated to the House of Representatives, approved the withdrawal of the 

currency notes of 5 and 10 Dinars on the 26th of February. The bank gave a four-

week deadline to commercial banks to deposit withdrawn funds in their accounts at 

the Central Bank of Libya, with the aim to withdraw part of the liquidity to control 

inflation.  

The Central Bank of Libya in "Tripoli" announced selling the U.S. dollar to 

citizens at the official rate of the day of purchase that is estimated at $400 for each 

individual. The Head of the Liquidity Committee in the Central Bank of "Al-

Baydha," "Ramzi Al-Agha," stated that this procedure reduces the allocation to 

each individual from $5000 to $400. 
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On the occasion of the sixth anniversary of the Revolution of February 17th, the 

Central Bank in "Tripoli" published the total revenues and expenditures of the 

Libyan State during the first ten months of 2016, as well as the approvals of 

appropriations during the same year. While the Central Bank of "Al-Baydha" 

warned to take legal actions towards the banks that considered Sunday the 29th of 

February, a day off. The central Bank of "Al-Baydha" did not issue any instruction 

in this regard. Despite that the Central Bank in "Tripoli" announced it a day off as 

an alternative to the day commemorating the revolution which fell on a weekend, 

which was a Friday. 

The Prime Minister of the Interim Government, "Abdallah Al-Thinni" held a 

meeting to discuss the financial and services situation and obstacles plaguing the 

Libyan State. He tackled the mechanisms of providing monetary liquidity, supply 

goods, food, and the financial cover for the Interim Government in 2017. 

On his part, the governor of Central Bank of Libya in "Tripoli", "Sadiq Al-Kabir" 

met with the British Ambassador to Libya "Peter Millett" to discuss the bilateral 

economic ties and ways to develop them. In the same context, the mayor of the 

municipality of "Sorman", "Abdelhafidh Al-Bousifi" met with a Chinese 

delegation to discuss investment projects the city needs in several fields notably, 

services, investment, and entertainment sectors. 

In "Tripoli," the “Libya Startups Expo” took place over two consecutive days to 

introduce and promote Startups and small-sized businesses with the participation 

of more than 30 projects.  
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During February, the judicial proceedings continued in the case of Foreign 

Bank of Libya with the Tunisian company, LMS. The case was postponed to the 

8th of March to announce the final verdict in the case.  

The Presidential Council of the Government of National Accord accused " Abdul-

Magid Breish", who is assigned by the Government of National Salvation, for 

breaking into the headquarter of the Libyan Investment Authority (LIA) in "Tripoli 

Tower" and impersonating the chairman of the institution. The Presidential Council 

demanded not to deal with any person or entity that does not carry a legal and 

legitimate status, while this was denied by an official in the LIA. 

Finally, the Presidential Council in the Government of National Accord "Fayez 

Sarraj" called upon all the States which have Libyan assets or funds from illegal 

sources to assist in tracing and recovering these funds. 

Expectations 

Through examining the current economic situation in Libya, no sign of hope seems 

to solve the ongoing liquidity crisis, despite the procedures taken by both Central 

Banks, and the solutions provided by economists to face this crisis. In fact, the 

prevailing division between the State institutions is hindering these efforts and 

limiting the activities of these institutions. Oil production increased to nearly 800 

thousand barrels per day during February. However, prices dropped leading to a 

deficit in covering all the government expenditure which exacerbated the liquidity 

crisis. Furthermore, the Libyan Dinar continues to decline against foreign 

currencies, which increases the likelihood of bankruptcy of Libya by the end of 

this year.  
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Oil Sector 

During February, the Libyan oil production fluctuated and dropped from 700 

thousand barrels per day to 630 thousand barrels per day by the end of the month, 

due to technical procedures carried out in some oil fields, especially in those 

stalled for a long time. In February, Libya exported two shipments from "Sedra" 

port of about 630 thousand barrels of crude oil to "Italy" and a third shipment of 

about 600 thousand barrels which destination was not specified. "Zweitina" Port 

exported three shipments of 600, 800, and 600 thousand barrels to "Italy" and 

another to "Indonesia" of about 965 thousand barrels. "Brega" Port shipped about 

600 thousand barrels to "Italy" and 12 thousand tons of heavy oil to "Malta". 

The General Directorate for Inspection and Measurement monitored statistics and 

reports in "Ras Lanuf" and prepared an annual report of the year 2016 on the total 

production and exports of crude oil and natural gas domestically and externally. 

The report will later on be submitted to the National Oil Corporation (NOC). 

In this context, Libyan oil revenues fell by 91% during the last four years reaching 

about $45.7 billion for crude oil, gas, and petrochemicals in 2012. Oil exports were 

estimated at $40.6 billion, $3 billion for gas and $2.1 billion for petrochemicals 

and products. In 2013, oil revenues dropped by 21%: crude oil's revenues were 

estimated at $31 billion, gas at $3 billion, and $1.5 billion for products and 

petrochemicals. In 2014, the decline of oil exports continued to reach 57% that 

amounted to $15.7 billion of which $2.7 billion for gas and $983 million for 

products. In 2015, oil revenues declined by 51% that is $8 billion of which $487 

million for petrochemicals. In 2016, oil revenues dropped by 50% with crude oil's 

revenues estimated at $2.932 billion and gas at $531 million and 413 million for 
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petrochemicals; while Libya's production increased in mid-January 2017 to about 

722 thousand barrels per day after resuming export activities from "Al-Sharara" 

Port.  

With regard to the crisis of fuel and cooking gas, the Crisis Committee Chairman, 

"Milad Al-Hajarsi," announced a work plan to prevent the recurrence of the crisis, 

and announced that "Tripoli" plants are operating at full capacity and do not suffer 

any shortage in fuel and have strategic reserves which exceed 120 thousand Liters 

in each plant. About 2 million Liters of diesel fuel are daily distributed to "Tripoli" 

plants, and around 28 thousand cylinders per day which contributed to solving the 

crisis during the last weeks. 

The Committee presented a proposal related to the activation of gas centers 

affiliated to "Brega" company. The proposal included a solution to the problem of 

gas leakage to black market through some private gas distribution centers. The 

committee warned citizens of the imitated gas cylinders which do not conform to 

safety standards and are sold in some shops. The company plans to supply about 

one million gas cylinders at a cost of 50 Libyan dinars to all Libyan cities. "Al-

Zawiya" refinery continued the production of cooking gas and supplying the 

western region market. It produced 15000 gas cylinders that relatively cover the 

western region needs.  

During the month of February, the oil sector was marked by the return of some 

foreign companies. NOC and the Russian company "Rosneft" signed a cooperation 

agreement to invest in the Libyan oil sector.  Both parties agreed on creating a joint 

working committee to evaluate the available opportunities in several sectors, 

including exploration, production, and crude oil extraction. NOC Chairman 
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discussed with several companies, which are: the Spanish "Repsol" company, 

Indonesian "Medco" company, German "Wintershall" company, and the Austrian 

“OMV” company. NOC sought ways of enhancing cooperation in the different oil 

fields, especially the field of exploration and production.  

The Chairman of the Supreme Council of State "Abdelrahman Swihili" discussed 

with the Italian Ambassador to Libya "Giuseppe Perrone" prospects of joint 

cooperation between the two countries and the possible return of Italian companies 

to resume the work in the stalled projects. 

On his part, the Vice-Chairman of the Presidential Council in the GNA, 

"Abdelsalem Kajman", agreed with the German Ambassador to Libya, "Christian 

Buck," on reinforcing cooperation in the field of solar energy. The "Glencore" 

Swiss company renewed its contract with the NOC. The contract stipulates that 

"Glencore" is the exclusive marketer of one-third of Libya's crude oil production. 

Expectations 

According to NOC data, Libya's oil production is expected to increase to reach 1.2 

million barrels per day by next August, especially after the maintenance 

undertaken by "Al-Waha" Oil Company to increase its production in the upcoming 

months. Additionally, "Al-Feel" oil field will resume production within a month to 

add 75 thousand barrels per day; thus, Libyan crude oil production is expected to 

reach its previous levels by March 2018, reaching 1.6 million barrels per day. In 

the meantime, the "Abu Attifel" oil field, which is affiliated with "Mellitah" oil and 

gas company, is getting ready to resume the work. The field's design capacity is 

estimated at 250 thousand barrels per day. During the current year 2017, oil 
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revenues are expected to rise to reach around $18 billion. However, these gains 

remain threatened by the continued political turmoil and security problems; while 

enhancing production is dependent on funds received to carry out maintenance and 

repairs. 

The Libyan Dinar  

Libyan dinar continued to decline against the U.S. currency during February to 

reach 6.225 Libyan Dinars in the black market at the beginning of the month, while 

the exchange rate of Euro reached 6.665 Dinars and the British Pound Sterling 

reached 7.715 dinars. 

During the first week of the month the exchange rate of the Libyan Dinar increased 

against foreign currencies following the announcement of the Central Bank of 

Libya in "Tripoli" of selling the U.S. Dollar to citizens with the official price of the 

purchase day that is estimated at $400 to each individual. Moreover, there has been 

an anticipation for the opening of foreign credits to buy food commodities at the 

official price, which reduce the demand for dollars, hence the Libyan Dinar 

improves its value. Consequently, the U.S. Dollar exchange rate declined from the 

ceiling of 6 Libyan Dinars to range between 6.225 and 5.970 Libyan Dinar 

throughout the first week, after it registered a historical increase since the end of 

2016 when it reached 7 Libyan Dinars. The differential rate between local 

exchange rate and the official market was estimated at 4.53 Dinars. Price 

fluctuations come in accordance with the transactions in the parallel market which 

is subject to the supply and demand controls and place of sale and purchase. The 

central Bank of Libya stated that the Dollar's value attained 1.4207 Dinars.  Euro 
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declined from 6.665 Dinars to 6.310, while the Pound Sterling declined from 7.560 

to 7.10 Dinars 

The Dollar rose once again at the beginning of the second week of the month to 

reach 6.180 Libyan Dinars. The Euro reached 6.565 Dinars to decline again along 

with the decline of demands for the Dollar in the parallel market following the 

launch of regulating the purchase of foreign currencies and foreign exchange 

management by banks. Therefore, the U.S. Dollar exchange rate attained 5.940 

Dinars in the middle of the month; while the Euro's exchange rate reached 6.210 

Dinars, and Pound Sterling was estimated at 7.230 Dinars. 

Soon after, the Dollar rate fluctuated towards the increase during the second half of 

the month, in accordance with the nature of transactions in the black market, and 

the place of selling and purchase. In fact, the Dollar exchange rate ranged between 

6 and 6.165 Dinars, while the Euro ranged between 6.330 and 6.470 and the Pound 

Sterling between 7.400 and 7.560 Dinars. 

Experts attributed the decline of Libyan Dinar against the U.S. Dollar to:  

 Letter of Credit frauds. 

 Increased imports prices. 

 Decline in oil prices. 

 The drop in oil production.  

 The collapse of the customs and banking systems. 

 The increase of the State's expenditures. 

 The absence of Central Bank's policies. 

 Foreign currency smuggling. 
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Dr. "Jibril Labidi", a Libyan researcher and an academic, considered the increase 

of Dollar exchange rate against local currency as fabricated, given the facts and 

data on the ground. He made a comparison between the situations in four Arab 

countries which are; Libya, Egypt, Tunisia, and Morocco where the U.S. currency 

rate varies. 

In fact, Libya which has more than 150 billion Dollars and gold reserve, its Dinar 

declines against Dollar; while Tunisia which possesses only $10 billion as a 

reserve; its Dinar withstands against the Dollar. 

"Dhaw Al-Mansouri", a member of the Constituent Assembly accused the Central 

Bank of being involved as a key part in corruption and currency smuggling. He 

stated that the international community agrees on destroying Libya through the 

sagging political process and the intervention of the UN mission in the 

Constitution project. He described the situation as a repeated scenario of Iraq. 

In this context, the economic expert and former Chairman of the Libyan 

Investment Authority (LIA) “Dr. Mohsen Derregia" presented four solutions to 

reduce the Dollar rate against the Libyan Dinar in the black market. The solutions 

are:  

1. Reducing the local currency that is circulating in case it exceeds 30 billion 

dinars in cash of a total of 70 billion Dinars on demand. 

2. Increasing oil production. 

3. Increasing hard currency offered.  

4. Raising the Dollar's price through adding fees on the selling of currency, in 

addition to the official price. 
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On another note, the Chairman of the General Union of Chambers of Commerce, 

Industry, and Agriculture, "Mohamed Alraied” demanded from the Central Bank 

of Libya to adjust the Dollar's exchange rate to be 4 Dinars against the US dollar, 

for a fair rate to settle within 2 to 2.50 Dinars. He also asked for substituting the 

fuel subsidy by paying amounts equivalent to the value of 300 Liters per family per 

month. 

Expectations 

The Libyan Dinar is expected to decline against foreign currencies. Despite that the 

country resuming oil exports from the Oil Crescent area, the U.S. currency 

continued to rise against the Libyan Dinar during the past period. The efforts made 

by economic institutions to provide proposals and economic policies that aim to 

drop the Dollar's value to its previous levels remain limited to the prevailing 

economic situation in Libya, the continuing liquidity crisis, smuggling foreign 

currency, and the multiplicity of authorities.   

Basic Commodities Prices 

Core consumer prices increased during the month compared to its levels in 2011 by 

percentages ranging from 450 and 550%, especially oils, flour, rice, semolina, 

sugar, tea, children's milk and medicines. These items export was monopolized by 

the State. Prices are multiplied, for instance, children's milk bottle is three times 

more expensive compared to 2013. In fact, the bottle price reached 20 Dinars 

compared to only 5 Dinars in 2013. Some medicines prices also increased by 

653%. 
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The fish market has known unprecedented price increase given that fishermen, 

especially Egyptians and Tunisians left due to the deteriorating security situation 

and the spread of kidnapping for ransoms, as well as directing fishing boats 

destinations to smuggle illegal immigrants and fuel. 

In an attempt to address this crisis, the Central Bank of Libya agreed to liquidate 

360 million Dinars all at once for the “Price Stability Fund” in the aim to provide a 

food basket for Libyans that includes 11 types of food items for three months. This 

way the Fund could rotate the granted money and thus provide the quantities on a 

continuous basis. The Fund will exclude sugar, powdered milk, and flour as their 

prices are considered acceptable compared to the rest of the goods.  The 

government also plans to create a fund that works with cooperative associations to 

provide supply goods to citizens. 

On another aspect, the Presidential Council in GNA issued a decision subjecting all 

goods and commodities, supplied through documentary credits, to unified customs 

fees of 100% of the value of supplied goods. The mentioned fees are collected 

when opening the letter of credit or when paying the voucher contained in the 

collection fee. The Presidential Council’s decision excluded wheat imports and 

commodities imported through the governmental sector. 

February was also marked by the meeting held in the headquarters of the 

Municipal Council in "Al-Baydha" to seek the possibilities of resuming work in the 

two dairy and fruit factories in the city before Ramadan, so as to provide milk, 

yogurt, and other products in the area. On its part, the Ministry of Economy in the 

GNA issued a decision that bans the export of fresh vegetables for a period of two 

months starting from the end of last January, in order to maintain the stability of 
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prices in the local market. The decision came after the Ministry had noticed a 

significant increase in vegetable prices as a result of export to neighboring 

countries. Around 20 tons of peppers and tomatoes were exported to support the 

Tunisian market. Farmers from the Tunisian governorate of "Sidi Bouzid" objected 

to the import of vegetables as it causes a significant decline in local products 

prices. 

In "Tripoli", several cooking gas distribution stations were caught selling gas 

cylinders in a parallel market, which has further deepened the gas crisis.  

The smuggling of goods continued during February. Six trucks were caught 

smuggling more than 500 sheep and 70 cows. Other trucks were caught carrying a 

quantity of fuel that reached 3000 Liters and 9000 bottles of cooking oil were 

prepared to be smuggled to “Egypt”. 

The smuggling of bananas from Libya through the eastern Algerian boarders had 

increased, especially after the rise in prices of bananas in the Algerian markets 

nearly four times and after freezing the import licenses.  

Expectations  

The Central Bank's decision to liquidate 360 million Dinars to the account of the 

“Price Stability Fund” is expected to provide a food basket with relatively lower 

prices. Despite this, the prices of goods and basic commodities in Libya will 

continue to rise due to the widespread of smuggling operations of goods and fuel. 

Even though there are many efforts made to provide the consumer goods with 

lower prices, Libyan authorities were not able to completely eliminate the 

smuggling operations, especially in light of weak control, lack of security, and 
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political divisions within the State institutions leading to inability to control the 

State's resources. This situation is also due to the absence of an agreement between 

the State's financial and economic institutions on a unified vision to face the 

shortage of basic goods and their high prices. 

The lack of liquidity and the increase of the U.S. Dollar's rate against local 

currency contribute to increasing the prices of imported goods. This situation 

would lead to high inflation that would negatively affect the living standard of 

Libyan citizens. 
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The Local Governance Case 

 

Introduction 

Over the course of February, many municipalities and local councils in Libya 

carried out several activities and events, which remain limited due to the shortage 

of resources and unstable security and political situations. Despite these 

circumstances, some councils tried to raise the quality level of services offered to 

citizens. The performance of municipal councils in Libya during the month of 

February is addressed as follow: 

The Performance of Municipal Councils and Subsidiary Authorities 

in the Field of Services 

Municipal councils made several efforts - within the limits of available resources - 

to reduce local problems of shortage in fuel supplies, electricity, water, 

transportation, health care, education and financial aid to needy families. It should 

be noted that several municipalities are suffering from these problems, especially 

in the southern region. For this reason, urgent and comprehensive solutions are 

needed, which seems to be difficult when looking at the political and financial 

available resources. 

With regard to the fuel sector, the shortage of gas cylinders problem continues to 

persist in many municipalities due to the ongoing conflicts and smuggling of 

cylinders to sell them in the black market. Municipalities are still unable to solve 

these problems as their efforts are mostly limited to holding meetings to discuss the 
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crisis. For instance, the local council of "Bani Walid" organized a meeting and 

discussed problems and mechanisms to reduce causes and mitigate effects.1 

Electricity sector: Given the fuel crisis, many municipalities, especially in the 

south, have a problem supplying electricity. Despite that, some municipalities are 

trying to find a solution to this crisis. In this context, the municipality of "Sabha" 

held a meeting, during which, attendees discussed proposals for an urgent 

mechanism to provide mobile power generators. Discussions included also 

procedures related to the completion of "Ubari" gas plant as well as the 

implementation of a solar power plant and petroleum refinery project in the 

southern region2. In addition, the General Electricity Company (GECOL) 

announced that the problem related to the electric power transmission from 

production plants in northern "Benghazi" to the rest of the eastern region is 

solved3. The General Electricity Company is also maintaining the line of "Al-

Gwarsha- Mrawa" that has a capacity of 220 KV in order to connect it to 

"Zwetina" plant which will greatly improve the eastern region's network, especially 

in the areas of "Jabal al-Akhḍar" that extends from "Al-Marj".4  

The situation was not any better in the field of medical services as many 

municipalities are suffering from the deteriorating health care services. In fact, 

several hospitals are facing difficulties due to the lack of financial allocations and 

recurrent power cuts which threaten of halting the provision of services to patients 

                                                           
1  Http://bit.ly/2liPBzH 
2  Http://bit.ly/2l8z5E5 
3  Http://bit.ly/2lj38HF 
4  Http://bit.ly/2l8FsqN 
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to the extent that urged some hospitals to use solar energy as an alternative to 

electricity5. In the same sense, there are attempts by municipal councils to alleviate 

these problems. For instance, the opening of the Center of  Martyr "Mohammed 

Nasuf" for oral and dental surgery in the city of "Al-Kufra". 6 Moreover, the 

anesthesia medical staff in the hospital of "Zliten" were honoured to further 

develop the services in hospitals. Anti-Leishmania disease campaigns continued to 

be carried out by the control of parasite-pathogenic rodents, as happened in the 

municipality of "Zliten". The municipal guard also continued to seize expired 

foodstuffs. From its part, the municipality of "Souq al Jumʿa" announced the 

opening of three dental laboratories at the health complex, "Arada", "Al-Hani", and 

"Al-Horiya"7. 

Transport and Communications Sector: transport and communications sector is still 

suffering the lack of resources and the security situation in the country which 

caused the closure of several roads and airports. Some municipalities are trying to 

overcome these problems: The municipal council in "Ghadames" reopened 

"Ghadames" airport after three years of closure8. From his part, "Ahmad Larebi", 

the mayor of "Benghazi" municipality met with the Chairman of the Libyan 

airlines company "Fadhil Al-Kasah" to discuss the airline situation and the 

company's preparation in case of the opening of "Benina" international airport.9 

                                                           
5  Http://bit.ly/2lZWeXJ 
6  Http://bit.ly/2l8m3GK 
7  Http://bit.ly/2lvJeen 
8  Http://bit.ly/2kLLla6 
9  Http://bit.ly/2kZ0gmm 
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The municipal council in "Sabha" discussed, with the Chamber of Commerce, the 

establishment of a land port and a municipal free zone to activate cargo vehicles 

that have been used for illegal immigration trade. The projects discussion aims at 

combating the phenomenon of smuggling and also to create job opportunities that 

contain youth from working through improper ways10. 

Assistance to needy persons continued to be modest due to the lack of resources 

along with the increased numbers of needy persons. Some municipal councils try 

to reduce this problem. In fact, the crisis committee in "Sirte" offered two aid 

convoys from the charity organization to the displaced persons from "Sirte" who 

are living in "Bani Walid" and its suburbs and in the municipalities of greater 

"Tripoli"11. 

In an attempt to alleviate the crisis of traffic congestion and congestion in cities, 

the municipality of "Misrata" initiated a mural project in the city centre entitled 

"Ishraqa"12. 

The situation in academics, university and human development fields is the same 

as other sectors. It should be noted that the Commission of Human Development in 

"Tobruk" municipal council reviewed the municipal plan for the current year 2017. 

It also proposed the establishment of a human resources department at "Tobruk" 

University a Human Resources Development Fund. The committee presented 

several proposals most notably putting more focus on the municipality employees 

and raising their capacity through conducting internal and external training 
                                                           
10  Http://bit.ly/2kYSxV8 
11  Http://bit.ly/2mb0zqr 
12  Http://bit.ly/2l8vUMy 
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sessions based on each one's needs. 13 From its part, the municipal council of 

"Zliten" provided financial advancements to complete classes in two schools in the 

city14. 

Some municipalities oversaw the launch of afforestation campaigns in several 

areas of the Green Mountain15, and the launch of some projects for environmental 

development such as "Zliten our municipality" project, which includes sessions on 

strategic planning. Other municipalities are asking governments to hand them over 

the garbage recycling factory to help solve the garbage congestion crisis16; as 

happened in the municipality of "Tobruk". On the subject of commercial control, 

"Benghazi" municipal guard gave the city's business owners a week to obtain the 

necessary licenses for commercial activities.17 Municipal guard in "Misrata" seized 

a shipment of juice and tomato paste at "Bawabat-al-Sadada".18 Patrols affiliated to 

municipal guards of "Benghazi" seized big quantities of expired motor oil in some 

shops selling and changing it engine oils19. 

The Security Challenge and the Municipal Councils Performance  

The security situation remains the most significant challenge facing the Libyan 

State in general and the work and performance of municipal councils and local 

communities. This security challenge has engendered most services problems such 

                                                           
13  http://bit.ly/2kLMf6r 
14  Http://bit.ly/2kYnST6 
15  Http://bit.ly/2lWMMHQ 
16  Http://bit.ly/2lZQMDY 
17  Http://bit.ly/2kLW9oP 
18  Http://bit.ly/2kAOTRq 
19  Http://bit.ly/2mynyf8 
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as electricity, water, fuel and others. It should be noted that this challenge has 

reached the extent of kidnapping the mayor of "Sirte" municipality "Mokhtar Al-

Madani" on Sunday, February 12, 201720. Moreover, the Mayor of the municipality 

of "Qayqab" "Ali Yahya Ejribaa" was shot and wounded in his leg21. Besides that, 

the municipal council in "Sabratha" was a target of an armed attack resulting in 

suspending work in the council22. 

The role of municipal councils in security operation was limited to their 

participation in forums and attendance of meetings. In fact, mayors of 

municipalities took part in the first meeting of municipal councils held in "Tripoli" 

along with other officials. The forum was aimed at securing the capital and 

fostering security and stability through supporting and activating the Security 

Directorate23. Emphasis was put on the need to activate the performance of joint 

security rooms24 through taking the necessary and required measures that aim to 

strengthen the rule of law and prestige of the State and its institutions. The project 

"Creating Security and Social Stability Hotbeds" came under the agreement of 

Ministries of Local Governance and Interior of the National Accord Government 

with the European Union to support municipalities and strengthen their capacity in 

order to develop a plan of action to improve service delivery in the fields of 

security and justice.25 To emphasize this aspect, the municipality of "Gharyan" was 

chosen as a model for the implementation of this potential project, which is 

                                                           
20  Http://bit.ly/2kB4uAf 
21  Http://bit.ly/2lIrIDA 
22  http://bit.ly/2lXFd3g 

23  Http://bit.ly/2lZJe49 
24  Http://bit.ly/2kARkmV 
25  Http://bit.ly/2lWVLsv 
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supposed to cover many cities and municipalities across Libya. Furthermore, some 

councils held meetings with foreign actors for further cooperation, support and 

exchange of expertise. In this context, the Mayor of "Benghazi" municipality 

"Ahmad Laribi" met with the French businessman "Guilin Broga Gannon" and the 

Egyptian parliament member and President of security companies, "Nasereddin 

Mhanni" to discuss the security situation in "Benghazi" and provide support and 

expertise.26 

General Abdelrazak Al-Nadhuri", Chief of Staff of armed forces affiliated to the 

Interim Government, assigned Major "Muftah Omar Al-Gmati" a Mayor of the 

municipality of "Tazerbu". "Al-Nadhuri" gave "Al-Gmati" all the municipal 

council's powers prescribed by law27 to enable municipalities to impose order and 

security. In this sense, the municipal council of "Abu Salim" played a prominent 

role in reaching an initial agreement to cease fire in the area of "Abu Salim" 

following the armed clashes which caused losses and damage. 28 

The Role of Government Authorities in Supporting Municipal 

Councils  

The role of Governments towards municipalities and communities remains modest 

as it has been limited to the issuance of directives, holding meetings, and support 

mechanisms which are not able to encounter the numerous problems facing 

municipalities. This role has been focused on efforts made to implement the 
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Presidential Council's decision aiming to provide a food basket to citizens based on 

national identification numbers. Governments are also working on implementing a 

transaction system which registers all Libyans and assigns identification numbers 

to associations in order to reduce the smuggling of goods through fake 

associations, especially that this registration will be through an electronic system 

only29. The Minister of Local Governance of the National Accord Government 

"Bidad Gansu" directed heads of the ministry's affiliated authorities not to travel 

outside the country without prior authorization30. On another aspect, meetings were 

held and brought together central and local officials such as the meeting of the 

head of the Government of National Accord "Fayez Sarraj" with municipal 

officials of "Bani Walid". During the meeting, "Sarraj" pledged to take all urgent 

measures and prompt solutions to fix the problems facing "Bani Walid" city and to 

address all shortcomings as soon as possible31. 

A member of the Presidential Council of Government of National Accord, "Ahmed 

Maiteeq" stressed that micro infrastructure projects in municipalities will be 

completed after liquidating the budget. He added that 154 health facilities will 

receive financial aids to solve their problems. Moreover, 360 million dinars are 

allocated to provide 11 basic commodities during the two upcoming months.32 

Deputy Prime Minister for Services Affairs "Abdelsalam Al-Badri" decided to 

                                                           
29  Http://bit.ly/2lxKkqu 
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suspend the work of the local council in "Derna" and assign a steering council 

instead33.   

The Evolution of the Regulatory Conditions of Municipal Councils  

Although the idea of establishing a municipal administration in Libya dates back to 

the middle of the last century under various forms, it lacks the strong and effective 

regulatory structure that ensures a prompt and efficient solution to address local 

problems. Member of the Presidential Council and Minister of Specialist 

Municipal Councils "Mohamed Amari Zayed" discussed with mayors of the 

Central region ("Sirte" — "Tarhuna" — "Al-Khoms" — "Qasr al-Akhyar") and the 

southern region municipalities the activation of Supreme Council for local 

Administration. The event received a wide media coverage given that it is a 

development in the area of local administration in Libya that transfers specialties to 

municipalities and establishes an appropriate mechanism for the collection of local 

revenues34. The project of building administrative headquarters in the city of 

"Zliten"35 was approved. It aims to face the acute shortage of administrative 

headquarters. Because of its geographical remoteness from citizens, the Social 

Security Fund in the municipality of "Kufra" was separated from the branch of 

"Wahat" to be directly affiliated with the General Administration of the Fund. 36On 

another aspect, the recent designation decisions issued by the Mayor of “Tobruk” 

                                                           
33  Http://bit.ly/2lT0HOc 
34  Http://bit.ly/2lvAtkT 
35  Http://bit.ly/2lWUwte 
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municipality “Naji Mazak”, which include about 28600 designated, was 

incorporated in the 2017 budget.37 

The Role of Municipal Councils in Reducing the Phenomenon of 

Illegal Immigration 

Municipal councils stand idly by the phenomenon of illegal immigration, which 

has led to an increase in human trafficking and a significant impact on the 

country's security, social and economic aspects, besides the long-term demographic 

change. The Municipal Council in "Misrata" issued a statement in which it 

expressed its surprise to what it described as "local and international silence 

towards the irregular migration and what it has resulted in of harm and 

encroachment of human lives"38. 

Municipalities’ mayors are concerned that the agreement concluded between 

"Tripoli" and "Rome" to fund immigration detention centers in Libya would result 

in transferring the crisis Europe is facing to Libya. In fact, municipalities are in an 

unenviable position. "Hamed Khayali" the Mayor of "Sabha" municipality, which 

is a hotbed for smuggling immigrants in the south of Libya, stated that "if 

Europeans want to allow them to stay, they can host them on their territories 

Which are larger.. But not in Libya because we have our own problems that we 

should take care of."39 

 

                                                           
37  Http://bit.ly/2l8y1zX 
38  Http://bit.ly/2mbeAEp 
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Foreign Relations and Agreements  

Several Libyan municipality delegations visited the Humanitarian Relief 

Foundation (IHH) in Turkey and thanked them for their humanitarian support 

activities in Libya40. Other meetings were held by municipalities of the west coast 

with a group of Chinese companies to discuss projects related to municipality 

services41. From his part, the Mayor of "Benghazi" municipality "Ahmad Laribi" 

met with the French businessman "Guilin Broga Gannon" and the member of the 

Egyptian parliament and Chairman of security companies "Nasseredin Mhanni" to 

discuss the security situation in "Benghazi" and ways to provide support and 

expertise42. 

The Role of Local Communities in Supporting the Reconciliation 

It seems that the political and security conditions did not help to a large extent 

municipal councils to play a significant role in the reconciliation during February. 

The Minister of Local Governance of the National Accord Government "Bidad 

Gansou" stressed that his government's priority is to achieve a national 

reconciliation that includes a reconciliation between "Wershfana", "Zawiya", and 

"Janzour". "Gansou" pointed out to the reconciliation discussions the national 

Accord Government had with rulers, deputies, and members of municipal councils 

in “Zawiya"43. 

 
                                                           
40  Http://bit.ly/2kYLBrr 
41  Http://bit.ly/2mr0z6m 
42  Http://bit.ly/2lj4iCS 
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Expectations 

Challenges facing municipal councils and their performance of a more effective 

role at the local level are strongly present. There is a lack of financial resources to 

address citizens’ everyday living problems of food, electricity, water, health, 

education, fuel and infrastructure. Furthermore, security represents a challenge that 

has reached the extent of killing municipalities’ mayors and fabricating the 

electricity, water, fuel, transportation and other problems. These two challenges are 

the most serious to the work of councils and their ability to provide services to 

citizens. 

Yet, there is a ray of light in the dark tunnel represented by municipal councils' 

serious attempts to reduce security and living problems and the support provided 

by governments which have pledged to continue to implement infrastructure 

projects and allocate funds to address living problems, as stated by the Deputy in 

Presidential council "Ahmed Maiteeq"44. In addition, negotiations around creating 

a supreme council for local administration is an important regulatory event that 

ensures the transfer of powers to local councils and enables them to better perform 

their role, as stated by the member of Presidential Council "Mohamed Amari 

Zayed"45. Local administration - according to the modern system- is the most 

capable and the most appropriate to provide services to citizens, and it is even a 

criterion to evaluate the State's progress and whether or not it pursues modern 

management methods. Geographical and demographic (population) characteristics 

of Libya indicate that the system of local governance is the most appropriate in 
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dealing with crises plaguing the country and Libyan people - along with 

maintaining the government in the framework of coordination. However, this 

method of management requires the availability of financial and human facilities 

that enable it to play its role, rely on development and training plans to strengthen 

the concept of local governance and to transfer the administrative and financial 

authorities of these units to promote local areas. 
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The Social Case 
 

The Spread of Crime 

The month of February was no better than the previous month in terms of the 

spread of crimes and its increasing manifestations throughout the country. 

However, the phenomenon of kidnapping has significantly increased compared to 

killing, smuggling and sabotage. In fact, the eastern and western regions registered 

several cases of kidnapping which included government officials, politicians, 

athletes, jurists, and military officers, while no cases were registered among 

civilians as used to be the case. Accusations of carrying out kidnappings in the 

eastern area were addressed to the parliament-affiliated army, while the latter did 

neither confirm nor deny them.   

Amongst the most prominent kidnapped personalities were "Nasser Al-Dersi", a 

judge in the "Tobruk" court of first instance and a former prosecutor of "Derna". 

"Al-Dersi" was kidnapped in the area of "Um Al-Rizm" which urged the Supreme 

Judicial Council to denounce the incident and demand his release. Moreover, 

Colonel "Idriss Al-Jali" commander of 102nd Infantry Battalion affiliated to 

“Operation Dignity” was kidnapped in the area of "Ras Al-Teen" eastern "Derna", 

besides the kidnapping of two other officers who were in "Barga" hotel in the city 

of "Al-Baydha". 

An officer from "Al-Gadhadhifa" tribe was kidnapped in front of "Tobruk" 

Medical Center. The incident was followed by the kidnapping of three young men 

from the same tribe in "Al-Baydha" in the east of Libya. It is noteworthy to 
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mention that this was not the first time members of "Al-Gadhadhifa" tribe were 

kidnapped. In fact, three young men from the same tribe were previously 

kidnapped in the city of "Al-Baydha". 

Perhaps the kidnapping case of former General National Congress (GNC) member, 

"Fawzi Rajab Al-Ogab" and his companion was the most prominent during the 

month of February. The incident occurred in mysterious circumstances in "Shahat". 

Three weeks later, "Al-Ogab" and his companion returned back to their families 

without revealing the identity of their kidnappers. 

These kidnapping incidents including the abduction of "Al-Ogab" urged the 

Solidarity for Human Rights Organization to express its concerns about the 

increasing pace of kidnapping operations carried out in the cities of "Al-Baydha" 

and "Shahat". The organization accused the parliament-affiliated armed forces of 

being behind these operations.    

On a different level, murder and assassination crimes were registered in 

"Benghazi" in two occasions. The first case was a car bomb that targeted the 

motorcade of the head of Benghazi's Security Directorate, Colonel "Salah Hwaidi. 

The second operation followed in less than a week when a car bomb targeted the 

Commander of "Al-Saeqa" Special Forces Captain "Mahmoud Werfali", killing 

two of his companions. No confirmed information about the extent of injuries 

suffered by "Huwaidi" and "Werfalli".  

The area was not devoid of kidnapping incidents targeting Egyptian workers. In 

"Ajbadya", 13 Egyptians who were kidnapped by armed groups, were released. 
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In the previous January, "Al-Jalaa" hospital for surgery and accidents in 

"Benghazi" received 248 injured, among whom were women, following fighting 

and violent actions in the city. 

The Ministry of Interior of the Government of National Accord denied the increase 

of crime rates in the capital "Tripoli" and western region. Despite that, several 

kidnapping cases occurred in "Tripoli" most notably the abduction of the Mayor of 

"Sirte" municipality, "Mokhtar Al-Madani," and his companions in the area of 

"Ghout Al-Rumman" in the suburbs of "Tripoli".  

Athletes were not away from the kidnapping circle in February. In "Tripoli", the 

international referee and Chairman of the Arbitration Commission of the General 

Federation of Hand Ball "Abdel Aziz Mohamed Maktouf" was kidnapped. Also, 

the football player in "Al-Ahli Tripoli" and national team "Moaid Allafi" was 

kidnapped and released three days later. 

The city of "Zawiya" also registered the kidnaping of the prosecutor in the 

"Zawiya" court "Othman Al-Ajmi" while "Sorman" registered the kidnapping of 

Shiekh "Husam Al-Hrizi".  

In the Libyan south, the situation seemed to be more stable during February. It was 

noted that crime rates decreased in the city of "Sabha" which was not overwhelmed 

with news on kidnapping and murder cases, except for some cases which are not 

reported. Moreover, no statistics were released during the month of February by 

neither the security directorate in the city nor other official entities.  

In February, acts of vandalism targeting installations of the General Electricity 

Company (GECOL) continued as was the case in the previous months. In fact, 
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"Ben Jawad" station was subject to vandalism and looting while explosive devices 

detonated in the station of "Al-Shwirif" leading to its damage. Furthermore, one of 

the electricity power tours in the south of "Slouk" area. 

Smuggling across the Libyan border did not seem to decline. The customs service 

of Algeria revealed that the bananas smuggling activity from Libya to Algeria has 

increased in the past period. It confirmed that it had managed to seize about 2340 

Kilograms of banana smuggled from Libya. 

On the eastern borders, security authorities at "Msaad" border crossing with Egypt 

were able to seize trucks carrying approximately 600 heads of cattle including 

sheep and cows which were about to be smuggled to Egypt.  

Following these smuggling operations, the Commander of the eastern military area 

warned of smuggling cattle and announced that 20 Kilometres from the Libyan-

Egyptian borders are prohibited areas. 

At the same border crossing, quantities of fuel and cooking oil were prepared to be 

smuggled to Egypt. 

Expectations 

It is noted from the above, that kidnapping rates have increased in February due to 

the weak security across the country. In addition, the conflict between parties who 

control the capital, "Tripoli," has been intensified leading to a new conflict phase. 

The increase of kidnapping cases in the east of the country could be attributed to 

the increased severity of political disputes. These conflicts are resolved through 

getting rid of opponents. 
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The two incidents targeting "Mahmoud Werfali" and "Salah Huwaidi", who are 

two major security and military actors in "Benghazi", clearly prove what has been 

mentioned above. The pace of kidnappings and assassinations is likely to increase 

in the upcoming months amid the absence of effective solutions for divisions 

plaguing the country. 

It is also expected that smuggling across Libyan borders will increase due to the 

weak security grip, the country's vast area, and the lack of necessary resources to 

control the borders. 

Acts of vandalism on the General Electricity Company (GECOL) may continue for 

the same reasons. 

Local Social Reconciliation 

So far, it is possible to assert that the local social reconciliation efforts led by 

dignitaries and notables, in the western region, in particular, are the most effective 

and successful mediations in resolving disputes and crises that erupt between 

cities, regions or tribes and even those that occur between armed groups. 

Efforts of dignitaries and notables in the western region succeeded in putting an 

end to the ongoing problem during January between the cities of "Tarhuna" and 

"Garabulli ". Clashes between both sides killed nine people and wounded others.  

Several meetings were held in the city of "Tarhuna" between dignitaries and 

notables of "Wershfana" and "Janzour" to negotiate ways to end clashes between 

armed groups from both sides on the coastal road in the west of "Tripoli". 

Negotiations were crowned by success.  
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Leaders concluded meetings by holding a forum for reconciliation between 

dignitaries and notables of "Janzour" and "Wershfana" along with the presences of 

notables and representatives of western regions. During the forum, attendees 

agreed to stop the fighting between both regions, open the closed part of the coastal 

road, as well as exchange persons who are detainees and kidnapped because of 

their identities. 

They also agreed to lift the social cover in the future for all those who carry out 

kidnapping and offences from both sides and criminalize these acts as well as the 

return of migrants and displaced people from the areas of "Janzour" and "Sayyad".  

Following the recent armed clashes which resulted in death, dignitaries and 

notables from "Tarhuna" were able to also intervene to resolve the conflict between 

the city and the area of "Qaser Bin Ghashir" in the suburb of "Tripoli". 

They agreed to completely open the closed roads, hand over the wanted people to 

the concerned authorities, and assign the director of the Central Security in the area 

of "Qaser Bin Ghashir" "Salah Al-Marghani" as responsible for the whole region's 

security. 

As part of reconciliation efforts, dignitaries and notables of the areas and towns of 

"Nafoussa" Mountain held a consultative meeting to find ways to resolve the 

ongoing crisis between "Zintan" and "Kikla" through putting an end to disputes 

between them as well as to release detainees from both sides.  

The visit of dignitaries and notables from areas, towns, and tribes in "Nafoussa" 

Mountain to the city of "Tarhuna" resulted in signing a social honour treaty for 
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coexistence with the areas and tribes of "Nalut", "Wazen" "Yefran", "Al-Qalaa", 

"Kabaw", "Jadu", and "Mashashiya". 

Reconciliation efforts in the western region cast a shadow over the southern region 

where the Social Council of the "Tuareg" tribes sought to achieve social peace, 

coexistence, and harmony in the region. The council signed an honor treaty with 

tribes extending from "Aisin" to "Awinet". 

In the eastern part of the country, mediation efforts of dignitaries and notables in 

"Tobruk" resulted in releasing the HoR member for "Kufra", Jibril Al-Zwi" who 

was kidnapped in late January. 

Efforts have contributed to overcoming problems between the family of "Al-Zwi" 

and his kidnappers who were asking for imprisoning the kidnapped son of "Al-

Zwi" accusing him of being involved in kidnapping one of their sons. 

Expectations 

Despite the efforts made in local social reconciliation, those who are active in these 

mediation efforts must continue and increase their strive in order to put out the 

sparks that ignite from time to time. These disputes will only come to end by 

abolishing armed manifestations and establishing a central security. 

The intensification of political and armed conflict in the capital, "Tripoli", makes it 

imperative for dignitaries and notables to be always prepared. The month of March 

may undergo new crises that require social treatments. 
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Displaced Persons 

The crisis of the internally displaced Libyans has seen a major breakthrough, in 

particular, families who were displaced from the city of "Sirte", about a year ago. 

The committee responsible for supervising the return of the displaced families 

planned their return in five phases. Life in the city has gradually started to return to 

normal.  

As a contribution to assisting the returnees to their homes, the Libyan Red 

Crescent Association in "Misrata" has assigned a number of volunteers to provide 

assistance on a weekly basis to displaced persons who returned home in "Sirte". 

Some local and international organizations continued performing their role 

supporting the displaced families which have recently returned to "Sirte". The 

support consists of providing the displaced with their basic needs of food, clothing, 

and medicines. 

The crisis committee in "Sirte" provided a convoy of assistance that contains 

furniture and blankets to families which returned to their homes. Aids were funded 

by the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and a number of community 

charitable associations. The Turkish Relief Organization distributed aids to those 

who returned to their homes in "Sirte" in cooperation with the charitable 

organization "Jahed" in "Misrata". 

Libyan Authority for Relief and humanitarian Aid continued its efforts to help 

displaced persons from "Sirte" in the eastern part of the city. It distributed food aid 

to 800 displaced families in the areas extending from the "Wadi-al-Ahmar" to 

"Ajbadya". 
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Charity Hands Association (Ayadi Al-Khair) carried on its activities offering aids 

to the displaced persons. It sent an aid convoy, funded by the World Food 

Program, to displaced persons from "Sirte" in "Bani Walid" and its suburbs. 

In the framework of the development of its activities and the expansion of its 

services to civilians and displaced persons, "Tahir Al-Zawi" Charity Organization 

concluded a cooperation agreement with the Catholic organization "Sant'Egidio". 

"Tahir Al-Zawi" foundation distributed during the year 2016 about 80 thousand 

food baskets to displaced and needy families in the south of the country.  

In the same sense, 300 displaced families in "Wadi Awal" in "Nafussa" Mountain 

close to the Tunisian-Algerian borders received aids distributed by the 

International Organization for Migration. 

With regard to displaced and immigrant families outside the country, Justice First 

Foundation announced its intention to return 35 Libyan families to the country 

soon. The Foundation is working on the plan it has launched last month consisting 

of returning all the displaced and immigrants outside Libya. 

Families, which returned from Egypt in January - most of them are from 

"Tawergha"- received food aids from the World Food Program. 

Expectations 

In March the sixth and final phase of the return of families from "Sirte" will be 

carried out. Solutions are to be found for those whose homes were damaged and 

destroyed as a result of the war. 
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International and local relief organizations do not have to halt their activities as 

there are still thousands of displaced persons from "Benghazi", "Kikla", "Ubari", 

"Wershfana" and "Sirte". Organisations' activities are expected to increase because 

of the difficulty facing heads of families to provide the basic needs amid the 

continued prices increase and the declining exchange rate of the Libyan dinar 

against foreign currencies. 

Justice First Foundation is expected to launch the return of the second batch of 

displaced and immigrants in Egypt and to continue documenting their numbers 

abroad. 
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The Cultural Case 
 

University Activities  

In February the relative stagnation of university activities continued throughout 

Libya, as it was a period of exams in some colleges and preparations to start a new 

semester. 

The University of "Ajdabiya" concluded the debate contest organized by the 

“Libyan Youth Idea” Movement and “Libyan Youth Club for Culture and 

Dialogue”.  

Prior to the contest, participants had attended a training session which included 

workshops on how to debate and manage time. 

The Faculty of Mass Communications in "Benghazi" concluded the cultural 

entertainment festival entitled "This is Our Time". It also concluded a Futsal 

tournament, in which students from the university participated. 

Although the University of "Benghazi" underwent events and devastation as a 

result of the ongoing clashes, it managed to maintain its first place in Libyan 

university ranking sites. However, its ranking dropped at the Arab, African, and 

Global level. 

The Dean and faculty members of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of 

"Benghazi" participated in the first annual conference of neurology which was held 

in "Benghazi" Medical Center. The conference is the first of its kind in the city. 
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The Libyan International Medical University organized a discussion panel in 

“Benghazi” that was attended by university professors and specialists. During the 

panel, participants discussed health services in Libya and presented research 

papers. 

In the city of "Al-Baydha" "Omar Al-Mukhtar" university announced its intention 

to organize a scientific conference about the challenges facing libraries amid the 

technological development and the dominance of Internet and digital information. 

The congress is to be held in October, later this year. 

Students in the faculty of Medicines at "Omar Al-Mukhtar" University celebrated 

the international day of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology, which falls on the 15th 

of February of each year.  

Expectations 

In March, along with the start of a new semester and end of holidays, university 

and students activities might increase. During the upcoming months, universities 

are likely to hold several expositions and activities, which are usually at peak 

during the spring season. 

Art and Literature 

Unlike January, there were no major art and literature related events during the 

month of February.  

February was marked by the Libyan participation in "Cairo" International Book 

Fair which started in the second half of January.  Libyan participants took part in 

the fair's events including poetry evenings. 
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Libyan writers, critics, and media professionals participated in discussions panels 

and seminars held during the festival. The Libyan participation came under the 

slogan "My Country's Name will not be Absent". 

Libya rejoined the General Union of Arab Writers after Libyan writers agreed on 

their representative in the Union's meetings. Algeria welcomed the return of Libya 

as a member of the Union. 

The art scene lost the poet "Saleh Mesbah Abbas" who passed away at the 

beginning of February leaving behind collections of poetry and stories. 

"Tadokala" launched its first theatrical show since its inception in 2016. The show, 

which was presented in the city of "Zwarah", was entitled "Psycho is not a defect". 

The show tackled the topic of psychological disorders and the phenomenon of 

illegal immigration that is plaguing the coastal city of "Zwarah".  

"Tripoli" continued to host gatherings and poetry evening that were held in "Bashir 

Saadawi" cultural forum and House (Dar) "Hassan Fqih" which hosted a number of 

prominent Libyan poets. 

Knights (Al-Forsan) Foundation for Intellectual and Social Development launched, 

in the city of "Jalu", an initiative to encourage reading through providing 1000 

books to school libraries in a step that is first of its kind.  

The city of "Al-Marj" announced the intention to launch "Marj" International Book 

Fair at the end of March. The fair will include cultural and art events and it is 

expected to receive participants from outside of Libya. 
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Expectations 

With the exception of "Marj" International Book Fair that is supposed to be held in 

March, the month may not see any significant art and literature events. 

The same reasons that cast their shadow on the rest of sectors in Libya, they also 

affect art and literature and the attention given to this sector. 

Archeology 

February was marked by some positive measures and indicators in the field of 

archaeological sites which were the subject of more attention and awareness 

raising about their importance. It is noteworthy to mention that there were some 

concerns about the archaeological sites in the country.  

The antiquity Authority sought to leave a positive imprint through its proclamation 

of the "100-day Plan", which requires the fencing of archaeological sites where 

there is no fence and providing the necessary equipment for conducting surveys 

and archaeological documentation. 

Through this plan, the Antiquities Authority aims to restore some rickety 

archaeological buildings after the recent calls by local specialized parties 

demanding to pay heed to the dangers besetting some archaeological sites. 

The plan will also cover the list of Libyan national heritages as well as the launch 

of awareness-raising programs on the importance of heritage and maintaining it. 

The area of "Tolmeita" in eastward of “Benghazi” announced the launch of a 

project that aims at restoring the antiquities Museum in the area. The project is 

supposed to start in March because parts of the museum collapsed. 
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Despite the arisen interest in the archaeological sites, the likelihood of dropping 

them from the World Heritage List remains possible because of being exposed to 

collapses. 

This urged the office of technical affairs in the antiquity authority in "Tripoli" to 

warn of these collapses. The absence of security and weak resources directly 

contribute to the increase in theft and sale of archaeological artifacts at global 

auctions.  

The Antiquity Authority as other State institutions is divided between the east and 

west of the country due to the ongoing political division in the country which 

prevent it from performing its work as required. 

The city of "Shahat" in eastern Libya is scheduled to hold a seminar about the 

Libyan national five world heritage places on the list of danger in the upcoming 

month of March.  

Antiquities sector in Libya lost the archaeologist "Dr. Fadel Elgorini", former 

Chairman of Libyan Antiquities Authority and one of the most prominent 

archaeologists in the history of the country. He obtained a doctorate in Greek 

antiquities and was awarded the Order of Golden Phoenix by the President of 

Greece. 

In "Tripoli" the General Authority of Endowments (Awqaf) and Islamic Affairs 

announced its initial agreement with the Turkish side so that it assumes the 

maintenance of the Ottoman mosques in Libya. 
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Expectations 

From what have preceded, it is clear that the antiquities sector received some kind of 

attention in the eastern region compared to the western one. Officials announced that 

the month of March will be marked by the launch of several projects in the eastern 

region of the country. However, the absence of the State control and budgets for the 

sectors of tourism and archeology will hinder the completion of the announced 

projects. 
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The Media Case  
 

Introduction  

The month of February witnessed extensive media momentum with regards to the 

Libyan issue. The attention of media was directed to cover foreign visits of the 

Presidential Council's Chairman "Fayez Sarraj" and highlighted Egypt's efforts that 

aimed to hold a meeting that brings together "Sarraj" and General Commander of 

the parliament-affiliated army Marshal "Khalifa Haftar" in "Cairo" and the failure 

of the attempt. Media also covered the gunfire attack that targeted the motorcade of 

the Presidential Council Chairman on his way back to "Tripoli" in which he 

survived and two of his bodyguards were wounded. Moreover, clashes in the area 

"Abu Salim" in "Tripoli" were covered by media along with the international 

condemnation of what these confrontations have resulted in of damage, casualties, 

and injuries. Another event that received media attention was the meeting of 

foreign ministers of Egypt, Tunisia, and Algeria to discuss the Libyan crisis and to 

come up with a joint statement that supports the political solution and rejects any 

military intervention. 

All these events and others enriched media, during February, in terms of coverage 

of Libyan affairs by all journalism genres such as reports, news analyses, print, 

audio and visual media, as well as at international, Arab and local levels. The 

coverage of these events, of course, varied depending on the manner, method and 

methodology used. This enrichment has also led to a change in the percentage of 

viewers to Libyan media. 
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In light of what has preceded, the following lines present the most prominent 

media during the month of February, viewership ratings, the most important issues 

it covered during the month, the extent to which various media are professional in 

tackling issues and events, violations against journalists and media professionals, 

and expectations based on the media situation. 

The Most Prominent Media in Terms of Viewership Rating During 

February 

The ranking of viewers rating of electronic media websites in the month of 

February was different than in January. In fact, according to "ALEXA" website 

that is specialized in ranking electronic media sites based on views rating, some 

sites were better ranked this month, while others dropped in ranking. For instance, 

the social media network site Facebook dropped to the fourth rank until February 

28th after it was ranked third until January 31st. "Bawabat Al Wasat" site ranked 

27th in February after it was at the 26th place while "Africa news gate" site made 

great progress being at the 36th place after it was ranked 60th in January. "Libya Al 

Mustakbal" site also moved up to the rank of 62nd after it was 75th in January 

The following table shows the ranking of electronic media sites, according to the 

Alexa site: 
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Site Web Address 
Ranking on Alexa site 

during February 

Ranking on Alexa 

site during January 

YouTube YouTube.com 2 2 

Facebook Facebook.com 4 3 

Twitter Twitter.com 21 16 

"Alwasat" Website Alwasat.ly 27 26 

Africa Gate News  Afrigatenews.net 36 60 

Libya "Akhbar" news 

site   

Libyaakhbar.com 50 71 

The Observatory site Almarsad.co 78 68 

Libya "Al-

Mostakbal" website  

libya-al-

mostakbal.org 

62 75 

Channel 218 website 218tv.net 184 123 

Libya Herald website Libyaherald.com 257 173 

Ain Libya website Eanlibya.com 229 279 

Libya news site 24 Akhbarlibya24.net 689 851 

Libyan news Agency Lana-news.ly 1149 952 

 

The Most Prominent Libyan Issues in Local, Arab, and 

International Media 

International and Arab media shed light on foreign reactions towards Libyan 

affairs as well as on internal developments of the Libyan crisis. Besides the 

extensive foreign media coverage on Libya, local media addressed a number of 

internal political, economic, and security issues: 
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A. The Most Prominent Libyan Issues in Arab and International Media 

- Russian Foreign Minister "Sergei Lavrov": "Fayez Sarraj", "Khalifa Haftar", 

and "Agila Saleh" are the central personalities of Libyan events.  "Moscow" 

calls for finding political solutions to the Libyan crisis as soon as possible. 

- The Secretary-General of NATO is willing to help Libya build its military and 

intelligence services under a civilian authority in the case Libya presents an 

official request.   

- 72 wounded from the Libyan forces led by "Khalifa Haftar" are heading to 

Russia for medical treatment.   

- President of the European Council "Donald Tusk" calls for "closing" the road 

between Libya and Italy to prevent illegal immigration. 

- Three Russian citizens have impersonated senior Russian officials including 

Russian Defense Minister "Sergei Shoygu" on a visit to the Libyan city of 

"Misrata". The Russian embassy in Libya advised all Libyan parties not to 

respond to any delegations or Russian personalities questionable visit requests 

without a formal notification from Russian foreign affairs ministry in 

"Moscow". 

- "Haftar" in an interview published in the French newspaper "Journal du 

Dimanche": The international community must let Libyans decide their own 

fate.  

- On February 5, the Libyan Interior Ministry published a shocking statistic on 

crimes ranging from murder, kidnapping and armed robbery that took place 

within one month and a half in "Tripoli". Furthermore, 118 bodies were found 

"on the roadside", belonging to persons aged 16-35. 
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- European Union foreign ministers condemn the mistreatment of migrants in 

detention camps in Libya. 

- A wide debate on social media pages and news sites following the spread of a 

video clip showing a Libyan soldier shouting at ISIS militant before his 

execution, saying: "I only want honour". 

- The Prime Minister of the Government of National Accord (GNA) "Fayez 

Sarraj" visited "Ankara" and held a closed meeting with the Turkish Prime 

Minister "Binali Yildirim" to discuss several issues, including bilateral 

relations and counter-terrorism. 

- Controversy over the appointment of "Salam Fayyad" as an international envoy 

to Libya which the United States of America rejects. 

- Libyan authorities are concluding an agreement with Italy to finance 

immigration detention camps in Libya. The Libyan House of Representatives: 

The Memorandum of Understanding with Italy is void. 

- The Government of National Accord considers the "National Guard" in 

"Tripoli" illegal. 

- The release of 13 Egyptians who were kidnapped in Libya. 

- The failure to bring together "Sarraj" and "Haftar" in a joint meeting in 

"Cairo". 

- Libyan leaders agree in "Cairo" on a transitional period that will end by a 

general election in a year.  

- "Khalifa Ghwell" announces plans to reopen "Tripoli" airport. 

- A tripartite Tunisian-Egyptian-Algerian meeting on the Libyan crisis was 

concluded with supporting a political solution to the crisis and rejecting the 

military one. 
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- "Haftar" in a TV interview with the Egyptian channel ON TV Live: Muslim 

Brotherhood on top of terrorist organizations operating in Libya and "Skhirat" 

Political Agreement "cannot build any State because it is a "futility" 

- "Fayez Sarraj" expresses his hope for a Russian mediation to solve the crisis in 

his country while he denies that he had any agreement with "Khalifa Haftar" 

during their visit to "Cairo". 

- The motorcade of the head of Government of National Accord "Fayez Sarraj" 

was shot at in "Tripoli" and two bodyguards were wounded. 

- Chairman of the Libyan National Oil Corporation (NOC) "Mustafa Sanallah" 

signed with the head of "Rosneft" company, "Igor Sechin," an agreement for 

oil exploration and production. 

- The United Nations: The trial of "Saif al-Islam Gaddafi" does not meet 

international standards and demands that he appears in the International 

Criminal Court for trial. 

- Libya loses the right to vote in the United Nations with five other States due to 

the non-payment of annual dues. 

- Violent clashes in the area of "Abu Salim" in "Tripoli" caused significant 

property damage and paralyzed the movement in half of the Libyan capital. An 

international statement condemned the clashes and the Presidential Council 

pledged to end armaments.  

- The full escape of prisoners of the military police prison in "Sabha" following 

an armed attack carried out by a family in retaliation for its children. 

- "Sarraj" in front of Human Rights Council in "Geneva" admitted that there are 

“human rights violation in various parts of Libya". He deplored "the imposed 

restrictions on women's travel by some Libyan authorities." 
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B. Major Libyan Issued in Local Media 

- On February 26, flights were suspended in the International "Tobruk" airport 

due to the closure of the airplanes' fuel depot at the airport.  

- The General Electric Company of Libya (GECOL) sought the network 

problems in the south and east of Libya to identify problems and difficulties to 

facilitate solving them. 

- Member of the House of Representatives "Saeed Imghayab": The Government 

of "Sarraj" is only a duplication for “Karzai's government in Afghanistan. 

- Tunisian foreign minister: every approach to a military solution in Libya will 

lead to a disastrous civil war. 

- The Solidarity Organization for Human Rights accuses "Haftar" and "Al-

Thinni" of conducting a kidnapping campaign in the eastern region. 

- Sudan demands a Security Council delegation to remove the Darfurian 

movements from Libya. 

- "Benghazi" Defense Brigades confirm that its war is against "Haftar" and does 

not target the tribes of eastern Libya. 

- "Fathi Majbari" a member of the Presidential Council: "Skhirat Agreement 

fostered the division between Libyans. 

- Documents indicate that Libya lost $108 million in front of Tunisian courts for 

the supply of fuel in the first half of 2011. 

- The Turkish ambassador visited the Endowment Authority "Awqaf" and 

discussed the restoration of antique mosques in "Tripoli". 

- A wide controversy over the issuance of "Abdul Razak Al-Nadhuri" a military 

order prohibiting the unauthorized travel of Libyan women, under the age of 
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60, without a male companion (Mahram), and the circulation of the prohibition 

of travel of Libyans between 18 and 45 years without security consent. 

- "Sarraj" and "Sweihli" accused the forces affiliated to "Ghwell" of firing on 

their motorcades while the Presidential Guard-affiliated to the General National 

Congress denies its connection with the attack. 

- Commander of the US forces in Africa "AFRICOM", General "Thomas 

Waldhauser" announced that the number of ISIS militants in Libya has shrunk 

from nearly 5,000 to hundreds as a result of military operations in "Sirte". 

- Libyan cities celebrate the sixth anniversary of the February 17 revolution. 

- "Al-Bonyan Al-Marsous": The return of 5000 displaced families to "Sirte". 

 

Media Trends in Covering the Main Issues 

Media varies in terms of their methodologies in tackling and covering events on 

Libyan affairs. In fact, some media are unbiased and objective while others are 

biased when covering specific events.  

The following table is a content analysis of one example of media coverage of 

some issues and events throughout the month of February: 

Issue of Analysis: The announcement of "Khalifa Ghwell" plans for 

reopening the "Tripoli" airport. 
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Media  

Content 

Libyan 

newspaper "Al-

Ayam"46 

Libya "Al-

Mostakbal" 

website 47 

Middle East Online 

site48 

Wesbite of 

News Channel 

"Al-Naba" 49 

Address  "Khalifa Ghwell": 

Announcing plans 

to reopen "Tripoli" 

international 

airport. 

Reopening of 

"Tripoli" 

International 

Airport 

"Ghwell" is going on 

a quiet coup against 

"Sarraj". 

The National 

Salvation 

Government is 

commemorating 

the February 

anniversary in 

"Tripoli" 

international 

airport. 

Terminology The use of an 

explanation for the 

news item using 

the terminology 

of: "a new blow to 

the National 

Accord 

Government." 

The use of two 

terms to describe 

the General 

Congress. The 

first term is "the 

former" and the 

second "which 

mandate is 

expired". 

The use of term 

"parallel 

government" when 

describing the 

National Salvation 

government and 

sometimes it was 

described as "parallel 

salvation authority". 

The channel did 

not use a special 

term for the 

news event. 

Titles and 

attributes 

"Ghwell" was 

described as the 

"Head of the 

National Salvation 

Government". 

The site replaced 

putting a title for 

"Ghwell" with a 

sentence that 

contains only his 

name without a 

title, as follows: 

"The 

inauguration was 

overseen by the 

National 

The site described 

"Ghwell" as "the 

head of the parallel 

Libyan salvation 

authority "Khalifa 

Ghwell". 

The channel 

described 

"Ghwell" as 

"The Prime 

Minister of the 

Salvation 

government, 

"Khalifa 

Ghwell". 

                                                           
46  Http://bit.ly/2mX9QCK 

47  Http://bit.ly/2m51rhk  

48  Http://bit.ly/2loBKel  

49  Http://bit.ly/2mCHBgA  

http://bit.ly/2mX9QCK
http://bit.ly/2mX9QCK
http://bit.ly/2m51rhk
http://bit.ly/2m51rhk
http://bit.ly/2loBKel
http://bit.ly/2loBKel
http://bit.ly/2mCHBgA
http://bit.ly/2mCHBgA
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Salvation 

Government in 

"Tripoli" headed 

by "Khalifa 

Ghwell". 

General 

Remarks   

The newspaper 

covered the event 

in several forms 

among which the 

explanation of the 

even as a "blow to 

the National 

Accord 

Government". 

The site gave an 

opinion about the 

event through 

accusing "Libya 

Dawn operation" 

of being the 

reason behind 

destroying and 

burning the 

airport. The 

accusation was 

mentioned in the 

middle of the 

news article 

without any 

reference or 

explanation by 

saying: "Libya 

Dawn Operation, 

which led to 

destroying and 

burning the 

airport during the 

clashes in the 

capital in 2014" 

Starting from the 

title, the site gave an 

opinion by 

describing the event 

as "a quiet coup". 

The explanatory 

background stated: 

"besides forming a 

presidential guard 

force parallel to the 

one affiliated with 

the accord 

government, the 

recent Ghwell's step 

represents a 

challenge to "Sarraj" 

who believes that he 

is facing severe 

pressure in the 

capital "Tripoli" 

along with a weak 

political 

performance and 

several security and 

economic crises. 

The channel 

tried to be 

biased in this 

coverage so, for 

instance, it 

mentioned 

"salvation 

government" 

and "general 

congress" 

without adding 

any other terms 

that describe its 

position. It did 

not conclude the 

news article 

with a 

background 

information 

despite its 

importance in 

the journalistic 

structure of the 

news article. 

 

The previous example is one out of many on how much news coverage vary 

between newspapers and news sites in the use of titles, terms, titles of public 

personalities and government officials whether they are security, military or even 

religious figures. Moreover, media give an opinion in explaining the events and 

issues directly or indirectly in a way that justifies the extent of political division 
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and its tremendous impact on all aspects of State and in its heart the media 

situation.  

Violations against Journalists and Media Professionals during the 

Month of January 

Journalists suffering continues by being victims of violations in Libya throughout 

the month of February. Amongst these violations what was published by 

"Reporters without Borders" of kidnapping and attacks against journalists in 

"Tripoli". Victims prefer not to reveal their identities due to fears of various armed 

militias controlling the capital, according to what was published by the 

organization. 

“Reporters Without Borders” condemned what it described as "arbitrary closure of 

radio "Al-Wasat" in "Benghazi" and the local radio of "Gharian". It stated that on 

February 7, "Mahmoud Shamam" the chairman of "Al-Wasat" media center group 

said that the transmitter radio was confiscated in "Tobruk" by security forces 

affiliated with the army that controls the eastern part of Libya. On the same day, 

the radio station in "Benghazi" was closed and equipment was confiscated without 

providing any good reason except for the overlapping frequencies between "Al-

Wasat" Radio and the official national radio. On February 23, the local radio of 

"Gharian" was targeted by an armed group which was entrusted with its protection 

and imposed the closure of the radio without providing any logical reason. The 

broadcasting has since been interrupted while the reconciliation efforts between 

armed groups and local authorities have not yet resolved the situation. 
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In this regard, "Vergini Danghal", editor of “Reporters Without Borders” said: "the 

situation in Libya is very worrying. Regardless the criticism that could be 

addressed to both radio stations, their closure was aggressive, arbitrary and 

disproportionate and can only further hinder the difficult transitional process which 

the country has been facing since 2011." 

According to the Libyan Center for Freedom of Press, a journalist in "Libya's 

National channel" by the name of "Ali Salem" was kidnapped. The center released 

a statement that the journalist was kidnapped on February 5th in front of his house 

located on the airport road in southern "Tripoli" by gunmen revealing their faces 

and who threatened his wife and asked for ransom. 

The Libyan Media Center announced the disappearance of a photographer at 218 

Channel "Mohammed Al-Mosali" in "Tripoli" during his professional duty to cover 

the events on February 25th near the area of "Bab Al-Aziza" where contact was 

lost. Several hours later, Channel (218) announced the return of the photographer 

to his home without providing any details. 

The center condemned the statement issued by the Presidential Council accusing 

the media of "fueling public opinion in the coverage of "Abu Salim" events". The 

Center described the statement as: "Under the framework of intellectual terrorism 

that is practiced against media to restrict and suppress freedoms." The Center also 

condemned in another statement what it described as "threat of the spokesman of 

the Presidential Council "Ashraf Al-Tholothi" to a number of activists to arbitrarily 

pursuit them in some countries". Following this statement, the Center stated the 

Presidential Council has the legal and criminal responsibility for all the cases of 
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enforced disappearance that will affect media activists and opinion-makers who 

oppose arbitrary policies and advocate for a civil State. 

A number of employees in the Committee for Supporting and Encouraging the 

Press signed a statement in which they indicated that 50 journalists were arbitrarily 

dismissed because of what they called "their political orientations in "Tripoli”. 

They appealed to officials, including the Presidential Council of the Government 

of National Accord, to react against the decision of dismissal and termination of 

services of 50 journalists since the beginning of last year due to political tensions 

in the country leaving them without any support. Since May last year, the 

Committee suspended the salaries of its collaborators who represent more than 

85% of the staff, in addition to paying salaries to employees without balance in its 

bank account. The Committees officials forced some journalists to relocate to other 

areas for reasons that are unknown until today. Journalists held the committee 

responsible for giving them cheques without balance in its account asking the 

Attorney general's office to investigate in the suspension of journalists’ salaries, as 

described in a statement issued on February 18, 2017.   

Expectations 

The political momentum and foreign reactions towards Libyan affairs were 

reflected directly on the media situation but even all the different media 

orientations had an influential role on these political interactions through enriching 

media coverage on Libyan affairs and issues at a much higher rate in February than 

the previous month of January. 
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The ongoing political tensions, exchange of accusations and statements between 

some officials, and their use of media as a platform for issuing accusations or 

statements against other officials or political factions are expected to create more 

disparity and even contradictions in media coverage of the same event in a way 

that is far from any neutrality or objectivity. 

The closure of radio stations or dismissal of journalists for unknown reasons or 

information such as the one published by some journalists fired from the 

Committee for Supporting and Encouraging the Press stating that "their political 

orientations" is the reason for their suspension from work, all these events take 

journalists away from being diligent about revealing the truth and publishing the 

opinion and the other opinion to be professionals who are trying to keep their 

"living" through presenting what the authority sees or what their bosses dictate so 

that they do not get fired or make their company a target of closure even if this 

comes at the expense of unveiling truth and committing to neutrality and 

objectivity.     

All the events that have preceded and other events such the ones in "Abu Salim" 

along with some officials’ hostile statements against journalists predict, more 

violations against journalists and media professionals during their field work 

covering various events. 
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Recent Publications 

1. Priorities of National Reconciliation Government. 

2. The Draft of Political Agreement: Review of the Content. 

3. 2014 Audit Bureau Report and Rationalization of Public Spending. 

4. A Framework for the Comprehensive Transitions (Translated to Arabic). 

5. Social Impacts of the Political Division in Libya. 

6. The Political and Security Scene in Libya an Analytical and Forward-Looking Vision. 

7. The Economic Impacts of Political Division in Libya. 

8. Is it Possible to Bring Peace to Libya? 

9. Policies of Commodities Subsidy in Libya. 

10.  Libya 2015 Report: Year in Review. 

11.  Government Performance Evaluation in Libya for Year 2015.  

12.  War on ISIS in Libya through the Accord. 

13.  The Libyan Constitution Drafting Assembly (CDA): Path, Outcomes and Reviews.   

14.  Consociational Democracies, Political Stability and External Intervention.  

15.  The Health Sector in Libya: Situation and Challenges. 

16.  Financial Corruption in the Libyan Economy. 

17.  The Situation of Higher Education in Libya. 

18.  Public Education in Libya: Problems, Challenges and Solutions. 

19.  The Impact of Geography and Demography on the Conflict and the Solution in Libya. 

20.  The Role of the Social Groups and Religion in the Conflict over Power in Libya. 

21.  Performance Evaluation of the Ministry of Interior in Libya. 

22.  War against ISIS. Till When? Assessment Report. 

23.  The Paths of War in Benghazi. Assessment Report. 

24.  The International Community and its Compliance with the Skhirat Agreement. Assessment 

Report. 
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25.  Eight Months after Signing the Political Agreement. Assessment Report. 

26.  Tripoli and the Oil Crescent; Two Possible Pathways to War in Libya. Assessment Report. 

27. Consequences of Voting ‘No Confidence’ on Government of National Accord Assessment 

Report. 

28.  The Role of the State in the Economic Activity in Libya. 

29.  The Libya Case. Monthly report, August 2016.  

30.  The Libyan Political Dialogue (Skhirat). Obstacles or Closed Roads? Assessment Report. 

31.  The Shifts of the Conflict in the Oil Crescent. Assessment Report. 

32.  The Libyan Oil Sector during Year 2016. 

33. Repercussions of the Declarations of the State Council and the Mufti. Assessment Report. 

34.  Challenges Facing the Spatial Development in Libya. 

35.  The Libya Case. Monthly report, September 2016. 

36.  The Russian Role in Libya. A Context of a New Cold War. Assessment Report. 

37.  Social Justice in Libya since 2011. 

38.  The State of War in Libya What is it? And How to Dismantle it? 

39.  The Possibility of an Armed Clash in Tripoli after the Return of the Salvation Government 

Assessment Report. 

40.  New Possible Scenarios for the War in the Oil Crescent. Assessment Report. 

41.  The Possibilities of the Libyan War: Monopoly - War - Division – Negotiation. 

42.  The Absence of the State Movement in Libya.  

43.  The Libya Case. Monthly report, October 2016.  

44.  A Vision for the Management of Antiquities and Heritage in Libya. 

45.  The Good Governance of the Libyan Investments and Funds Abroad. 

46.  A Proposed Framework to Ending the Conflict in Libya. 

47.  Analysis of the Libyan Administrative Control Authority (ACA) Report of the Year 2015. 

48.  Five Libyan World Heritage Sites on the Danger List. 

49.  Small-Sized Enterprises (SSE).. The Best Choice for Libyan Economy. 
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50.  Performance Assessment of the Ministry of Social Affairs in Libya. 

51.  The Libyan Economy … Where is it heading?? 

52.  Performance Assessment of the Libyan Ports & Maritime Transport Authority (PMTA). 

53.  The Issue of Displaced Persons in Libya  .. An Overview. 

54.  Problems Facing The Return of Displaced Persons and Solutions. 

55.  Counting the Internally Displaced Persons, Reality, Challenges, and Future Strategies. 

56.  The Role of International Organizations in Solving the Humanitarian Crisis in Libya (2011-

2016). 

57.  Summary of Recommendations “Conference on Displaced Persons in Libya.” 

58.  Libya’s Indicators during December 2016. 

59.  The Economy Case in Libya – February 2017. 

60.  The Security Case in Libya – February 2017. 

61.  The Internal Political Case in Libya – February 2017. 

62.  The Foreign Political Case in Libya – February 2017. 

63.  The Religious Case in Libya – February 2017. 

64.  The Social Case in Libya – February 2017. 

65.  The Local Governance Case in Libya – February 2017. 
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About LOOPS 

The Libyan Organization Of Policies & Strategies (LOOPS) is an independent, 

nonprofit and nongovernmental institution founded in December 2014 in Tripoli, Libya. 

A representative branch was founded in Istanbul in January 2015.The organization 

carries out research and studies related to emerging policy and strategy issues with the 

aim of generating effective and successful policies and providing support to decision-

makers. The organization devotes its efforts to improving the performance of Libyan 

institutions and advancing the economic and social welfare of the Libyan people. It 

seeks to spread the notions and concepts of quality, good governance, strategic planning 

and a culture of excellence so as to improve the performance of Libyan institutions. 

LOOPS aspires to promote and spread knowledge about public policies and strategies to 

the state through the dissemination of statistics, studies and periodic reports. It also 

organizes conferences, workshops and forums as platforms for discussion, the exchange 

of opinions and spreading knowledge. 
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